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Abstract 

Taiwan’s Indigenous Peoples, Austronesian speakers with cultural ties to 

other Pacific Islanders, have encountered waves of outside political, 

cultural and economic forces. While their political situation has markedly 

improved with Taiwan’s democratization, their social and economic 

marginalization remains an issue. Reflecting recent shifts in Taiwan 

towards more human-centered, post-modern development policies, Atayal 

People of Jianshi Township have started a movement promoting 

community values and the transition to organic farming. 

This paper explores this transition and the work of the Jianshi “Farmers’ 

Academy.” Their aims are to collectivize organic agricultural production, 

transportation and marketing, promote and share traditional crops and 

knowledge as well as connect spread-out villages through shared culture, 

education and development. Situated in the broader contexts of 

Alternative Food Networks and Alternative Economic Spaces, which are 

typically explored in Western contexts, and Alternative Development 

(typically explored in the developing world), this qualitative research 

examines these marginalized communities’ efforts to formulate a 

grassroots model of culturally and environmentally sustainable 

development.  

The findings suggest that the people in the research area are choosing 

organic farming for various economic and non-material factors as many of 

their livelihood goals are culturally bound, outside the purview of 

conventional macroeconomic theories and critical of mainstream capitalist 

practices, thus supporting a more locally informed, pluralistic concept of 

economic development.  

Key words: organic farming, alternative food networks, alterity/alternative economic 

spaces, Alternative-development, indigenous culture, Atayal 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

I grew up in the Suburbs of North America’s third largest city and Canada’s largest, 

Toronto, spending much of my ample free time with siblings, cousins or friends 

exploring a ravine behind my house or camping, hiking, canoeing and kayaking in 

various conservation areas nearby. With so much time spent outdoors but with a city-

dweller’s sense of awe of nature, it would have been hard to not grow up to be a keen 

environmentalist.  

At York U in Toronto, I decided in my second year to major in Anthropology 

because it seemed to me the only discipline that really tried to understand the world 

with a fundamental respect for different people and their perspectives. In my third 

year, I was fortunate enough to participate in an Environmental Studies workshop 

course that involved volunteer activities, research and then a two-week trip to San 

Isidro, Costa Rica which I expanded to a month-long trip for independent travel. The 

purpose of the visit was to help at and study an Alternative Development oriented 

partnership (Las Nubes Project) between local farmers, conservationists, York U and 

a specialty coffee shop. The farmers grew coffee on difficult mountainous land; 

working to create a buffer zone of shade-grown coffee farms around a conservation 

area. The idea was that conservation would be more successful if the surrounding 

population had economic benefits. They planted fruit and medicine bearing trees 

alongside their coffee plants to provide food and medicine for local people, shade and 

deep roots to protect the soil, and food and habitat for vulnerable migratory animals 

like birds and butterflies. Since many of these animals spend summers in Canada and 

winters in Costa Rica, the partnership markets its product as an ethical option for 

Canadian consumers to protect our birds while they are south for the winter. This 

project owes much of its success to my Professor, the late Dr. Howard Daugherty, 

who understood that when trying to protect land and animals, the social aspects of 

conservation are essential to long-lasting success. He knew that spending time talking 

to people to understand and empower their perspectives was more valuable than any 

charts or graphs (though he did encourage and facilitate a variety of quantitative 

studies as well). My time spent on this project drove home to me how intertwined 

social and environmental issues are and how useful the anthropological approach 

could be in exploring them and bringing about positive change. 
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 Upon graduating university, I spent a year traveling around Asia and the 

Middle East and some time working and studying in Taiwan and have only become 

more interested in the intersections of society, environmental issues and economics. 

This research can be seen as an attempt to carry on the good work of Dr. Daugherty. 

1.2 Purpose 

Much of the history of the Social Sciences has involved an internal reflection 

regarding the degree to which its disciplines can be considered part of the “sciences.” 

With this self-consciousness in mind, many social scientists have made great attempts 

to seek universal truths (or Truth with a capital “T”) or rules that can be applied to 

human experience. Economics is one such discipline; in which opposing perspectives 

of Capitalism and Marxism, among others, have endeavored to see human experience 

and behaviour through universalizing lenses. While it is beyond the scope of this 

research to actually disprove such assumptions, the more modest goal is to make a 

small contribution to the ever-growing body of work that attempts to complicate the 

matter. Following in the footsteps of other cases of Alternative Economic Spaces, by 

telling the stories, experiences and perspectives of one piece of the complex puzzle of 

human experience, this research attempts to contribute to our understanding of the 

diversity of human economic meanings and motivations. By following in the feminist 

tradition of deconstructing the binary oppositions that make up so much of our 

vocabulary and contributing to a more nuanced understanding of human economic 

interaction, this research hopes to support a more inclusive and pluralistic 

conversation about economics, development, nature, culture and agriculture. And, as 

mentioned in the previous section, to prioritize the different perspectives in talking 

about economic development and environmental protection. 

Furthermore, much of the research on Alternative Economic Spaces and 

Alternative Food Networks, while deconstructing Western-centric economic 

vocabulary and assumptions, has taken place in a Western context. This research, 

following that of Abrahams (2006) in South Africa hopes to expand that lens by 

looking at the applicability and significance of such frameworks in the experience of 

an indigenous population in an industrialized Asian country. 

1.3 Nominal Definitions 

Alterity: An individual or group’s sense of difference or ‘otherness.’ 
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Alternative Economic Spaces (AES): Defined by Fuller et. al. (2010) as “the 

enactment of economies through socio-spatial relations that are to a greater or 

lesser degree distant or disengaged from global capitalism” (p. 2).  

Alternative Food Networks (AFN): a variety of organizations and behaviours diverse 

in scale, motivations, outcomes and degrees of integration with each other and 

the global capitalist system. While they may or may not be based on cohesive 

themes of organic food, sustainability, localism, community development, 

rejection of mainstream capitalism, etc., they are more easily categorized by 

their “alternativeness” to so-called “Conventional Food Networks” (CFNs) 

Development: A highly contested, culturally constructed and frequently critically 

deconstructed term that refers to interventionist efforts at improving human 

well-being. Although originally linked to post-WWII reconstruction in Europe 

and then investment and loans to former European colonies through the work 

of the World Bank and International Monetary Fund (IMF), such a system has 

been widely denounced variously as a failure by its own narrow measures, a 

cover for cold-war proxy conflicts or hegemonic power struggles and a form 

of neo-imperialism. While it is still debated by its critics whether or not the 

term should be abandoned completely (ex. post-development and alternatives 

to development), this research still makes use of the term but favouring a 

critical, deconstructing and pluralistic approach to these issues. 

Indigenous Culture: As with the terms discussed above, a concrete definition of what 

it means to be indigenous is difficult to agree upon. For this reason, the United 

Nations (UN) Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues has not agreed upon a 

formal definition for the term indigenous and, rather, relies on self-definition 

of identity. As a guideline, the forum outlines some main qualities of 

indigenous peoples: 

 Self- identification as indigenous peoples at the individual level and accepted by 

the community as their member.  

 Historical continuity with pre-colonial and/or pre-settler societies  

 Strong link to territories and surrounding natural resources  

 Distinct social, economic or political systems  

 Distinct language, culture and beliefs  

 Form non-dominant groups of society  

 Resolve to maintain and reproduce their ancestral environments and systems as 

distinctive peoples and communities. (UNPFII) 
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While there is some debate in Taiwan surrounding the indigeneity and 

categorization of other groups, the indigeneity of the Atayal People, on whom 

this research focuses, is broadly consensual and enshrined in article 1 of the 

“Indigenous Peoples Basic Law” of 2005. 

Organic Agriculture and Natural Farming: The term Organic refers to a set of 

principles relating to what are considered “natural” techniques for producing 

agricultural products usually due to environmental and/or health concerns. 

Definitions, regulations and promotion of such terms is overseen by individual 

nations and independent international certification bodies based largely on the 

standards of the International Federation of Organic Agricultural Movements 

(IFOAM) established in 1972, which declares the goal of organic farming to 

be,  

"Organic agriculture is a production system that sustains the health of soils, 

ecosystems and people. It relies on ecological processes, biodiversity and 

cycles adapted to local conditions, rather than the use of inputs with adverse 

effects. Organic agriculture combines tradition, innovation and science to 

benefit the shared environment and promote fair relationships and a good 

quality of life for all involved...” (IFOAM website) 

 

In Taiwan, the Association of Taiwan Organic Agriculture Promotion 

(ATAOP) has assumed the task of regulating and promoting both domestic 

organic farming practices and imported organic products. Standards and 

regulations are a difficult hurdle for producers in the transition to organic 

agriculture: getting certified can be a long, expensive and arduous process for 

farmers.  

In the case of the Farmers in Jianshi Township, many have adopted 

organic farming practices yet are still not officially certified as organic by the 

relevant governing bodies. Furthermore, their method of organic farming has 

been influenced by a technique called “Korean Natural Farming,” which 

makes use of local microbes. For these reasons, their current production is 

often referred to as “natural farming” or “Indigenous Natural Farming” 

while the phenomenon discussed in this research is referred to as the 

“transition to organic farming” as Organic certification is the goal of their 

hard work. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecosystems
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biodiversity
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1.4 Research Questions 

Looked at within the theoretical context of “Alternative Economic Spaces” and 

“Alternative Food Networks,” focusing on the work of the Jianshi Farmers’ Academy, 

what are the meanings, motivations and experiences of local participants in the shift 

to organic farming in Jianshi Township and how does it contribute to thinking about 

AES and AFN? 

1. What is the history and context of the founding of the Farmers’ Academy and 

Dream-weaving group? 

a. Historical, cultural, economic, geographic context 

2. Why are the participants promoting the transition to organic farming?  

a. What are the material benefits of such transition? (i.e. more secure, value-

added product, environmental protection) 

b. What are the “non-material” motivations? (i.e. fits better with cultural 

ethics, aids community cohesion through labour and knowledge sharing, 

supports local autonomy, keeps young adults in the area, supports 

traditional water-sharing culture, bolsters local pride. Aspects outside the 

purview of orthodox development thinking) 

i. What are local values relating to agricultural development? (i.e. 

nature/culture dualism, traditional crops/ relationship between 

production and conservation) 

ii. What are the priorities of the participants? (i.e. what are the main 

goals, ideas about the ‘good-life.’)  

iii. What is the symbolic meaningfulness? 

3. Relating to the concept of alterity: What is the nature of the participants’ 

interpretation of the mainstream society and economy or “conventional food 

chains?” 

a. What criticisms, rejections or negotiations of a mainstream system are 

implied, how is this framed/experienced by participants? 

b. How is the mainstream system represented? In terms of mediums and 

symbols. 

c. What aspects of the mainstream system do case participants reject, criticize, 

accept, negotiate, internalize? Why? (i.e. industrial agriculture techniques 

are criticized, are actions seen as overly individualistic, whereas certain 
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outside technologies, medicines, music and clothing seem to be more 

accepted) 

d. What are the wider goals of the participants? i.e How do the participants 

interpret their project as interacting or impacting the rest of the world? 

(Through previous observations, research has indicated that members of the 

Farmers’ Academy situate their actions in a global paradigm of 

environmentalism and pan-indigeneity, this area of questioning aims to 

explore how, why and to what extent they hope to impact global issues) 

i. To what extent do participants hope to undermine the 

mainstream system? Are impacts mainly intended to be 

local with outside support? 

ii. How to interact with outside world? Through expansion 

of organic agriculture, academic discussion, knowledge 

sharing, local example? 

4. How does the case relate to, support and/or adapt the theories of “Alternative 

Economic Spaces” and “Alternative Food Networks” in terms of a conscious 

attempt to create livelihoods that run on different principles from those in the 

mainstream?” i.e. inclusive of other values of ecology, community, tradition… 

rather than rational self-interest, individualism, profit. 

a. How? To what extent? With what implications for these theories? 

 

1.5 Methodology 

1.5.1 Methods 

The main sources of information for this research have been conversation with 

community members in the research area, observation of daily life and community 

events, and, most informative, the reports and presentations by members of the Dream 

Weaving Foundation and Farmers’ Academy themselves. The members of the 

organizations are very aware of the importance of presenting their work on their own 

terms, in fact these skills, the ability to report on successes, plans and motivations, are 

part of the capacity building that is central to their efforts. Thus, much of the 

information used in this research comes from presentations made by members at 

various workshops and gatherings that I, with the help of Chen Yi-chieh and 
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Catherine Xu, have translated into English. These presentations involved 

sophisticated use of technology (PowerPoint, video, projectors, graphics, maps, GIS), 

academic terminology and strategic inclusion of local language and self-definition. 

For personal, qualitative reflections on the meaning of their work, I found short 

documentaries in a series by Qinghua University to be very helpful. For whatever 

reason, those interviewed in the films shared their feelings more openly in this 

medium than they did in conversation with me. Of course, previous academic writing 

on the area and some news articles were very helpful. While my plan was to ask 

questions in “in-depth interview” style, I found it difficult to make participants (and 

myself!) feel comfortable, for this reason much of my time spent in the field involved 

more informal conversation and participation observation in daily life and special 

events. While not the original plan, I actually found this method quite illuminating.  

1.5.2 Analysis 

This research has found that there are particular values being expressed, interpreted 

and preserved through the economic choices of the community and the “Alternative 

Economic Space” they are working to create. In the “Analysis and Discussion” 

section of this work, these values are listed and analyzed with examples from the 

above-mentioned sources. This research focuses on the local meaning and 

significance of local cultural values and how they are expressed and interpreted 

through economic strategies, a qualitative, discursive analysis that tries to reflect local 

perspectives on the issues is employed. This research endeavors to present this local 

perspective and interpret it in terms of its significance to global thinking on economic 

and social development. 

1.5.3 Ethical Considerations 

From the outset, this research has not intended to be critical of the efforts of the 

participants in the research area. It was always intended to try to understand and 

present their perspective as best could be understood and presented by an outsider. 

While there are unlikely to be any ethical issues impacting participants in this study, it 

is important to consider that, while very vocal and involved, they are not the only 

members of the community and there are others who have chosen not to participate in 

these actions, perhaps it is limited to assume that they speak on the behalf of their 

whole communities. Even if they have very positive, long-term, inclusive intentions, 
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it must be assumed that there are other perspectives that this research has failed to 

include. 

1.6 Research Limitations 

This research has many limitations, some of which are common in Anthropological 

study such as language, which was an issue at every step despite the patient and 

generous help of many. This is part of the reason why the afore-mentioned short 

documentary films were so helpful: lots of time could be spent carefully translating 

and discussing the participants’ answers. Also as mentioned above, gaining a rapport 

was difficult. The people in the research area are incredibly friendly, generous and 

outgoing, but sometimes other than in set, academic situations were a bit hesitant to 

answer my more general questions about their cultural values, perhaps because they 

were unsure about speaking on behalf of their whole community: there is a strong 

traditional of egalitarianism and consensus-building. Probably with better language 

ability and time contributing to more carefully considered interview questions this 

research could have overcome these difficulties. 

 Another difficulty encountered in doing research is that the area is a few 

hours’ drive from Taipei, where I live and work. When I visited, unless I got a ride, I 

would take a bus, subway, three trains and then rely on a local person to pick me up 

and take me up the mountains, and then I also must rely on them for food and shelter. 

A testament to the kindness and generosity of people in the community: all of these 

things were never hard to procure. However, it did mean that I was at the mercy of 

whoever I was staying with, mostly Sayun. Though I had expected to spend more 

time working on the farm to earn my stay and learn about that work, mostly we 

traveled around the area visiting people and chatting. While I can of course only be 

incredibly grateful that Sayun brought me along for this, and also recognize that this 

was not just for my benefit and in fact her important job with the group, it was 

unexpected and sometimes left me feeling uncomfortable that I was not contributing 

enough in return for their generosity.  
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2. Theoretical Considerations 

2.1 Overview 

The purpose of this research is to analyze the local meanings and experiences of 

Atayal Indigenous Peoples in North-Central Taiwan in their attempt to promote 

economic development in their community through a transition to organic farming. 

This research situates their efforts in the broader contexts of “Alternative Food 

Networks” (AFN) and “Alternative Economic Spaces” (AES) but focuses attention on 

the local meanings, motivations and significance of such efforts. By showing that the 

case does in fact represent an expression of “alternative” development goals and 

actions, it is then situated in the larger issue of development studies (Alternative 

Development) and global economic thinking which has, in the past (this being a 

contribution to a growing body of critical analysis), embodied a set of universalizing, 

ethnocentric assumptions about the goals, principles and assumptions of development. 

This research attempts to support a more nuanced approach to human betterment that 

includes a greater number of voices, perspectives and values. 

2.2 Literature Review 

2.2.1 Alterity and Alternative Economic Spaces 

Central to this research are the concepts of Alterity and “Alternative Economic 

Spaces” (AES) Alterity is important in terms of a self-defined concept of being 

different or marginalized, often but not always related to indigeneity. The people of 

Jianshi see their alterity not just in terms of ethnicity, but as an active culture with 

values that are different from those of the mainstream society in Taiwan. Furthermore 

they are applying these different values and perspectives towards creating alternative 

forms of economic development, farming methods, charity work and ecological 

conservation, not least in that they do not compartmentalize these aspects of their 

work but rather take a holistic approach.  

AES, according to Fuller et. al. (2010), are “the performance and enactment of 

economies… through socio-spatial relations and networks that are to a greater or 

lesser degree distant or disengaged from global capitalism and the system of 

territorial states” (p. 2). This definition, of course, still leaves room for much 

diversity in the forms, motivations and philosophies that may create AES. For 
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example, while some groups may consciously create economic spaces with the overt 

rejection of (their perception of) the capitalist system, how does this apply to more 

nuanced initiatives? The AES concept is developed by Fuller et al. as an extension of 

Gibson-Graham’s model of a “Diverse Economy” (2006). They argue that AES 

reflect a diversity of exchange relations, social networks, forms of collective action 

and human experiences in different places and regions. 

 Gibson-Graham draws on political economy, post-structuralism and radical 

feminism to, on the one hand, point out that there are many economic actions, 

motivations and relations within capitalist economies which are not typically 

recognized in conventional economics, such as gifting, women’s unpaid labour, etc. 

and, on the other hand, the concept of self-conscious and intentional activities that 

undermine and criticize the mainstream capitalist economy. Thus the model of the 

diverse economy, upon which the concept of AES rests, is one that embraces the 

diversity of human economic experiences both within and between economies and 

does away with overly simplistic dichotomies. Having said that, Gibson-Graham does 

offer a chart that visually organizes the diversity of types of economic behaviours and 

organization (see figure 1).  

 

Figure 1 – A Diverse Economy (Gibson-Graham 2006) 

 

Thus AES, as the name implies, represent forms of socio-economic 

organization that posit themselves as outside or at the margins of the mainstream 

economic and social system. There are two main themes in the approach to studying 
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AES: recovering and revealing aspects of human economic interaction that lie outside 

the homogenizing uniformity of globalization. The recovering aspect refers to delving 

deeper into human relations within a capitalist society to show the hidden non-

capitalist relationships, values or transactions that have always been there. The 

revealing side refers to Gibson-Graham’s call for cases, narratives, models, and 

projects of that are examples of non-capitalist or alternative-capitalist development. 

This research can be seen as a contribution to the latter.  

 A key contributing concept for Gibson-Graham’s diverse economy that is 

exceedingly relevant to this work is Arturo Escobar’s (1995) poststructuralist critique 

of a “capitalcentric” model of development, which will be further outlined below in 

the discussion on development theory. The crux of his argument that is deployed by 

Gibson-Graham and integral to this research, is that many of the concepts used to 

discuss development and economics, while thought of as factual, scientific and 

objective, are assumptions based on culture, history, and false dichotomies. Gibson-

Graham argues that in her experience in academia, too often the answer to every 

question about every phenomenon, be it environmental issues, social change, etc. has 

(too simply) been “Capitalism.” They argue that instead of such easy answers, 

researchers should be describing examples of situations that show the diversity within 

and between economies. Thus, Escobar and Gibson-Graham (and this research) 

endeavor to both provide a critical discursive analysis of the taken-for-granted 

concepts and dichotomies of capitalism and development and also to provide on-the- 

ground research in support of their critiques  

The significance to the present discussion is that “alternativeness” (while we 

remain suspicious of such dichotomies) is often deeply embedded in a critique or 

disapproval of mainstream economic organization. Fuller and Jonas (2003), 

expanding on the previous chart of human economic activity constructed by Gibson-

Graham, further identify “alternative” or “non-capitalist” activities as potentially 

falling into two categories: “alternative-substitute” and “alternative-oppositional.” 

The latter of which involves participants who consciously attempt to challenge 

mainstream institutions while the former denotes the existence of coping strategies 

that are employed when mainstream mechanisms fail or do not exist. This research 

intends to situate and discuss the case as falling into the former though with some 

characteristics of the latter. 
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Thus while the concepts of AES and diverse economies are useful in this 

research in a variety of ways, special attention will be paid to how individuals and 

groups challenge mainstream thinking and principles about how to do business and 

make a living, and in this case it is in a way that promotes local culture and values as 

holding the key to better economic decision making and therefore happier lives. 

2.2.2 Alternative Food Networks 

The Alternative Economic Space that this research focuses on can be further situated 

in the literature on Alternative Food Networks (AFNs). Though this research does not 

include an examination of the “network” or Slow Food Chain (SFC), it is instead an 

in-depth look at the production-side of this alternative agriculture system. 

To begin, AFNs represent a variety of organizations and behaviours that are 

diverse in scale, motivations, outcomes and degrees of integration with each other and 

the global capitalist system. While they may or may not be based on cohesive themes 

of sustainability, localism, community development, rejection of mainstream 

capitalism, etc., they are more easily categorized by their “alternativeness” to so-

called “Conventional Food Networks” (CFNs), which (again representing a diversity 

of scales, motivations and impacts) are lumped together as involving, 

Productionist, industrial, modernist, agri-production systems, feeding into long, 

opaque, increasingly globalized food processing/ retailing/ consumption chains – […] 

increasingly displaying a series of environmental and social “bads” [including]: 

destruction of biodiversity and environmental service systems (water and soil health); 

problematic economic/social/biophysical characteristics such as labour exploitation, 

disease risk, animal welfare issues; unequal relations of power within large corporate 

food chains; the quality of food produced in terms of taste, human health, nutrition; 

excessive levels of waste and high carbon footprints; and forms and levels of 

consumption in relation to the ‘diseases of modernity’ such as obesity and heart 

disease… the stark bottom line is that CFNs are corrosively unsustainable. (Jones et 

al., 2010, p. 95). 

 

CFNs are producing a “diet for a dead planet” as Cook (2004) puts it, or a “Fatal 

Harvest” according to Kimbrell (2002). While we must deconstruct such totalizing 

dichotomies as AFNs and CFNs and recognize that these linguistically imposed 

categories hide the diversity of such endeavors, this research situates the case study in 

the literature on AFNs which are practiced and studied in the spirit of Alterity, 

therefore: in terms of self-conceived differentness to the dominant paradigm. The 

academic thinking of AFNs typically situates this phenomenon within the concepts of 

AES and Gibson-Graham’s “Diverse Economies,” hence this discussion of all three 

concepts. 
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With so many negative aspects of CFNs to be alternative to, approaches to 

studying AFNs have looked at different aspects of the phenomenon, such as Slow 

Food Supply Chains (Ibery and Maye, 2005) as alternative to conventional mass-

production, marketing and distribution. Some academics write about AFNs 

internationally as a “popular mobilization against US cultural and corporate food 

imperialism” (Whatsmore et al., 2003, p. 389). In an article arguing that the main 

focus of practicing, studying and evaluating the success of AFNs should be on 

sustainability, Jones et al. (2010) deconstruct the ethnocentricity of the dominant 

nature/culture dichotomy. They point out that much environmental conservation 

practice entails separating spaces of nature from spaces of production that is based on 

the assumption that human-nature interaction is always destructive or “zero-sum.” 

While excellent literature exists in academia deconstructing and disproving such 

assumptions (Whatsmore, 2002; Raffles, 2004; Jones et al., 2010), Kevan Berg 

(2013), has actually taken samples from soil strata in Atayal areas in the Hsinchu 

county of Taiwan, and empirically demonstrated that the healthy, bio-diverse forest 

itself is the product of hundreds of years of human (Atayal) interaction with nature. 

While this research is interested in the environmental sustainability of organic food 

production in the research area, the focus is on “alternativeness” and the social values 

and definitions of conservation and development. Environmental sustainability is 

significant to the community that this research follows, but social and cultural 

sustainability is seen as a necessary prerequisite.  

 A common point of debate among researchers both in regards to Alterity in 

general and AFNs specifically is the “conventionalization hypothesis” (Buck et al., 

1997; Tovey, 1997; Guthman, 1998), which argues that alternatives become more 

integrated with CFNs as they increase in scale. In their study of the Danish organic 

movement, Kjeldsen and Ingemann (2010) argue against overreliance on such 

dichotomies by situating AFNs in a chart based on two ideal-typical dimensions. This 

chart is helpful in recognizing the diversity of AFNs in terms of: 

(1) the social setting to which a given food network is constituted in terms of the degree 

of social integration; and (2) the spatial configuration or setting which a given food 

network is constituted in terms of dependence on particular places (Kjeldsen and 

Ingemann, 2010, p. 179) 

While, Kjeldsen and Ingemann use this chart to predict the likelihood of 

conventionalization, this research makes use of it for a far more simplistic purpose: to 

demonstrate the diversity of AFNs and to situate this case within that context. The 
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case would be positioned on the lower right quadrant, being based on high levels of 

dedication/exclusion and place-dependence (to be discussed further along with results 

of research and discussion). Incidentally, though not entirely relevant to the goals of 

this research, by Kjeldsen and Ingemann’s assessment of the position of this case on 

their chart would indicate a low likelihood of cooption or conventionalization. 

 

Figure 2 – Social and spatial dimensions of alternative food networks (Kjeldsen 

and Ingemann 2010) 

 

This research can be seen as an answer to the call from Holloway et Al. (2010) 

for more research into “how participants in AFNs, whether as producers or 

consumers, themselves try to make sense of their own practices (as alternative or in 

some other way” (p. 162). While the focus of this research is neither on the “network” 

or “food supply chain” per say (following the food from production, transportation, 

marketing, sale, and consumption is well beyond the scope of this paper) or a 

scientific exploration of the sustainability or ecological impact of the production; it is 

how participants in the Farmers’ Academy make sense of their work as distinct from 

the mainstream system that will be explored. To what extent do they see their work as 

“alternative”? How do they perceive mainstream society (i.e. what aspects do they 

reject)? How is their work meaningful to them? How does this style of farming 

interact with their social and cultural system? Why is this type of farming considered 

a more socially and culturally sustainable option? 

A relational approach to the Danish case 

Alternative food networks: from social movements to market mainstreaming and beyond..? 11 

lems with Giddens’ notion of space, a distinction should be made between social space and 

absolute space. Though Giddens does mention that space also serves a material setting for 

social systems, most of his emphasis is on space as a social topography, which couples actors 

in shifting configurations of presence and absence, relative to the degree of system integra-

tion. In some of the debates on Giddens’ notion of space, critics have pointed out that space 

can not be reduced to an in principle frictionless social topography, but that its function as a 

material setting for social systems is of crucial importance (Tonboe, 1993a; Sayer, 2000). The 

distinction between social and absolute space is challenging analytically, since one has to bal-

ance between the environmentalism of the past and the voluntary modernism of the present 

(Tonboe, 1993a; Tonboe, 1993b). One possible middle ground between these two positions 

has been proposed by Andrew Sayer, with his distinction between social context-dependence 

and spatial context-dependence (Sayer, 2000). These concepts signify shifting degrees of im-

portance of space as a material setting for social systems, with social context-dependence sig-

nifying a socially determined space, whereas spatial context-dependence signifies a high de-

gree of importance of space as a material setting.  

 

To sum up the discussion, then we have sought to incorporate two ideal-typical dimensions in 

our typology of embeddedness: (1) the social setting which a given food network constitute in 

terms of the degree of social integration and (2) the spatial configuration or setting which a 

given food network constitute in terms of dependence on absolute space.   

 

Figure 5: Social and spatial dimensions of alternative food networks 

(modified from (Salais & Storper, 1992; Murdoch & Miele, 1999; Sayer, 2000)) 

 

 
 

It is important to emphasize, that the model does not operate with an analytical bias towards 

portraying a low degree of social integration (standardization) as being negative. One very 

important point in this regard is that standardization can be considered inclusive and as such 

can be applied across social space, whereas dedication can be considered exclusive and as 

such only applicable to distinct areas within social space. In that manner, the double concepts 

of standardization/dedication can be considered as being analytically ambivalent. 
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In a study of the motivations and strategies of organic farmers in Austria, 

Darnhofer (2005) argues that organic farming was not just beneficial through its role 

in alternative food chains, positive impact on landscapes and environmentally and 

animal friendly production methods but also as a way of disengaging from 

commoditization through a reorganization of on-farm resources. Thus it is a way of 

overcoming the shortcomings of the mainstream modernization model of rural 

development. While her focus was on pragmatic farm strategies and resource 

allocation, this research explores how this “disengagement” from commoditization 

could also be analyzed in the realm of the social or cultural: A disengagement from 

the pressures of mainstream economic and social life in Taiwan from which 

indigenous people and their values, as in other areas of the world, have been 

marginalized. In what ways is this disengagement empowering and satisfying to local 

people?  

The vast majority of research on AFNs has taken place in North America and 

Europe, an issue that is acknowledged in the literature (Ilbery and Maye, 2005; 

Whatsmore et al., 2003) though some have begun to expand the concept to look at 

alternatives to CFNs in the developing world (Abrahams, 2006). This research 

uniquely looks at an AFN established by a rural, ethnically marginalized group in a 

non-Western, industrialized country. Abrahams (2006), drawing on the work of 

Goodman (2003), outlines important geographical differences in both the practices of 

and theorizing about alternatives. While North-American approaches have tended to 

focus on disaffection, social activism and idealism as motivating factors in the 

production and consumption sides of AFNs, European approaches have focused more 

on AFNs as rural development strategies, allowing long-time, local producers to add 

value to their products through quality recognition, locality branding and niche 

markets. Abrahams (2006) argues that such Western (she uses to the dichotomy of 

“Northern” for the global North versus South) theorizing is overly focused on issues 

of production and consumption (especially celebrating consumption choices of the 

well-off) at the expense of meaningful discussion on issues relevant to the global 

South, such as poverty, food security and cultural diversity. She argues, however, that 

research into AFNs in other contexts enriches and compliments rather than challenges 

the existing literature. Abraham’s work, nevertheless, is still focused on the 

consumption side of AFNs, albeit accounting for cultural values (such as traditional 

foods and religious prohibitions) and the access of urban poor. This research looks at 
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the perspectives, meanings and motivations at the production side of a non-Western 

AFN, thus contributing to a widening perspective on global AES. 

In the context of AES and AFN, a common thread of discussion has been on 

the intentions of the participants in terms of impacting the wider world. This query 

will also be offered in this research. Since AFN and AES’s alternativeness is based on 

a degree of disengagement from global capitalism, it is also important to analyse to 

what extent the project intends to engage in the dismantlement or active opposition to 

it. For example, in a study of biodynamic farmers in Ireland, McMahon (2005) asserts 

that the participants wanted to change the world system that they rejected, but through 

almost complete disengagement, purity, observation and self-sacrifice. Alternatively, 

a trend in North American AFNs is a more engaged, activist, public-education style 

method. This research hopes to understand how the participants see their work as 

influencing the local, national, and global systems of economics, food networks, 

conservation, etc. 

 

2.2.3 Post-Development 

Since the case is located in a non-western context there is the further opportunity to 

make this research and case relevant not only to the thinking on AES and AFN’s, but 

also in the wider, globally-relevant thinking on development theory (with implications 

for modernization theory). Thus continuing with the afore-discussed endeavor to, as 

described by Fuller et al. (2010), 

Deconstruct mainstream categories, which render alternatives as either peripheral or 

marginal and construct new categories that enable individuals, social groups and 

collectives to think about and perform their economies in alternative ways, especially 

in ways that usurp or challenge the capitalist mainstream (p. 7). 

 

The use of the term development to encompass a variety of activities in the 

social, political and economic spheres with the intention of making improvements in 

peoples’ lives arose out of a particular historical context and worldview but with 

significant claims of universal knowledge and application. This body of knowledge 

production, call-to-action and justification for intervention has come to be called 

development discourse (further critically described as neo-colonialism or neo-

imperialism) by critical academics and activists. The purpose of this discussion is not 

to enter the debate about the effects of this discourse and ideology on global poverty 

and equality as a whole, which has been discussed in scathing detail by Bello (2002), 
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Escobar (1995), Sachs (1992) etc., or to take a side in the more contemporary and 

rather abstract debate around alternative development vs. alternatives to development 

(also Escobar 1995), but rather to highlight and support the literature arguing that the 

concepts of development, developed and underdeveloped are culturally constructed, 

inherently political and lacking in universal applicability. Further, this research 

supports post-development thinking that ties development with the spread of 

mainstream capitalism and capitalist assumptions that diminish the heterogeneous 

nature of human knowledge, relations, endeavors and aspirations. Thus, this research 

presents a case to support Escobar’s (2000) call to move past the search for paradigms 

in development thinking and contribute to a pluralistic understanding of development 

goals, meanings and experiences. 

 While there is no doubt that in the post-WWII, decolonization period, with a 

world reeling from war and centuries of domination, it would have seemed easy to 

draw simple conclusions about what it may have meant to be developed and 

underdeveloped (Robbins 2002). However, the modernist lens through which Western 

thinkers analyzed the issue could only conceive of development as a ladder of 

progress with Western society at its top, a view that pervades to this day though 

sometimes under newer pretexts (see J. Sachs, 2005). Such ethnocentric framing of 

the issue at hand not only resulted in very narrow, ethnocentric definitions of success 

and failure, ignoring the diverse aspirations, goals, and strengths of other cultures, but 

also ignored the impoverishing effects of centuries of colonial extraction, 

marginalization and acculturation that had contributed to the very situation that was 

hoped to be remedied. 

 The effects of such a universalizing worldview have led to the spread of 

capitalism into almost every corner of the globe with a great many people benefiting 

financially and in terms of medicine, science and technology, but with many other 

populations and worldviews increasingly marginalized. Aside from the system’s 

insatiable appetite for cheap labour and resources, modernist values of what it means 

to be poor and wanting or successful and rich compel ever more people to enter the 

global capitalist system.  

 It is important to examine development as a discourse in which certain 

language, description and reductionism is used to represent issues in ways that justify 

the sort of intervention in which it is engaged. In a cogent discussion on the failures of 

global economic development, Robbins (2002) argues that the main reasons for the 
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failure of economic development endeavors led by the World Bank and International 

Monetary Fund (IMF) (as well as the Russian revolution) is economic reductionism. 

“Social reality was reduced to almost solely economic elements, ignoring institutions 

and behaviors essential to the maintenance of societies and environments” (Robbins, 

2002, p. 184). As James C. Scott (1998) argues, the language of capitalism reduces 

complex relationships and phenomena to commodifiable and measurable entities 

factored into equations based on their usefulness to human economic behaviour.  

 Another significant criticism and deconstruction put forward by Scott (1998) 

is that development ideology is often based on “high modern ideology” which can be 

described as the hubris of scientific and technological progress mastering the 

environment to satisfy human needs. As Robbins (2002) describes, “an uncritical 

acceptance of the idea of scientific and technological progress, and an unrestrained 

faith in the wisdom of core economic, scientific, and technological principles” (p. 

185). Of course, neither the afore-referenced thinkers nor the author of this paper 

discount the many improvements in people’s lives and potential applications of 

scientific knowledge. Rather, the point is to maintain critical awareness, rejecting 

oversimplification, including alternative views and embracing rather than rejecting 

complexity.  

 While in the latter decades of the twentieth century, critical development 

studies took off and began to analyze their field from the critical point of view 

outlined above and the large-scale development agencies began to use the language of 

“community building” and “sustainable development,” Escobar (1995, p. 107) called 

for anthropologists to produce a body of work analyzing development in different 

contexts with an emphasis on the socio-cultural construction of “development.” The 

goal of this research is to make a contribution to this collection of alternative views of 

development by emphasizing and exploring the local, culturally constructed goals and 

values of the research participants.  

2.3  Theoretical Perspective 

This research situates the transition to organic farming and the work of the Jianshi FA 

in the literature on AFN and AES. The concept of development as interpreted by and 

meaningful to the people of the Jianshi FA will be analyzed. Endeavoring to reject 

essentialism or reductionism of human economic behaviour and to contribute to a 

more nuanced, pluralistic approach to development studies with an appreciation for 
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the complexity and diversity of human culture, this research will ask how people 

make sense of their economic goals. These questions are partly inspired by Scott 

Simon’s (2006) writing on Seedik and Taroko peoples (on Taiwan’s East coast, who 

were only recently officially acknowledged as distinct from Atayal people) in which 

he points out that development, “transforms local cultures by bringing them into 

conformity with ‘modern’ values based on individuality, rationality and economy” (p. 

4). He goes on to ask what “development” means to the Seedik and Taroko peoples 

and what alternatives to development their historical and cultural perspectives may 

offer, concluding that Seedik people understand and reject certain aspects of 

mainstream economics. This research attempts a similar endeavor; to contribute to a 

growing body of work that provides evidence that the concepts of poverty, progress 

and wellbeing are culturally bound and ask the questions, what does it mean to be 

poor or well-off? And what is the purpose of development?  

The concept of alterity is significant; this research hopes to understand how 

the participants in the FA view their own work as distinct from mainstream culture. It 

is held that they are not, as some may assume, anachronistic fossils of a bygone era or 

in some way mystified by globalized culture; rather, they have seen and experienced 

it, weighed their options in light of their environmental, political and cultural context, 

and are making informed and mindful decisions about rejecting certain aspects of it 

and negotiating others. They are conscientiously navigating the advantages and 

disadvantages of global capitalism, a process that can be seen in other areas of the 

world as well.  
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3. Context and Case 

This Chapter endeavors to introduce the demographics of Taiwan and the history and 

current situation of Taiwan’s indigenous peoples. People speaking languages now 

categorized as part of the Austronesian family of languages have lived on Taiwan for 

up to 8,000 years (Blust, 1999) before it became the site of wave after wave of 

colonial domination. Taiwan has gone from a Dutch outpost then renegade Ming 

loyalists headquarters in the 17th century, half-hearted Qing territory in the 18th and 

19th centuries, crown-jewel of the Japanese Colonial experiment through to the 20th 

century, site of the intended to be short-term retreat of the ROC government in the 

Chinese Civil War and then an industrialized, democratic country. As a result of this 

history of external domination, Taiwan’s Indigenous population’s culture has largely 

disintegrated and sunk to the lowest echelons of living standards on the island (Chi, 

2001). From the perspective of Taiwan’s indigenous population, they are still in the 

midst of a colonial enterprise that threatens their culture through encroachment on 

their lands for the sake of economic development and/or land conservation and the 

diluting of their culture through education and economic policies that push their 

young to leave villages.  

3.1 Geography, History and Demographics of Taiwan 

Taiwan (台灣) is a small, mountainous, subtropical island in the West Pacific Rim, 

characterized by its sweet-potato shape with a North-south running mountainous 

spine, rugged mountains and steep coastline on its East side and sloping plains to the 

West. The West side has been developed industrially and mostly emptied of 

Indigenous culture through migration and assimilation while the East and Central 

mountains remain mostly indigenous, natural and sparsely populated. 

Taiwan is bordered to the North by Japan, South by the Philippines and West 

by Mainland China. Politically, Taiwan, officially the Republic of China (ROC 中華

民國), is internationally contentious as a result of its separation from China at the end 

of the Chinese Civil War in 1949 at which point the Chinese Communist Party took 

hold of the mainland causing the retreat to the island of the Nationalist Government 

(KMT 國民黨). While the People’s Republic of China (中華人民共和國) still 
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considers Taiwan a part its territory, since democratization, politics in Taiwan have 

become very polarized over this issue with the “pan-blue coalition” of parties led by 

the KMT favouring the eventual unification of the two Chinas, and the “pan-green 

coalition” of parties led by the DPP (Democratic Progressive Party民主進步黨 

minzhujinbudang) which favours eventual official declaration of Taiwan’s 

independence from China.  

 Taiwan is home to more than 23 million people characterized by four ethnic 

groups, the largest of which at 70% is the Hoklo, who immigrated to Taiwan over 400 

years from Fujian Province in China initiated by Dutch incentives.  These Hoklo-

speaking people are usually categorized along with Hakka people (12% of population, 

arriving over same time frame from Guangdong Province in China) as “Native 

Taiwanese” or simply “Taiwanese”. The impetus for such categorization coming from 

need to differentiate them from the dramatic movement of people to Taiwan from all 

over China at the end of the, afore-mentioned civil war. These more recent Han 

arrivals and their descendants are referred to as “Mainlanders” (外省人 waishengren 

literally: Extra provincial person). See Figure three for a visual representation of the 

demographics in Taiwan, percentages are given as a proportion of the total population 

of Taiwan. 
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Figure 3 -  Demographics of Taiwan 

 

The fourth and smallest ethnic group in Taiwan covers the most land area of the 

island in low-density mountainous areas, and are referred to as Taiwan’s indigenous 

or aboriginal population (yuanzhuminzu 原住民族 – literally means original 

inhabitants). These people make up only around 2% of the population at 520,000, are 

divided into 16 officially recognized tribes and have strong cultural and linguistic 

(and increasingly political) ties to other Austronesian groups throughout the Pacific 

and Indian oceans.  

3.2  History of Taiwan’s Indigenous Peoples 

Although there were many examples of resistance to colonization, the indigenous 

peoples of Taiwan suffered vast but varying degrees of loss in terms of land, 

language, culture and livelihood. Of the 26 known indigenous languages of Taiwan, at 

least ten are extinct, 5 are considered moribund and several are endangered. Despite 

these changes, many groups maintain a distinct identity and culture and continue to 

live separately from mainstream society. 

3.2.1 Ancient History (more than 8000 years ago – 1623) 

While there is evidence that there may have been modern human, hunter-gatherer 

populations on Taiwan from up to 30,000 years ago, the ancestors of Taiwan’s 

Indigenous People are thought to have first spread to Taiwan approximately 8,000 
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years ago (Blust, 1999). Writing about Taiwan’s indigenous peoples’ ancient history 

and origins, Stainton (2007) is careful to point out that while there are “landmarks” or 

physical evidence that can illuminate ancient or “pre-textual” history, it is always 

constructed and seen through the motivations and lenses of the present, thus 

embodying a type of myth. His case in point: the contested origins of Taiwan’s 

indigenous peoples as related to past and present political motivations in Taiwan.  

Early Western explorers as well as Japanese scholars held forth the “Southern 

Origin” tradition which thought that Taiwan aboriginals had arrived from islands to 

the South such as what is now the Philippines or Indonesia due to cultural and 

physiological similarities with other indigenous Pacific Islanders, oral histories and 

Northward ocean currents (Stainton, 2007).  

More recent linguistic and archaeological studies have proposed and supported a 

variation of the “Northern Origin Theory” and the “Austronesian Homeland Theory” 

which contend an early Neolithic migration from what is now Southern China and 

Taiwan as the place of origin for the Austronesian language family (which stretches 

from Madagascar east to Easter Island and from Taiwan South to New Zealand).  The 

mainstay of the increasingly well-supported theory is based on linguistic evidence: 

that Taiwan’s indigenous languages contain 9 of the 10 Austronesian sub-families, 

thus indicating and outward dispersal from this point of origin.  

There is Archaeological evidence of an abrupt cultural shift of ancient people on 

Taiwan to the Neolithic era around 6,000 years ago, marked by the advent of 

agriculture, domesticated animals, pottery and polished stone adzes. Since recorded 

history of Taiwan’s Indigenous peoples began with the arrival of Europeans, much of 

it has been dominated by outside forces. Little is known about the culture of Taiwan 

pre-European contact. From a Dutch census in the 17th century, it is estimated that 

there were approximately 100,000 indigenous people on Taiwan. Though swidden 

agriculture of rice and millet and domestication of animals was present, there are 

indications that hunting, fishing and gathering made up the mainstay of local diets. 

Their villages were semi-permanent and political organization above the village level 

took the form of temporary alliances. Some plains aboriginal tribes were said to be 

matrilocal and matrilineal. Many tribes engaged in inter-village warfare, facial-

tattooing and headhunting.  
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3.2.2 European period (1623–1662) 

It was Portuguese sailors who, passing Taiwan in 1544, first referred to it as Ilha 

Formosa, or "Beautiful Island". Later, survivors of a Portuguese shipwreck in 1582, 

spent ten weeks battling malaria and aborigines before returning to Macau on a raft. 

Dutch traders arrived on the island in 1623 to set up a base for Dutch commerce 

with Japan and the coastal areas of China, Shepherd (1993) argues that this was a 

deliberate policy of the Qing Dynasty to exclude European and Japanese traders from 

China by forcing them to use Taiwan’s ports. The Dutch East India Company (VOC - 

Vereenigde Oostindische Compagnie) built Fort Zeelandia near what is now Tainan (

台南市). The Spanish established a settlement on the northwest coast of Taiwan near 

Keelung (基隆市) (1626 -1642) and Tamsui (淡水) (1628-1638) but were driven out 

by a joint Dutch–Aborigine invasion force. 

In setting Taiwan up as a Dutch colony, they worked to pacify the aboriginals 

by enlisting some groups and severely punishing the villages that had opposed them, 

uniting the aborigines in allegiance with the VOC (Blust et al., 1999). Although its 

control was mainly limited to the western plains of the island, the VOC administered 

the island until 1662, setting up systems of taxation, schools to teach Romanized 

script of aboriginal languages and missionizing which were adopted by succeeding 

occupiers.  

It was during the Dutch period that the first influx of migrants from coastal 

Fujian province began. Most of the immigrants were young single men who were 

discouraged from staying on the island permanently. While the original Dutch 

intention was to use Fort Zeelandia as a trading base between Japan and China, they 

soon realized the potential of trading in deer pelts from the mountains of Taiwan. 

Indigenous people sold deer pelts to the Dutch while Han migrants were employed to 

farm sugarcane and rice for export. Unfortunately, the deer indigenous people had 

previously relied upon for their livelihoods began to disappear forcing the aboriginal 

populations to focus more and more on agriculture.  

Concurrently, on the Chinese mainland change was afoot as the Manchus 

brought an end to the Ming Dynasty and the beginning of the Qing. In 1662, one of 

the last remaining Ming loyalists, Koxinga (國姓爺 Guóxìngye; literally: “Lord of the 

Imperial Surname”) a.k.a Zheng Chenggong (鄭成功) wrestled Taiwan from the 
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hands of the Dutch after a nine-month siege, setting up a strategic base through which 

he hoped to retake the mainland. Although Koxinga died shortly after taking control 

of Fort Zeelandia, his forces managed to hold until their surrender to Qing forces 

twenty years later.  

3.2.3 Qing Dynasty (1683 - 1895) 

Since the Qing government’s main goal in holding Taiwan was security of the 

mainland by preventing its further use as a rebel base, there were strong restrictions 

on immigration to and settlement of Taiwan by mainlanders. To the same end, trade 

in bamboo and iron was banned on the island. Most important to this research, in 

1722 the aboriginal boundary policy was implemented, which prevented the 

movement of Han Chinese into Aboriginal territory as demarcated by the Qing 

officials (Chang, 2008).  

The Qing government made little effort to study, trade with or pacify the 

indigenous people of Taiwan, classifying them in two categories based on their 

relationship to the Hans: “cooked barbarians” (熟番 shufan) or those who lived in the 

plains and had more or less assimilated, often by way of marriage and “raw 

barbarians” (生番 shengfan) or those who lived in the mountains and were 

unassimilated though sometimes traded with or fought the settlers. The boundary was 

used to prevent conflict between the different groups on Taiwan, mainly settlers and 

indigenous communities. In the late 18th century, the quarantine policy was a three-

tiered territorialization system, categorizing Taiwan’s population into three groups: 

Han settlers, cooked aboriginals, and raw aboriginals (Chang, 2008). Despite the 

official efforts to quarantine native land and maintain the status quo, there was a 

generally consistent push of Han settlers further inland and northward. Over time the 

plains (“cooked”) indigenous groups mixed and acculturated with the Han settlers 

(Chang, 2008).  

 This was the general situation until events in aboriginal territory became major 

causes of international controversy and concern for the Qing in regards to foreign 

territorial ambition. The most important of which was the “Mudan Incident” in 1871 

whereby 54 survivors of a Ryukyuan shipwreck off the southern coast of Taiwan were 

killed at the hands of Paiwan aboriginals at Mudan Village (牡丹鄉). This incident 
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gave the Japanese an opportunity to make a play for ownership of the Ryukyuan 

Islands North of Taiwan, claimed by the Qing, and explore taking ownership of 

Taiwan. For the Qing, admitting a lack of control of the area left it open to Japanese 

invasion whereas asserting ownership of the land would mean taking responsibility 

for the incident. The Japanese sent a few hundred soldiers to Mudan Village; most of 

who died of disease leaving the rest to retreat before Qing forces arrived. This event 

proved to be a significant turning point in the Qing administration of Taiwan: shifting 

their governance strategy from one of quarantine to one that emphasized their 

territorial integrity and required, “opening the mountains and pacifying the 

aborigines” (kaishan fufan). The aboriginal boundary policy was officially abolished 

in 1875 (Chang, 2008).  

 The implementation of Kaishan fufan involved military campaigns to pacify 

the indigenous populations, the construction of roads into the mountains, formation of 

new administrative units and modernization efforts of industry, communications and 

transportation (Chang, 2008).  According to a veteran Qing official stationed on 

Taiwan, the kaishan fufan system was a failure; that without adequate funds, 

equipment and personnel, “opening the mountains” consisted of building small paths 

and “pacifying the aboriginals” amounted to ineffective bribery (Chang, 2008). 

Finally, in 1885, Taiwan was made a maritime province of China with three 

prefectures, eleven counties and four sub prefectures, with about 45 percent of 

Taiwan under standard Chinese administration and the remaining regions of the 

interior under aboriginal control (Chang, 2008). 

However, it was not long before Japan and China fought the First Sino-

Japanese War, the conclusion of which left Taiwan fully in the hands of Japan. 

3.2.4 Japanese Period (1985-1945) 

The period of Taiwan’s history in which it was under the administration of Japan is 

sometimes referred to as its “colonial period” because it was ceded by the Qing via 

treaty, or as the “occupation period” in reference to the situation being a result of war.  

Japan had expressed interest in claiming Taiwan as its own since at least 1592. 

The first Sino-Japanese War between the Qing Dynasty and Japan, resulting from a 

dispute over Korea, ended with the defeated Qing signing the Islands of Taiwan and 

Penghu over to Japan in the Treaty of Shimonoseki, April 17th 1895. Arriving in 

Taiwan, the new Japanese colonial government gave inhabitants two years to choose 
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whether to accept their new status as Japanese subjects or leave Taiwan, according to 

the ROC government website.  

Its colonial management of Taiwan is revealing of Japan’s position in the 

larger geopolitics of the late 19th and early 20th centuries (Ching, 2001). Humiliated 

by the European powers’ Tripartite Intervention in the close of the First Sino-

Japanese War and determined to prove itself as the only non-Western (read: non-

white) colonial power, Japan sought to make Taiwan its model colony.  It was during 

this Japanese rule that the indigenous people of Taiwan living in the mountain areas 

were first truly brought under external government administration. Intent on creating 

an exemplary colonial state, the government conducted extensive anthropological, 

botanical and other studies that are still significant in the existing nomenclature of 

Taiwan. They pushed forth on a modernizing campaign including infrastructure, 

sanitation, education, rule of law and the prohibition of certain cultural practices such 

as facial tattooing, hunting, fishing and swidden agriculture (to name those most 

relevant to Taiwan’s indigenous peoples). 

Japan's sentiment regarding indigenous peoples was greatly influenced by the 

memory of the “Mudan Incident,” and can be described as rather ambivalent: on the 

one hand depicting them as "vicious, violent and cruel" concluding "this is a pitfall of 

the world; we must get rid of them all" according to Kleeman (2003, p. 20) and later 

with “noble-savage” imagery as having great potential requiring them to be sheltered 

from the Chinese settlers (Shepherd, 1993). Japanese campaigns for aboriginal 

pacification were often brutal, as evidenced by the infamous Wushe Incident of 1930 

(Simon, 2006). 

From the beginning of their time on the island, the Japanese embarked on a 

mission to study the aborigines so they could be classified, mapped and “civilized.” 

As in other colonial states, this was partly fueled by domestic demand for knowledge 

of the empire but would also prove to be useful to the Imperial government’s 

administrative control, opening up vast tracts of land for exploitation. Japanese 

ethnographer Ino Kanari surveyed the entire population of Taiwanese aborigines, 

conducting the first systematic study of aborigines on Taiwan. It was Ino who 

formalized the categorization of the eight tribes of Taiwanese aborigines: Atayal, 

Bunun, Saisiat, Tsou, Paiwan, Puyuma, Ami and Pepo (Pingpu) (Blundell, 2000). 

This taxonomy is still greatly influential in official recognition of tribes still used in 

Taiwan today (in contrast, the PRC lumps all of Taiwan’s indigenous groups together 
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as the Gaoshan Minority Nationality (高山小民族 gaoshanxiaominzu: high-mountain 

minority nationality).  

Tribal life changed rapidly under the Japanese as many traditional customs 

were outlawed alongside positive incentives for cooperation in a classiccarrot/stick 

approach. Traditional structures governing status such as headhunting and facial 

tattooing were replaced by a military and educational status.  Traditional costumes 

and customs that were deemed benign were encouraged whereas cultural practices 

considered unsavory by Japanese culture, including facial tattooing, were harshly 

punished (Simon, 2006). In the 1930s with the height of its empire, the colonial 

government began a political socialization program more ambitiously promoting 

Japanese customs, rituals and a loyal Japanese identity upon the aborigines. 

According to Ching (2001) by the end of the Japanese period, aboriginals whose 

fathers had been killed in pacification campaigns were volunteering to die for the 

Emperor of Japan in WWII (p. 153–173). The experience of Japanese colonialism left 

a deep and ambivalent impression on Taiwan’s indigenous peoples, especially when 

contrasted with the ROC administration that was to follow, with many elders recalling 

both the opportunities afforded by that period and the brutality (Mendel, 1970, p. 54; 

Simon 2006). 

The Japanese period in Taiwan came to an end with the defeat of Japan and 

other Axis powers by Allied Forces in the culmination of the Second World War, 

forcing the relinquishment of all of its acquired overseas territories in the autumn of 

1945. Taiwan was returned to the recognized government of China, the ROC. 

However, Taiwan’s reunification with China was not to last, as the Chinese Civil War 

resulted in the retreat of the ROC government and military led by General Chiang 

Kai-shek (蔣中正) to Taiwan. Leaving the Mainland in the hands of the victorious 

Chinese Communist Party (CCP共產黨 gongchandang) and Taiwan run by the KMT 

(國民黨 guomindang).  

3.2.5 Marshal Law Period (1949- 1987) 

The KMT installed an authoritarian form of government, and started a number of 

political socialization programs aimed at nationalizing Taiwanese people and 

eradicating Japanese influence. Following the 228 incident (also referred to as the 228 
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massacre) in which a Taiwanese anti-government uprising was violently suppressed, 

on May 19, 1949, Martial Law was imposed in Taiwan (臺灣省戒嚴令; Táiwān 

Shěng Jièyán Lìng) by Chen Cheng (陳誠), Governor of Taiwan Province and the 

Ministry of National Defense. Martial Law, known as the “White Terror Period,” 

lasted more than 38 years, until President Chiang Ching-Kuo lifted the order on July 

15, 1987.   

Under authoritarian rule, Indigenous people continued to be marginalized and 

suffer from assimilation attempts and loss of land. Their first encounter with the 

Nationalist government was in 1946 with the replacement of Japanese village schools 

with the schools of the KMT. These schools emphasized Chinese language, history, 

citizenship and pro-KMT ideology. In 1951 a major socialization campaign was 

launched with the goal of pushing indigenous peoples to adopt Han Chinese customs. 

This was included in the policy of “make the mountains like the plains” (山地平地化: 

Shandi Pingdi Hua) (Harrison, 2003, p. 351). The KMT’s assimilation policy 

included outlawing the use of languages other than Mandarin Chinese in public 

places. Critics of the KMT's program for a centralized national culture regard it as 

institutionalized ethnic discrimination, and point to the loss of several indigenous 

languages and a perpetuation of shame for being an aborigine as the direct result of 

what has been referred to as Han chauvinism (Harrison, 2003; Shih, 1999). As Shih 

(1999) puts it, 

While exploration, conquest, pacification, and at times segregation, containment, or 

relocation had formerly alternated with one another, now subjugation, patronization, 

and intolerance have been clothed in the forms of political co-optation, economic 

domination, forced or induced cultural assimilation, social prejudice, and welfare 

tokenism under the prevailing standards of integrationist orientation.  

 

For much of the KMT era, to obtain official recognition of aboriginal identity one had 

to have had 100% aboriginal parentage, leaving children of intermarriage without 

aboriginal status regardless of location, affiliation or language. Later the policy was 

adjusted to patrilineal ethnic status (Shih, 1999). 

The KMT designated many forested mountain areas for resource extraction to 

benefit civil war veterans or for administration by the commercially oriented Forestry 

Bureau (Lin, Y., 2011). Many mountain areas that were previously indigenous 

hunting grounds, seasonal settlements or ritual sites were nationalized as conservation 

areas or turned over to Chinese capitalists for exploitation. Moreover, the KMT 
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government also enacted the Hunting Ban in 1948 (later repealed and replaced by the 

Wildlife Protection Law in 1989), and the National Park Law of 1972, which 

restricted indigenous peoples from using natural resources. Indigenous people were 

forbidden from practicing their traditional forms of hunting and gathering due to these 

laws. Further, from 1968 reserve lands were set aside (保留地 bao3liu4di4), at which 

point indigenous people were forced to either cultivate their lands or cede them to the 

township. Once ceded, these lands could then be registered to non-indigenous people. 

Simon refers to this as the “proletarianization” of the area (Simon, 2007) because of 

the disenfranchisement of many indigenous people.  

It is important to note that for many indigenous peoples in Taiwan, hunting 

was more than just a form of subsistence. Not only are identity and pride tied up in 

hunting, but also there are many ceremonies surrounding it. Without it, indigenous 

people have felt that they have lost their connection to the spiritual world (Teyra, 

2014). Indigenous people were forced to adapt and assimilate, often changing their 

livelihoods from subsistence-based swidden, shifting agriculture to settled 

commercial agriculture (Simon 2005). 

3.2.6 Democratic Period (1989 – present) 

Starting in the 1980s, Taiwan’s indigenous peoples have seen new opportunities for 

political mobilization, participation in global pan-indigenous movements, and 

economic development in the way of eco-tourism and specialty farming. With the end 

to martial law, Austronesian peoples in Taiwan saw increased attention being paid to 

their land rights, autonomy, cultural preservation and self-interpretation.  

Carefully maintaining skepticism, Shih (1999) describes the shift as follows, 

 Thanks to the rise of social movements in the 1980s, the wretched fate of 

Indigenous peoples began to draw special attention from the media. 

Nonetheless, the popular perception of Indigenous peoples is invariably in one 

form or another of social pathology: in need of social relief at best, or to be 

condemned to their own miserable destiny resulting from genetic defects at 

worst. 

 

In 1996, the Council of Indigenous Peoples (CIP, 原住民族委員會 Yuánzhù Mínzú 

Wěiyuánhuì) was founded, finally including indigenous rights in the national 

constitution (Simon, 2007). The CIP is a ministry-level body under the Executive 

Yuan (行政院: Xíngzhèng Yuàn), with a direct line to the President. Moreover, in 

2005 the Indigenous People’s Basic Law (IPBL) was passed, which is in accordance 
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with the United Nations’ (UN) Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. This 

law is meant to protect Indigenous land and cultural rights, guaranteeing their 

participation and consent in development projects, including national parks in their 

traditional lands (CIP website). 

Munsterhjelm (2002), Stainton (2007) and Shih (1999) are careful to point out 

that various groups, parties, and governments repeatedly use indigenous culture for 

their own political ends. For example, Musterjhelm refers to the Taiwan government 

signing memorandums of understanding with Canada and Australia for aboriginal 

cultural exchanges as part of its “backdoor diplomacy.” It is also argued that the Pan-

Green coalition has at times coopted indigenous culture to promote the distinctiveness 

of Taiwan’s culture and history from that of China.  

Having pointed out the controversies and political impetuses of the shift to a 

conception of Taiwan’s ethnicity that is more inclusive of Indigenous culture, it is still 

important to recognize the gains that have been made including the 1999 “New 

Partnership Agreement” signed by President Chen Shui-Bian (DPP). This agreement 

recognized the “natural rights” of indigenous peoples as the original owners of 

Taiwan (Lin et al, 2007). In addition, the DPP “White Paper on Aboriginal Policy” in 

2000, has been praised for its discussion of indigenous sovereignty and self- 

determination in terms of land rights and economic development, but has also been 

accused of being politically motivated (Simon. 2007). In more recent progress, at the 

time of writing, Taiwan’s President-elect, Tsai Yingwen (蔡英文), has vowed to 

apologize to Taiwan’s indigenous people in her capacity as president in August 2016. 

She has publicly acknowledged during her campaign that Taiwan’s indigenous people 

are at a disadvantage in terms of economy, health and education as a result of historic 

oppression and inequality (Lu and Wu, 2016). 

Despite these positive steps and acknowledgement, indigenous peoples of 

Taiwan still experience difficult challenges: many young people leave communities 

for (often low-wage jobs) in urban areas, the farming industry is very susceptible to 

weather issues as well as global price fluctuations and eco-tourism has yet to be fully 

realized. Living in scattered, isolated communities also presents many issues; 

education of young people often occurs outside the village with fewer traditional 

practices and languages being passed down, villagers are dependent on the 

government to service temperamental mountain roads, and must rely on middlemen 
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(wholesalers) who demand large profits for shifting their agricultural goods to market. 

Perhaps the most salient issue of all is the issue of natural resource management, 

where autonomy, culture, pride and livelihood come together to create serious 

contention between indigenous people and government agencies with laws and 

regulations restricting their traditional subsistence practices.  

3.3   Atayal History and Culture 

The Atayal people (泰雅族 taiyazu also known as Tayal, Atazans, Etalls, Taiyals, 

Ataiyal,  Attayal,  Bonotsek,  Shabogala,  Taijyal,  Takonan,  Tangao,  Tyal,  Yu

kan) reside in the North of Taiwan’s Central Mountain Range. Making up the most 

widely distributed and third most numerous of Taiwan’s 16 officially recognized 

indigenous groups with 82,500 members, Atayals represent 16% of Taiwan’s 

Austronesian population. Anthropological studies based on linguistic and 

archaeological evidence as well as emic creation myths and oral histories indicate that 

Atayal people have lived in Taiwan for more than 5,000 years (Bellwood, 1991).   

As is often the case with the naming of “other” peoples, the etic word Atayal 

simply means human in Atayal language (Yoshimura, 2007). As discussed in section 

3.2.4, the current classification of groups is based on that done by Japanese 

Anthropologists according to observed linguistic similarities, shared cultural 

practices, oral histories, and geographic distribution. To provide an example of how 

such externally drawn divisions continue to be problematic: in the late 2000s, two 

groups that had previously been classified as part of the Atayal tribe achieved separate 

tribal identity status as the Truku and Seediq (see Simon, 2007) though are still 

recognized as having significant linguistic, cultural and historical connections with 

the Atayal.  

 Some of the more well-known cultural characteristics of Atayal people include 

facial tattooing, for women across the cheeks as a mark of aptitude in weaving and 

crop cultivation and for men on forehead and chin earned through headhunting and 

fathering children. Headhunting and facial tattooing continued into the early 20th 

century, but both were successfully outlawed by the Japanese colonial government 

and remain out of practice. 

 Similar to other indigenous groups and as mentioned above, Atayal people 

traditionally engaged in subsistence-based shifting cultivation, hunting, gathering and 
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fishing. Their main crops included millet, dry rice, corn, beans, sweet potato, and taro 

(Norbeck, 1950; Olsen, 1998; Hsiao, 2008). Millet was of particular ritualistic, 

religious and symbolic importance (Kaneko, 2009) but many varieties fell out of 

cultivation with changing lifestyle patterns (Kuan – in conversation) and will be of 

interest to this research in terms of the revival of traditional crops.  

 Traditionally Atayal people have inhabited mountain slopes above 1000 

meters in elevation and have no ethnic memory of life in any other type of 

environment (Kaneko, 2009).  Communities comprised scattered hamlets with a 

watchtower accompanying each cluster of houses. Some accounts of early houses 

describe semi-subterranean structures (Olsen, 1998; Lu and Lin, 2008) while others 

depict small huts raised on poles with space for animals underneath (personal 

observation with local explanation 2013).  

 The famous Canadian missionary George Mackay writes of walking to Mount 

Sylvia (Snow Mountain 雪山 xueshan) with the help of some unassimilated 

indigenous peoples (probably Atayal, pre-Christian as it was he who missionized 

them) and describes an animist belief system. He recounts stories of headhunting 

missions targeting the Han settlers, and how the chief would take both dreams and 

bird calls into account when making decisions about their trek (Mackay, 1896). 

3.3.1 Creation Myth and Historic Migration 

An important aspect of Tayal oral history is the historic migration northwards from an 

area of central Taiwan, likely Pinsbkan, today Ruian village in Ren’ai Township, 

Nantou County, sometime in the early 18th century (Berg 2013; Li 2001, Kaneko 

2009). Figure 4 shows the various routes, with populations in the Northeast and 

Northwest becoming the Ts’ole linguistic subgroup and the North-central subgroups 

becoming known as the Sqoleq (the subgroup of importance to this research, 

sometimes written Squliq or Sqlyk) while Figure 5 shows the current distribution of 

subgroups.   
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Figure 4 - Atayal Historic Migration Route (Li 2001) 

 

 

 

Figure 5 - Atayal Sub-groups 

 

As family groups increased in size, further subdivision of family groups 

branched off seeking out untapped hunting grounds and productive land. In the North, 
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as described in the oral tradition of Smangus Tribe, described by Icyeh (2011), quri-

Sqabu near Dabajianshan (大霸尖山) was the separation point between three different 

lineages of the Sqoleq language group. To the East, what is now Datong Township, 

Ilan County, went the Mnibu lineage. To the North, following the Takejin River (塔克

金溪), the Mknazi lineage dispersed outward near present-day Cinsbu village (鎮西

堡), settling on the Southern side of the Taigan River (泰崗溪). Also following the 

Tekejin River North, the Mrqwang lineage settled on the North side of the Taigang 

River and as far West as Yufeng village and North to Wulai (Ulay 烏來). Figure 6 

shows the present day positions of the Mknazi and Mrqwang groups (in dark purple 

and yellow respectively) in Jianshi Township, which are of primary interest to this 

research. 

 

 

 

Figure 6 - Jianshi County Qyunams (waterwatch) 
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3.3.2 Atayal Social Organization 

While Atayal kinship is often described as having a strong patrilineal bias, it is also 

portrayed as having rather egalitarian power structures. A very important aspect of 

traditional Atayal life is the concept of Gaga, or the rules, customs, norms and 

manners in Atayal community life (Kuan, 2009). Described by Kuan as, “just how 

things should be. It is the exhortations from ancestors, the way one should behave 

him/her-self” (ibid). But Gaga is not just one thing or set of principles, rather each 

line of decent inherits a lineage-specific gaga that ties them to other groups with the 

same lineage, or qutux gaga, sharing gaga (ibid; Berg, 2013; Lu and Lin, 2008). The 

precepts of qutux gaga regulate most affairs, thus avoiding much need for hierarchical 

decision-making.  

 Kinship is also very important in terms of conflict resolution. In the time of 

headhunting and inter-village warfare, if two men from different communities were to 

meet while out hunting, they would each recount their patrilineal lineage until they 

found a common ancestor, thus preventing violence (Kuan: in conversation). This 

practice demonstrates the significance of connections; that peace and solidarity are 

forged through historic, cultural or political connections. 

3.3.3 Gaga 

Qutux gaga is the concept that guides people in both daily life and in larger 

applications such as traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) guiding agricultural 

practices and other aspects of land-use. In their discussion of the application of gaga 

precepts to the management of Common-Pool Resources (CPR) in the Jianshi Atayal 

area, Yen and Kuan (2003) conceive of gaga as an institution (employing the social 

theory usage of institution as a set of formal or informal rules that steer individual 

social behavior). Rather than seeing Gaga as a rigid set of rules however, Yen and 

Kuan (2003), Kaneko (2009) and Berg (2012) emphasize that Gaga is both adaptable 

and flexible, evidenced by the Atayal peoples’ historical migration to varying 

mountain environments.  Lin Y. et al (2007) point out that these are complex and 

flexible concepts with some qalang (settlements) representing only one gaga while 

others containing multiple gagas, meanwhile one gaga may also represent multiple 

qalang. Violation of gaga was thought to bring misfortune not just upon individuals, 

but the entire community. If one violated gaga, he or she may fail to catch wild boars 

while hunting, would fall more easily on dangerous mountain slopes and would be 
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bitten more easily by mosquitoes. Major violations of gaga, such as the breaking of 

sexual taboos, required special rituals to restore order (Mowna 1998; 59).  

Gaga is intimately related to the concept of utux, which is comparable to the 

English concept of a soul (Lu and Lin, 2008). Upon death, one’s utux leaves the body 

and crosses the hongu utux (rainbow bridge) to enter the post-mortal world. To enter, 

one must prove they have lived a life consistent with Tayal gaga. This concept will be 

important in this research in terms of culturally bound morals and principles of 

livelihood, land use and economic behavior. 

3.3.4 Atayal Resource Management Systems 

Prior to the colonial age, the Atayal had a complex system of property rights 

institutions. According to the Shulin Township Anthropologist Masaw Mowna 

(1998), Atayal, “think that property is life” (p. 59). Atayal property rights were 

divided into public property and that belonging to families and individuals. 

Collectively owned property included hunting grounds, mountains, forests, waters, 

uncultivated lands, lands abandoned by the deceased, tribal pathways, animals and 

fish that lived within those territories, and other mountain products such as bees and 

honey. Private property included cultivated land, agricultural products and tools, 

bamboo groves, and private pathways (Simon, 2006). 

Since property was thought to carry the souls of the ancestors and represented 

hope for future generations, the protection of property rights was regulated by the 

moral order of gaga. Even within the tribe, property rights could not be transferred 

from one family to another without religious rituals that include the sacrificial 

slaughter of pigs (Mowna, 1998, p. 187). Tribal property rights were also jealously 

guarded from incursion by enemy tribes and rigorously enforced.” 

In a chapter demonstrating the importance of making use of indigenous 

languages and local informed participation in conservation projects, Lin, Icyeh, and 

Kuan (2007) provide a valuable outline of the character of territorial dynamics in the 

area of interest. First they explain that maps have long been long been used in the area 

in various ways, “vocal chanting is a common method by which Atayal and many 

other indigenous peoples in Taiwan communicate how ancestors moved from one 

place to another” (p. 142). This is significant in part, the authors go on to point out, 

because within Atayal culture there are clear, culturally bound notions of geographic 

areas, boundaries and how they are divided between groups for various uses. 
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However, these concepts do not easily or directly translate to the Chinese or English 

language words for “territory” which are based on fixed boundaries with exclusive 

ownership. In Atayal traditional land-use principles, there are instances of shared 

territory between groups as well as flexible boundaries and both are influenced by 

social relations between and within communities (Lin Y. et al, 2007, p. 146).  

The closest Atayal term to the English word, territory, is Qyunam, which is an 

area shared by a lineage group for the purposes of hunting, gathering, farming and 

fishing, it usually corresponds to a watershed area. The example provided by Lin Y. 

et. al (2007) describes the situation in the area relevant to this research. All the 

Qalang, settlements, in the Mrqwang lineage share a Qyunam and by that right 

acknowledge their responsibility to Malahang, which means to take care of that area. 

However, individuals from the Mknazi lineage had the right to enter the Mrqwang 

Qyunam in order to hunt. According to one elder in the Mrqwang lineage, “the 

Mknazi live farther away and have more difficulty in capturing prey” and Mrqwang 

people were also welcomed and given more fish in the Qyunam of the Mknazi (ibid, p. 

146). Thus the two lineages have distinct and complex yet flexible and non-exclusive 

territories that are shaped by social cooperation and relations.  

3.4    The Case Area Historical Overview 

In this section, a brief introduction to the case area will be provided, followed by an 

historical outline of the phases of agrarian land-use. As argued by Lin, N. and Tsai 

(2011), the land-use regimes in the area have shifted through several major phases 

influenced by political and social context and, in turn, represent a local paradigm 

about resource management. This is not the only way to categorize the recent 

historical phases of the area, but as this thesis focuses on social aspects of agricultural 

development, it seems most appropriate.  

Lin and Tsai identified 3 main phases of agricultural development: traditional 

swidden agriculture, wet rice farming production, and diverse cash crops connected 

with the market economy. While this thesis includes discussion of the first two 

phases, it departs from Lin and Tsai’s work and follows that of local farmer, 

researcher and activist, Watan Taru, who further divides the final phase (which does 

involve participation in the market economy) into conventional farming, Organic 

Farming, Korean Natural Farming and Indigenous Natural Farming, the final three of 

which I categorize under the banner of “Alternative Agriculture.” 
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It is important to note that each community and family make important 

decisions about what to plant and cultivate that are both to some degree autonomous 

but also influenced and/or sanctioned by local and national governmental policies. 

Especially with democratization and a more market-oriented economy, agricultural 

production in the area is diverse but with some identifiable trends. For these reasons 

the agricultural periods outlined in this research and their respective dates are 

generalities with many exceptions and divergences.  

Figure 7 - Jianshi Agricultural Phases

 

3.4.1 Location, Terrain and Industry 

This research will focus on the activities of the “Farmers’ Academy” and the “Dream 

Weaving Foundation” in the transition to organic farming in various Qalangs in 

Atayal Mrqwang and Mknazi lineages’ Qyunams located in the Shihluan village-

administrative-unit (秀巒村 Xiuluancun, shown in pink, bottom right of figure 4) and 

Yuifong village-administrative-unit (玉峰村 Yufengcun, shown in purple, top right of 

figure 4) under the administration of Hsinchu County’s (新竹縣) Jianshi Township 

(尖石鄉). It makes up a total area of around 300 square kilometers, with a hilly terrain 

hitting 3,500 meters in altitude in the Southeast down to 1,000 meters in the North. 

This area is the upstream watershed of the Shihmen Reservoir (石門水壩) in Taoyuan 
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County (桃園縣), consists of 3 sub-watersheds and its Southern tip is part of Sheipa 

National Park (雪霸國家公園), a conservation area in an environmentally delicate 

region (Lin E., 2009, p. 5). The area is home to a great diversity of flora, such as 

cherry blossoms, maples, Formosan cypress, and fauna, including Sminhoe’s Blue 

Pheasant, Formosan Wild Boar, white-faced flying squirrel and varicorhinus 

alticorpus (an endemic freshwater fish). As Lin, E. (2009) goes on to point out, the 

area’s geological condition is complicated and vulnerable to many shocks and hazards 

from earthquakes, typhoons and resultant landslides due to its mountain structure and 

extreme precipitation patterns as well as acid rain and climate variation related to 

global climate change and local ecological destabilization (p. 7).  

Figure 8 – Village-level Administrative Units of Jianshi Township 

 

 

The main industry in the area is agriculture, thus leaving livelihoods sensitive 

to the afore-mentioned environmental challenges. To demonstrate how climate 

change has affected the area, Lin, E. (2009) provides the following example: 

“villagers said that now you hardly see snow in winter, while there was heavy 

snowing just twenty years ago” (p. 8). Other livelihoods in the area include tourism, 

bamboo gathering, and part-time jobs; many working-age people will leave for 

portions of the year to seek wage-labour to supplement their agricultural production 

and diversify their income as insurance against potential natural hazards.  
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The main productive period for agricultural products is from April to October, 

with many farmers rotating crops throughout the year. While much of the production 

is for household or local consumption, farmers often grow one or two vegetables or 

fruits of high market value as cash-crops per year; particularly honey-peaches (水蜜

桃) at 90% of production and persimmons and pears (Lin, E., 2009, p. 9). Most 

commonly grown vegetables include cabbage, broccoli, sweet pepper, tomato, garlic, 

and kidney beans. Traditional crops include root tubers, mushrooms, beans and millet, 

which has great symbolic significance in Atayal culture and is used in ritual and wine 

making as well as eating. Farmers often grow different variations of crops based on 

their biophysical environment, wealth, needs, knowledge and context with 

susceptibility of crops to environmental hazards depending on their seasonality.  

 

Figure 9 - Timetable of harvest and earnings 

 

 

Colloquially, Jianshi township is divided into “back mountain” (後山) and 

“front mountain” (前山) areas. The front/back mountain distinction is based on the 

naturally occurring ridge or watershed point that divides the township into two areas. 

The front area encountered modernity first and the Japanese colonial government 

removed some villages from the back to the front area and others made the move 

voluntarily. The back mountain area has traditionally been poorer and more 

traditional but it can be argued that this has proved to be an advantage as they have 

been able to maintain cultural knowledge and identity as well as the opportunity to 

decide their own pace of development. They are now able to benefit from more post-

modern development paradigms. The front mountain area, while richer in some ways, 
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more urbanized and more assimilated into mainstream culture in Taiwan, also has 

many social problems such as alcohol issues, family disruption and unemployment. 

People from the front mountain area used to think the back mountain people were 

backwards, but now there are moves to learn from them as they are better able to 

incorporate traditional Atayal culture in economic development.  

3.4.2 Traditional Swidden Agriculture Period (before 1920s) 

Traditionally, Atayal people’s agricultural production was subsistence-based and 

consisted primarily of swidden mountain-side agriculture producing millet, corn, and 

sweet potato with supplementary foods planted or gathered from the forest such as 

squash, pumpkin, chive, ginger, wild vegetable, pepper, beans as well as meat and 

fish from hunting (although, as mentioned above, there is some evidence that hunting 

and gathering historically made up the majority of their diet, by the time of initial 

Japanese ethnological research, swidden agriculture had become the mainstay) . The 

social norms, traditions, and rituals of the community governed each stage of the 

process and land-use decisions (Lin, N and Tsai, 2011). These social institutions, 

traditions, values and rules supported their social and production systems. 

In Quri Settlement Taru Behwy, one of the leaders in the transition to 

alternative forms of agriculture and father of PhD candidate and key community 

organizer Watan Taru, describes the traditional livelihood in the area of his childhood 

as involving a handful of commonly-owned plots that would be used in a shifting 

pattern. The use of multiple plots and more diverse crops increased the resilience of 

the community against risks such as pests and weather events. Common ownership 

meant increased interdependence and as such increased cooperation. When it was 

time to shift, to open up a new plot of land using fire and leaving the old parcel to lie 

fallow for a few years, the community would negotiate and decide collectively the 

next course of action.  

  Taru Behwy describes that they would traditionally grow millet from February 

until July but in June (before the millet had come to term) sweet potato could be 

planted in the same field and harvested a few months afterward. From September to 

February was hunting season and also the time to prepare the plot for the next 

planting.  

These days, they are unable to shift their fields due to Forestry Bureau laws 

that make it illegal to open up new land for cultivation. This means that the land 
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currently in use cannot lie fallow; hence either conventional methods of commercial 

fertilizer must be used or alternative techniques. Taru Behwy is quick to point out that 

this policy devised by outsiders incentivizes bad stewardship of the land, whereas 

traditional methods of shifting agriculture protect the land and the water. Furthermore, 

they are limited by road access to sometimes spread-out tracts of cultivated land. 

  Pastor Tali is an elder who is very active in the community and his grown 

children and grandchildren are active in the organic farming movement and the FA. 

He tells of being born near Neiwan (內彎) during the Japanese Period. His family, 

like most others in the area, had been moved to the front of the mountain by the 

Japanese for about 20 years, but found life there very difficult. His father was one of 

the first to return to the back-mountain area, Pastor Tali was 4 or 5 years old at the 

time. They established a settlement at Cinsbu (鎮西保) and then expanded to 

Xinguang (新光), so named by a police officer from the plains area who tells a story 

of seeing sunshine in his sleep. The locals prefer the emic name Smangus or Mangus, 

derived from that of a founding ancestor. 

  “We had no tools other than a simple hoe that could easily be broken if 

misused or if the land was too rocky.” Pastor Tali recalls the traditional farming 

techniques employed by his family when he worked alongside his father as a child. 

He is now a spritely old man who looks and moves like a much younger man than one 

in his nineties. They would not clear-cut the land but rather left many of the large 

trees intact, cutting down branches for firewood and to let the sunlight reach the 

ground. This also served to prevent soil erosion and landslides.  

  As previously discussed, norms and rules surrounding land use were 

traditionally governed by gaga. Using the land in a way that respects and cares for 

nature is fundamental to gaga. Watan describes their land use principles as involving 

a trinity of People-Land-God. Though some aspects of those traditions and knowledge 

remain, much has changed through the course of their interaction with multiple waves 

of colonizers on Taiwan. Pagung Tomi (芭翁 baweng) blames the shift to cash crops 

and disuse for the loss of some traditional varieties of seeds (mainly millet) and 

claims that much can be learned from traditional peoples in places like Africa where 

they save and exchange seeds.  
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3.4.3 Terraced Rice Farming (1920s-1980s) 

The Japanese colonial administration from the late 19th century encouraged Taiwan’s 

indigenous peoples to adopt “wet” or “terraced” rice farming, also known as “paddy 

farming,” “paddy field” or “rice paddies” (水田 shui3tian1, 水稻 shui3dao4, 稻田 

dao4tian1). Reducing mobility of indigenous peoples and altering their modes of 

production were strategies of domination and control. It was official agricultural 

policy in the 1920s to ban outright the traditional swidden agriculture of indigenous 

peoples in the mountain areas (Lin, N and Tsai, 2011). There are many remnant stone 

walls and terraces throughout Jianshi Township dating to this period. Local farmers 

say that the stone terraces can make it easier for them to do weeding work as they can 

stand in the lower terrace to weed the higher one and thus avoid having to bend over. 

The terraces are no longer used for rice or filled with water.  

  The shift in agriculture production and mobility had profound cultural results.  

As Lin, N and Tsai (2011) point out, “It was totally different from Tayal people’s 

tradition. They were supposed to farm in a restricted area and cultivate in more 

intensive working rather than adapt to nature conditions in a previous passive way”.  

As Taru Behry describes, traditionally the land was commonly owned and shifting 

was governed by cultural and religious norms as well as negotiation and communal 

decision-making. It was the shift to terraced rice growing that first settled their 

communities into permanent villages with property divided at the family level, 

creating distance between families. Although the Tayal people in the mountains 

mainly produced rice, it was still primarily for household or local consumption; still a 

subsistence based production. 

  As previously mentioned, many of the changes from the Japanese period 

remain like those stone walls: the separate family ownership, the competition, the 

breakdown of community decision-making, as well as rice as the staple grain 

consumed in the area. The reorienting from the community to the household and from 

Utux and Gaga and toward Christianity in the 1950s had profound effects on the local 

culture (Lin, N. and Tsai, 2011). Although the Japanese left in the mid-40s, the KMTs 

policies towards indigenous peoples were much the same in terms of land-use.  

  In Jianshi area, under Japanese colonial government many Mknazi and 

Mrkwang goups from mountain areas (back mountain) were forced to move to Naro 

(in front mountain area) or went on their own (some returned after WWII). For this 
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reason, many communities in the back mountain area are based on traditional lineages 

while the front mountain villages are more mixed.  

  Along the highway through Jianshi Township, there is a heart-shaped 

monument. The story behind it is that while hunting, a Mrkwang man accidentally 

killed a Mknazi. Before he could apologize, he was attacked himself in revenge. The 

Japanese colonial government allegedly gave guns and ammunition to both sides. 

Over the next 7 years, many people on both sides were killed before the government 

eventually helped them come together peacefully. This monument marks the place 

where they met and, in accordance with Tayal tradition, buried a stone to create peace. 

3.4.4 Conventional Agriculture (1980s to present) 

It was in the 1970s and 80s with the construction of roads into the mountains that the 

modern market economy came to have an influence in Jianshi Township. By buying 

rice produced more cheaply and easily outside the mountain areas, the indigenous 

people in the mountains of Jianshi were able to devote their fertile land to growing 

high-value fruits and vegetables as cash-crops. 

While much of the production is still for household or local consumption, 

farmers often grow one or two vegetables or fruits of high market value as cash-crops 

per year; particularly honey-peaches (水蜜桃) at 90% of production and persimmons 

and pears (Lin, E. 2009: 9). Hsiao, E. (2008) outlines Cinsbu’s recent difficult 

experience growing cash crops,  

In the late 70 and early 80s, some villagers started to grow high value fruit, whose high 

price was due to their scarcity. Unfortunately, every kind of fruit they have grown only 

stayed profitable for less than ten years as a result of the increasing competition from 

imported products since the late 1970s. Firstly the villagers grew apples. When the 

price of apples fell, they shifted to grow pears. And as the pears were allowed to import 

in the late 80s, the villagers shifted again to grow peaches in the early 90s. Just like a 

repeated decay cycle that could be tragically expected, in the mid-90s, the price of 

peaches started to fall, again due to imports. This time the new economic crop appeared 

to be temperate vegetables, which, together with peaches, have been the main source 

of income until now (p. 4-5). 

  

Thus while many families in the area have benefited financially from their interaction 

with the outside world through marketing their agricultural products, the most 

common complaint in the area is regarding price fluctuations. It is hard for consumers 

purchasing vegetables in the supermarket or even a traditional day-market in Taipei to 

imagine the massive and insecure investment of time and money by farmers. While 

many vegetables are annuals that can be grown from seed to harvest in just one 
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season, some trees require years of investment before they bear fruit (literally and 

figuratively). For a farmer to invest their money, time and land into growing pear 

trees while the price is high only the have the price drop when the trees are finally 

able to bear fruit years later, it can be a devastating experience comparable to a 

dramatic stock market crash.  

Pastor Tali’s youngest son explains their family’s experience:  

In the 1950s we started harvesting mushrooms, it was hard work but good business. 

When the mushroom prices fell, Pastor Atung went to Taichung and brought back a 

bunch of apples. It took a few years to grow the apple trees and there were no roads to 

bring them to market so we ate them ourselves. In the 1970s the road was built and we 

began growing water peaches (水蜜桃 shuimitao) for market but then the road was 

destroyed by a landslide. In the 1980s Pastor Atung went to Taida [國立台灣大學 

National Taiwan University in Taipei] to learn how to do agriculture. We started 

growing peaches because Lalashan (拉拉山 ) in Taoyuan county’s (桃源縣 ) 

Fuxingxian (福興鄉) had been very successful at it. The prices dropped, now people 

in Lalashan are very poor. We’ve grown apples, peaches, and other cash crops, all 

following others, chasing wealth. In the 1990s we started to grow vegetables on some 

chosen plots. We grew corn, millet, cucumber, but we grew too many and degraded 

the land (8/11/14). 

   

Another set of issues presented by this type of agricultural model in the area 

that is frequently mentioned by informants is the dependence of farmers on 

middlemen and local government. These issues are deep and complex, ranging from 

the symbolic importance of autonomy in the communities to more tangible issues of 

prices and pesticides. The farmers complained that for years they have been at the 

mercy of wholesalers who pit local farmers against each other to buy produce for the 

lowest possible prices, increasing inequality among households as well as 

perpetuating animosity between the local people and mainstream Han population. As 

mentioned above, mistrust between indigenous communities in this area and local 

government is rife, and unaided by the layers of bureaucracy surrounding land usage 

policy. But beyond this issue is the problem of pesticide and fertilizer companies 

being state-owned or state-subsidized. Despite this area being part of the upper 

catchment area of the Shimen Reservoir, which provides drinking water to millions of 

people, local governments encourage and incentivize use of these chemicals in 

agriculture. As outlined above, local people not only feel that this incentivizes poor 

land-use methods and erodes social ties, they also feel weighed down and 

disadvantaged by their dependence on outsiders. Dr. Lin, Y explains more thoroughly,  

I’d like to explain a little bit about them combining their local knowledge with the 

Korean practices. In this way they can break through the control of conventional 
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agricultural practices. In Taiwan, the government actually subsidizes the chemical 

pesticide and fertilizer companies to supply to farmers. So through the government 

bureaucracy like the local government, there is a strong link between these companies 

and government. So the indigenous people have to work very hard to break through 

this union and the businessmen. There are two ways to break through. One is through 

producing their own natural pesticides and the other is to make a new network to trade 

their agricultural products to the outside (in discussion at Quri Settlement Nov 2013). 

 

Thus, breaking out of the cycle of dependence and disadvantage is a large motivation 

for farmers in the area to switch to alternative forms of agriculture. 

  One of the biggest and most salient issues in conventional agriculture is 

concern for the health of farmers and the environment. Local people are very attuned 

to the effects of these chemicals on their land and bodies: to them it is not a distant 

abstraction of environmental legislation. In April of 2014, when Sayun took me on the 

back of her scooter to show me a few different farms and settlements in the area, she 

would point to some fields, “look, do you see the blackened grass and weeds at the 

edge of the field? That’s how you know that they have been spraying it with chemical 

pesticides. Nothing can grow near the field. If it does that to the plants, what does it 

do to us?” (paraphrased from Chinese). 

As far as social and cultural impacts, conventional agriculture follows the path 

of terraced rice agriculture.  The land is owned at the household level causing some 

issues of competition between families. In terms of the issues of land ownership and 

resource allocation, Lin, N and Tsai (2011) point out the significance of irrigation as a 

type of Common Pool Resource. With the dividing up of land into units privately 

owned by families, there were still irrigation systems built and maintained to supply 

water to the fields. Such systems required great cooperation. However, with the 

modern period came rubber pipe irrigation systems, which further lessened 

interdependence and cooperation among families in the communities. These pipes are 

sometimes shared by a couple of families making decisions by their own norms or 

alliances rather than traditional norms such as gaga or utux (ibid).  

This combination of government regulation which prevents shifting 

agriculture with the promotion of petrochemicals incentivizes intensive monocrop 

agriculture (what Pastor Taru laments as poor stewardship) rather than diversification. 

This process can be seen as having a cyclical effect because the lack of security 

incentivizes farmers to clear their land completely and plant even more intensively to 

compensate for the chance that a typhoon could destroy it all. Thus leaving the soil 
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prone to ever more erosion and pests that lead to ever more chemical fertilizers and 

pesticides.  

Thus while the market has opened up great opportunity for people in Jianshi 

area to access cheap rice and other goods as well as to earn money selling high-value 

produce, it has created many challenges. The more recent shift to alternative forms of 

agriculture can be seen as attempts to mitigate these challenges to maximize the 

benefits of participation in the market system and minimize the disadvantages. As 

outlined above, the main issues are environmental and health issues, middle-men, 

government/petro-chemical company collusion, erosion of cultural norms, price 

fluctuations and risk posed by natural catastrophe. Recent rethinking of local 

agriculture is a concerted effort to address all of these issues.  

3.4.5 Alternative Agriculture (1990 to present) 

As previously mentioned, there has been a gradual and patchy shift toward newer, 

alternative forms of agriculture in the area. This shift has occurred to different extents, 

at different rates and with different goals and outcomes in various parts of the 

research area. The process can be seen as a form of local activism as members who 

have made the shift have taken it upon themselves to bring their compatriots into the 

fold. This section has been divided into three parts based on Watan Taru and the FA’s 

presentations and my conversations with them. The three parts can be seen as a 

complex ongoing process in search of a production system that best fits with the land, 

people and market.  

Organic Farming (1990 to present) 

 Organic farming in the area has been sporadic, diverse and with mixed degrees 

of success.  Like Pastor Tali, Pastor Taru Behwy of Quri settlement (father of Watan 

Taru) also recalls engaging in traditional farming alongside his father, though he is a 

generation younger that Pastor Tali. He and his family had migrated to Quri from 

Smangus but were one of the later families to arrive and, in part due to modern, non-

communal land ownership regime and community upheaval, were left with a very 

poor tract of land. While other fields could yield two rice harvests each year, theirs 

could only produce one. As a consequence of the quality of the land, they were a very 

poor family and he describes himself as very lucky to have found a wife. With a story 

that echoes from the mouths of many in these valleys, they focused on one cash crop 
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after another as the prices fell one by one. Eventually he was trained in the use of 

chemical fertilizers and pesticides for conventional agriculture by a government 

program. He was very successful in using these methods and claims to have been 

chased from his wife’s family’s community for producing too much.  

Upon moving back to Quri and continuing to use these methods, his wife was 

diagnosed with cancer by doctors in the plains with the prognosis that it was terminal. 

Convinced that the agricultural chemicals were to blame, he vowed never to use them 

again. He began exploring traditional methods and combining them with outside 

techniques that used manure and other alternatives to chemical fertilizers.’ Taru 

Behry’s wife is now well and healthy: the cancer has disappeared. She even gave birth 

to another child and is now a grandmother many times over.  

He is quick to point out that he received no government or community 

support; that people thought he was crazy. His own mother begged him to stop this 

type of farming and make more money to feed his children. It was years later that a 

University professor visited his farm and first introduced to him the term “organic” to 

describe the type of agriculture he was engaged in. The professor requested he send 

some of his vegetables to a university in Taichung (台中市) that was studying organic 

farming. This initial interest and subsequent support from the academic and non-profit 

communities in Taiwan spurred on his endeavor.  

After 17 years of organic farming, conducting experiments and combining 

different methods, he has adapted “Korean Natural Farming” to create the technique 

he and his son are calling, “Indigenous Farming.” He claims that these days, a small 

field can support 60 families, growing a variety of species for local consumption 

and/or market sale. He has decided to share his experience with the world so that we 

may learn from it. His son, Watan, now records and documents this experience.  

Watan describes that his father was the first in the community to connect the 

local Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) of the elders with natural farming 

techniques because his mom had cancer and his father treated it with traditional Tayal 

medical techniques and a natural diet.  

 In Magalan Settlement, I met a family who worked with the FA. They had 

built a house themselves in the mountain up above the main settlement because the 

father was the youngest son of a large family and said there was no land left for his 

parents to bequeath him. They built a beautiful house, grow fruit trees organically and 
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do much charity work in the area. He told us that they had previously used pesticides 

on their fruit trees and that since they went organic the area has become more natural. 

They often see monkeys, flying squirels, rare birds and even a Formosan black bear 

coming to eat their fruit; whereas with conventional methods, no animals came near.  

Korean Natural Farming (2007 to present) 

In the late 2000s some members of Quri settlement traveled to South Korea to study a 

form of organic farming called “Korean Natural Farming” or KNF. They then brought 

this knowledge back to Jianshi and tried to make use of it and promote it to mixed 

degrees of success. There were many challenges and some failures, which led some 

farmers to abandon the system. Others, including Pastor Taru, continued to use the 

system but adapted it to the local area by combining it with Indigenous Traditional 

Ecological Knowledge imparted by local elders. The ongoing process and product is 

discussed in the following section and called Indigenous Natural Farming. 

 Korean Natural Farming (KNF) has some similarities to the Japanese concept 

of “Do Nothing Farming” or “Natural Farming” (自然農法 zirannongfa) developed 

by farmer and philosopher Masanobu Fukuoka in that it aims to harness local 

organisms and reduce human input in agriculture. KNF takes advantage of 

microorganisms such as bacteria, fungi, nematodes and protozoa to produce fertile 

soils without the use of herbicides or pesticides. KNF also enables odor-free animal 

agriculture without the need to dispose of effluent. These techniques and practices 

were developed by Korean researcher Han Kyu Cho over 40 years. Many people have 

travelled to study at the Janong Natural Farming Institute in South Korea and this 

practice has spread to over 30 countries, used both by individuals and commercial 

farms.  

 Some of the main principles of KNF are, as mentioned above, the use of 

microorganisms to enrich the soil, avoiding inputs of animal waste as well as 

eschewing commercial fertilizers and reducing energy inputs such as tilling. The 

gathering of microorganisms to produce fertile soil by accelerating the decomposition 

of plant waste is the most important aspect of this technique. First, some cooked rice 

or another edible starch is left out in a natural area for a few days covered with a 

porous material (this is the gathering stage, the ideal successful recruitment will 

appear as a white fuzz, dark coloured growths may indicate the need to restart in a 

different location). It is important to note that this process means that the 
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microorganisms that are gathered will be local, indigenous ones, best suited to the 

local environment in terms of climate, and available plant material. Once some local 

microorganisms have been gathered, they must be fed or “nourished,” usually by 

mixing in local fruits (Papaya is used in the research area) and sugar to begin the 

fermentation process. After a few days the final step can be taken, which is to mix or 

dilute some of this mixture with a bulking agent that can be decomposed by the 

microorganisms to use as soil/fertilizer, such as rice husks or other agricultural waste 

products. Depending on the nutrient and mineral requirements of the crops and soil, 

additional materials may be added to the final stage, such as fish waste, bone meal, 

sea water, egg shells, etc. 

 When members of Quli settlement travelled to Korea to learn about KNF, they 

were very hopeful. The techniques were useful to them in terms of cost and 

effectiveness but perhaps most of all, because it could help them break through 

government and private interests and control that came with dependence on fertilisers 

and pesticides. As mentioned previously, petrochemical companies in Taiwan are 

heavily subsidised. This movement of the farmers away from dependency opened up 

new avenues for production, marketing, and cooperation. This is not just the case here 

in Taiwan, in other areas of the world (especially Asia) as well, this farming 

technique is associated with radical agricultural activism because it helps farmers be 

more independent, escaping cycles of debt and dependence that have become 

devastating issues for small-scale farmers throughout the developing world.  

Indigenous Natural Farming (2010 to present) 

As mentioned in the previous section, the shift to KNF in Jianshi Township has had 

some important successes but also some stumbles; many farmers who took it up 

hopefully, quit when it failed. This is a testament to the insecurity felt by farmers that 

makes it difficult for them to make decisions that are in their long-term best interest. 

But some stuck with it and Paster Taru has used his land as an experimental area to 

explore some of the concepts of KNF but mixing them with local TEK. This has been 

very successful and now his son, Watan Taru, and other young people from the area 

are working hard to promote this type of agriculture. They have already won awards 

from their county agricultural department for agricultural innovation. 

The natural farming process promoted and taught by the Farmers’ Academy 

combines traditional knowledge and techniques with some carefully studied and 
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chosen outside influences (Taru, 2013). Some traditional aspects of natural farming 

involve agroforestry techniques that leave surrounding trees intact to prevent erosion 

and landslides as well as retain water. Further, naturally occurring grasses and other 

bitter plants are kept in and around productive area as a form of natural pest deterrent 

(Yen and Chen, 2012). Stones are also left in the fields in traditional Atayal 

cultivation because they encourage drainage and raise the temperature of the soil by 

absorbing solar heat, thus encouraging faster crop growth and preventing injury to 

crops from frost (Yen and Chen, 2012). Some of the local TEK concepts adapted and 

combined with KNF also include medicinal plants and concoctions mixed in with the 

fermenting compost. Furthermore, indigenous TEK has led to the revival of certain 

historic crops in the area as well as traditional land-use principals regarding the types 

of trees to avoid cutting down or to plant alongside fields to maintain the top-soil and 

prevent erosion and land-slides.  

One of the most important aspects of the work of the local youth is spending 

time walking and doing handicrafts with the remaining elders in the communities in 

order to record as much of their knowledge as possible. This is seen as important not 

just in terms of preserving farming techniques but also community development and 

cohesion. 

These days Quli farm does not produce a lot of crops for the market, but rather 

is a research, experimenting and teaching area. They are trying out different 

techniques and demonstrating them to others. They have been very successful but 

insist that their techniques, while using and combining outside knowledge, are 

localized and must be viewed in context. When Watan says context he means both in 

terms of natural and social environments.  

 As will be discussed further in subsequent sections, many of the reasons why 

the youth are working so hard to promote this lay outside the domain of economic 

development. Of course, financial security is valued and they hope that more profit 

derived from these fields will encourage more young people to stay in the area. But 

there is much more at stake; Watan Taru refers to this type of development as creating 

an agricultural attitude with God in it. He puts their philosophy into the trinity of 

God-Land-People.  
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Figure 10  - Land-God-People 

 

 He argues that modern commercial practices had destroyed these principles 

but that they were working hard to bring cultural values back into agricultural 

development. They want their economic lives to fit with their cultural values of God, 

Gaga, Environmental protection, community, and autonomy. 

 Other, related projects include, as mentioned above, recording the lessons and 

knowledge of local elders for posterity, as well as promoting community cooperation 

and forming the foundations for future local self-governance. Many in the area speak 

of increasing local subjectivity, something significant for a marginalized minority 

population who too often have their culture, history and practices objectified, over-

simplified or ignored by the dominant, mainstream society in Taiwan.  

 The challenges of this work are many. It is frequently described by local 

farmers that they have figured out the production end of the equation; that they are 

able to produce high-quality produce with high yields. But the challenges that they 

face include organic certification difficulties as well as transportation and marketing 

of their products to outside areas. They are very happy to no longer rely on 

middlemen but have struggled to find their niche. One recent success in this regard, 

however, has been the marketing of high-value peaches through online orders 

supported by the Zhishan Foundation charity. The hope is that they will be able to 

replicate this success in other areas.  

 Another challenge of this work, but that is seen as having long-term 

advantages, is capacity building. The local farmers know that by developing 

computer, accounting, marketing, proposal and report writing, as well as presentation 

skills they are, as a community, more resilient in the face of future potential 

difficulties. Thus, while indigenous farming development, marketing and promotion 

People

LandGod
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is a priority in the area, the means through which they do these things and the capacity 

and networks created are considered to be one of the higher goals of their work.  
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4 The Farmers’ Academy 

Some recent events that negatively impacted livelihoods in the case area but are 

potentially leading to an increased preparedness, autonomy and resilience of local 

industry and institutions are the 1999 Earthquake and 2004 Typhoon Aere (Lin, E., 

2009; Yen and Chen, 2012). These complex disasters have spurred the promotion of 

organic farming, community development, the Dreamweaving group and the Farmers’ 

Academy. 

The 1999 earthquake, which struck on Sept 21 and is referred to as the 921-

earthquake, caused numerous landslides in the study area and destabilized the 

mountain structure. Lin, E. (2009) argues that the destruction of the 921-earthquake 

presented an opportunity for indigenous people because it prompted what she refers to 

as an “institutional or cultural turn” in both national and local government policy 

away from more “modern” economic development principles to comparably “post-

modern” development principles. Instead of encouraging people living in 

mountainous, remote areas to move to urban areas for wage labour, funding was set 

aside for community reconstruction, education, conservation of traditional cultures 

and ecology, eco-tourism projects and other forms of policy that seem to emphasize 

themes of social justice, rural development and what Lin, E. (2009) refers to as “non-

engineering recovery” from landslide issues (p.11). She further argues that this policy 

shift initiated an “empowering process” for indigenous groups leading to investments 

in human and social capital and prompting the shift to organic farming. Lin, E found 

that many tribes (Qalang) had set up various types of development organizations that 

promoted various forms of economic development but with a focus on environmental 

and cultural principles and that smaller settlements would participate in those of their 

neighbouring groups (p. 12).  While Lin, E. focuses on the institutional, top-down 

change in approach to development and resource management issues in the area, this 

research recognizes the importance and influence of this shift but is more interested in 

the bottom-up, local changes in priorities.  

Another disaster in the area, and the one that locals name as a contributing 

factor in their shift to long-term development goals, was Typhoon Aere, which struck 

Taiwan on August 23rd 2004. Its maximum winds were about 48m/s with heavy 

precipitation (1,262mm in 24 hours in a Yuifong rainfall station) and serious floods, 

landslides, mudflows and debris flows. While 14 people died and 15 were injured in 
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Taiwan, fortunately none in the study area. However, many of the buildings in 

Yuifong and Shihluan village administration areas were damaged, and many people’s 

livelihoods were destroyed (Lin, E., 2009, p. 11). Typhoon Aere wreaked great 

destruction in the vulnerable areas of Hsinchu County, forcing the evacuation and 

extended displacement of residents from the back mountain area. Those who 

eventually tried to return were met with increased challenges due to destruction of 

roads, crops and farmland, a labour-shortage, and lack of support for reconstruction. 

For the first year the government and non-governmental institutions supported the 

community’s efforts at reconstruction but as this assistance dried up, rebuilding halted 

(Taru, W., 2013). This destruction motivated some young members of the 

communities to found the Dream Weaving Foundation and then Farmers’ Academy 

and begin promoting organic farming. 

According to Watan Taru, Yapit Dali, daughter of Pastor Tali and who has 

been very active in her community, began the process of analyzing and proposing 

solutions that resulted in the Farmers’ Academy. She and her colleagues realized that 

issues of sustainability, livelihoods and community industry should be front and 

foremost in any plans for reconstruction and economic development. They argued that 

since outside actors would instigate projects and then leave the community without 

ensuring their effective implementation, sustainable change must come from and have 

legitimacy and momentum within the community itself. Thus, capacity building of 

community members became their primary objective for long-term, pragmatic 

success. She argues that environmental, economic and political hazards abound for 

indigenous mountain dwellers in Taiwan; thus, education, skills and values are the 

most resilient investment in which the community can engage (Dali, Y., 2013) 

The founding members were part of the Dreamweaving Foundation, which is, 

“like a platform, the name combines the word dream, which is very important in 

Atayal culture with the word for Internet. So it is integrating traditional and modern 

concepts” (Taru, W., 2013). The primary objective of the Dreamweaving Foundation 

is collaborative capacity building. Watan goes on to point out that, “we learned a 

lesson from river protection after the typhoon—anything can happen so education is 

most important. Don’t catch the fish immediately; first learn how to create fishing 

ground. Education is a slow process of accumulation and heritage.” 
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Initially organic farming promotion and network-building came under the 

umbrella of the Dreamweaving foundation, but eventually they realized that it was so 

challenging and promising that it warranted its own dedicated organization. They 

decided that a group devoted just to promoting organic farming and agricultural 

cooperation was necessary. The Farmers’ Academy was the result of this thinking. It 

was founded by 5 young men and women who saw that conventional development 

practices were causing more destruction than benefit in their communities (Table 1 

breaks down the founding settlements and members of the FA while Figure 5 maps 

out the location and Qyunam affiliation of the various settlements). Some of the most 

salient issues were: few opportunities for young people locally, leading to an exodus 

that left mostly only the very young and old in the villages; increasing vulnerability to 

global competition in agricultural products, exploitation by middle-men (wholesalers 

of fruits and vegetables) and difficult transportation networks; as well as the less-

measurable ways in which mainstream development did not reconcile well with their 

cultural norms in terms of environmental destruction, commoditization and rational 

self-interest (competition). 

According to Watan (Nov 2013), one of the core issues addressed by the FA is 

that their relationships with each other had been changed by their changing 

agricultural practices. He explains that their culture, beliefs and lives are integrated 

with agricultural production, thus the FA aims to integrate a form of agricultural 

production and network that fits better with their culture. “We are coming together 

again. We are deciding for ourselves to develop agriculture that has culture in it, 

gaga in it” (Nov 2013).  

The FA established a network to share knowledge from farmer to farmer. They 

run workshops, invite farmers to learn or present their experiences, they go to 

different places to provide lessons. Already 3,000 people have been in contact. In 

Jianshi District, they have been working to raise awareness and accompany farmers in 

the difficult transition to natural farming (Taru, W., Nov 2013). 

In terms of farming techniques, they argue that they are quite advanced, but in 

terms of business and trade, they have trouble. Some measures to address these issues 

include introducing the concept of collaborative farming (collectivizing marketing 

and transportation) and marketing directly to consumers (online, word of mouth, 

customer loyalty, local tourism). 
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The sharing and development of agricultural knowledge can be divided into two 

main categories, cash-crops and traditional crop revitalization. Both benefit from 

rediscovering and applying traditional practices (such as TEK, gaga, crop rotation) as 

well as methods from outside the community (such as Korean natural farming, 

permaculture techniques, international seed banking, high-value crops). Both 

contribute to their wider development goals of health, sustainability, cultural 

revitalization and profitability to encourage young people to stay in the area. 

The Zhishan Foundation (至善社會利基金會) NGO has been instrumental in 

supporting their efforts.  Watan says that it has been keen to promote organic farming 

and to gradually establish a network that is a foundation for future self-government. 

One of the end goals of their work and also part of the process is to raise local 

subjectivity. Sayun (huiwen) says that they are trailblazing a new development model 

for indigenous agriculture that integrates cultural values, the local environment, TEK 

and economic principles. In terms of a division of labour, they are divided into 

Planning Subcommittees: rebuilding local life, local communities’ environmental 

protection and ecological balance, developing resources for future generations and 

fair and equal obligation and responsibility for society. 

Sayun (Huiwen) describes that her job is motivate and help farmers make the 

change to organic farming. She says that conventional, chemical farming is just about 

making money, maximizing production is the top priority. They are working to show 

farmers the alternative benefits of organic farming to their environment, communities 

and culture. She also points out that conventional produce can only be sold in fruit 

and veg markets (in this area people will mostly grow cabbage for this purpose), 

another advantage is that they can sell through a variety of avenues, such as visitors 

coming to the tribe, actively bringing their veg to organic markets or tourist 

destinations or even building relationships and selling directly to consumers. A 

further advantage of the organic model is that they can grow a variety of produce, 

increasing the diversity and decreasing the risks and damage of a monocrop model 

(8/11/2014 presentation in Cinsbu). In visiting organic shops in the plains area for 

ideas, she observed that many of the products are secondary, prepared goods, rather 

than original produce. So they have changed some of their strategies, for example 

making cabbage into kimchi (paocai).  

 She outlines 4 main ways to sell their vegetables 
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1. Wait for sellers or middlemen. Often with a lower price. 

2. Cooperate with a company. A contract can make the price more stable. 

3. Farmers’ Markets. This form of direct selling fetches good prices and 

allows them to know their customers’ needs and habits, but is time 

consuming and less stable. 

4. Selling through churches, schools, communities, or online. In this way 

they can get feedback and benefit from customer loyalty. 

Sayun points out that in order to develop their marketing, they must know their 

customers; where they are coming from. This information can help them make links 

with the different groups that they hope to target. She displays their market 

demographics as such, with those more likely to buy organic in descending order 

from the top, but with increasing size according to population sizes: 

 

Figure 11 - FA Market Demographics 

 

She explains that rich people have more money to spend, are scared of death and care 

a lot about health. Sick people need healthy food; their doctors encourage them to eat 

organic foods. Middle Class people care about health but are less concerned about 

organic produce. And people in ordinary society for the most part think that organic 

products are too expensive. She gives the example of some professors who come to 

the mountains to visit their settlements and want to help conserve their culture. When 

they find out that organic farming is an important part of their efforts, they often want 

to help out the tribe so they started to buy their vegetables. The FA provides lists that 

visitors like these professors can use to order vegetables directly from the farmers. So 

they really want customers to know their motivation and experience of organic 

farming, to inspire each other and create new ways to sell their vegetables. When they 

have the same objectives, they can work together. 

Rich 
people

Sick People

Middle Class

Ordinary Society
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The Digital Dreamweavers Foundation has helped many farmers sell their 

produce, make their motivations clear and help people come to the mountains to learn 

more about their products. In 2005, Sayun points out, they only sold 500 boxes of 

peaches, last year, using online selling, it was more than 1500 boxes. They have 

created a concept of consumers and producers eating together and growing vegetables 

that the land needs, not just for consumer tastes. She points out that they make 

decisions on what to grow based on the land, rather than only the market/consumer, 

and that is why communication and relationships are important.  

One issue is that traditional crops are very important to their agriculture, they 

are adapted to the local environmental conditions, they can survive even difficult 

conditions, but it is hard to market them to mainstream tastes. Some local fruits such 

as Ayut and labit are very well suited and can feed whole group with just 3 trees.  

Taiwan imports a lot of fruit when there are some varieties that can be grown very 

successfully and ecologically here. Sayun says that in a valley nearby an elder has 

been growing a local variety of kiwi on rocky land. This is an example of how a local 

species can be developed for industry, another advantage is that it would not have to 

compete in the global market.  

 

Figure 12 - The Farmers’ Academy 

Village (Qalang / 部落 bu4luo4) FA Representative 

Atayal Name 

and Qyunum 

Chinese 

Name 

Pinyin Atayal Name Chinese 

Name 

Pinyin 

Cinsbu 

And 

Smangus 

（Mknazi） 

鎮西堡 

新光 

Zhen1xi1bao3 

Xin1guang1 

Yabbit Dali 

Yayun  

達利亞弼 

雅韻 

Da2li4ya4bi4 

Ya3yun4 

Quri

（Mrgwang） 

石磊 Shi1lei3 Watan Taru 

Meijuan 

羅恩加 

美娟 

Luo2en1jia1 

Meijuan 

Tbahu 

（Mknazi） 

天埔 Tian1pu3  Baong Dumi 芭翁都密 Ba1weng1 

du1mi4 
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Magalan 

(Mknazi) 

梅花 Mei2hua1  Sayun Matiy 

Guixiang 

吳蕙雯 

桂香 

Wu2hui4wegui

4xiang1 

Paga 

(Mrqwang/ 

Mklabay) 

煤源 Mei2yuan2 Meijun 美君 Mei3jun1 

Wufeng 

(Mknazi/Mrq

wang) 

玉峰地區 Yu4feng1 

di4qu1 

 羅綺 Luo1qi2 

Wulaw 

(Mqkwang) 

宇老 Yu4lao3 Luoxing 李志強 Li3zhi4qiang2 

  

  

Growing crops without chemical pesticides and fertilizers requires very 

different methods and labour organization as well as a totally different marketing 

system (Lin, E. 2009). More time and money must be invested in learning 

ecologically related skills as well as administrative ones for the purpose of marketing, 

seeking funding and applying for certification. Sayun tells me that before 2009, only 5 

families had organic certification, in 2013 55 farmers are doing natural farming 

(wudu). FA is trying to replace some government functions in the area, prove that the 

farmers can compete with the companies.  

Taru refers to using and adapting enzymes (酵素) ,Traditional Chinese 

methods (漢方) and microorganisms (微生物) as the area’s specialties. He points out 

that their efforts have already prompted a Hsinchu County agricultural institution to 

name the Jianshi farmers experts in combining traditional ecological knowledge and 

agricultural techniques to create new, innovative techniques (Taru 2013) 

In my in-depth interview with Sayun (08/12/2014), she says that the idea for 

the FA was Watan and Yabbit’s in 2010. The main issue was that the farmers are 

small and individually less competitive. Before this project some Dreamweaving 

workers would work individually to help the farmers work together and to promote 

organic farming. They worked very hard but had other responsibilities. We decided to 

find someone else to dedicate to this task, so they could focus on farmers. The first 

step was finding appropriate, talented representatives. So Yabbit and Watan discussed 
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what kind of people would work. They had to be indigenous, had to understand 

community members. (didn’t want to deny a Han Chinese person the job but just 

wanted people who knew the context). Before Sayun they had found some other 

people but in the end they were not appropriate for the job. Since Sayun had studied 

agriculture, Yabbit suggested it could work. The second step was outreach: meeting 

farmers, developing an understanding of the context and gaining a rapport. The plan 

was that she would start the work in a year but she learned very fast and could do it in 

6 months.  

Sayun tells me that her biggest challenge has been the relationships with 

people. She says she really had to put her ego to one side and open her mind. She had 

to introduce herself to many people, many elders. At first they didn’t trust her because 

she had lived in urban areas. It was hard to get their approval. She spent two years 

interacting with elders, and describes it as hard work. At times she felt hopeless, also 

because at first her family didn’t really support her work. She felt lots of pressure, but 

as the community understood more what they are trying to do, she gained their trust 

and was embraced by the community.  

In terms of future plans, Sayun says that she hopes the FA can act as a 

platform to bring young generation back to the mountains and make agriculture more 

stable, provide opportunity to community. Besides industry, it can be a platform for 

caring for elders, single-parent families. Therefore more people will want to come 

back and get involved in the industry. 

The revitalization of traditional crops and cuisine is an important aspect of the 

FA’s work because it helps them connect to their past and culture. Crops such as 

millet (Tlaqis), taro (sahui), sweet potato (Nahi) and corn (qaytun), are also important 

to grow because they are better suited to the environment so they are more stable. 

Sayun says that they want to ensure future generations know that these crops 

represent their culture. Millet is the most important, there are many kinds and many 

ways to use it. Sweet potato and taro are next as important. These days they only 

prepare millet when there are guests but still eat sweet potato and taro in daily life. 

Her grandfather (Pastor Tali) long ago saved some seeds from one kind of millet (just 

a few) and has asked many other families (including Pastor Taru) to also do this work. 

They have been growing and spreading these old varieties of millet. Yabbit was one 

of the first to recognize how important this is. It has ritual significance.  
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Traditional cooking with traditional ingredients is being promoted as well and  

is done mostly at festivals, thanksgiving, Christmas, bumper harvest festival. They 

will gather, cook together, eat together. Millet dough (dried millet with water pounded 

into a dough with large stick and traditional hollowed out piece of wood) usually 

served sweet with honey but sometimes salty with meat and vegetables. Three are 

some traditional types of cured meat such as dememian, which is fermented pig’s 

skin.  

Figure 13 – Jianshi Township Atayal Qalang and Qyunam 
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5 Fieldwork Experience 

5.1  First Contact: Cinsbu 鎮西保部落     

(January 2012 )  

Two days in Cinsbu on Fieldtrip for the class Modernization and Development of 

Taiwan’s Indigenous Peoples with Professor Kuan. On this brief overnight trip, I had 

to opportunity to meet some key members of the Farmers’ Academy as well as village 

elders. We toured the village, visited the education center, learned about Atayal 

culture, history, current and past agricultural practices and sampled local food. 

At this point, while I was very interested in issues in Environmentalism, 

Indigenous Issues, Ecotourism, cultural tourism, and the politics of global food 

production, I did not yet have a plan to research this area for my thesis. Thus this trip 

was more for general interest that specific research. Prior to the visit, for the purposes 

of the class, I had already studied the history, culture and development issues of 

Atayal indigenous people, but his was my first face-to-face encounter with some 

members working for ecologically and culturally mindful development. Dr Kuan, 

professor of the class, and advisor for this thesis, was our guide. He is also a member 

of the Atayal people, in the same area (He’s from Jianshi town, about a 1.5hr, 40km 

drive by winding road from Cinsbu). Visiting Cinsbu early on in my studies was very 

useful as they have done important work in developing local natural farming 

techniques that mix traditional agricultural practices with marketable crops and 

outside methods. Also they have pioneered their own study area called, 

“Cinsbuology” which invites students and tourists to learn about the local knowledge 

and see the local environment as a classroom.  

Guiding us through their locally set up classrooms were Pastor Dali and his 

daughter, founding member of the Farmers’ Academy, Yabit Dali. They showed us 

implements of traditional Atayal lifestyle such as a traditional weaving loom 

(traditionally only ever touched by women), baskets, fish traps, carrying sacks, and 

tools for pounding millet as well as pictures and songs. When I mentioned that the 

fishing traps looked remarkably similar to those used by some indigenous peoples in 

Canada, Pastor Dali informed us that he had previously, through Church connections, 
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traveled to Canada to meet with indigenous groups, discussing some of the 

commonalities of their cultures and political challenges.  

The centerpiece of the display was a large, 3D molded map of the area 

covered with pegs showing the traditional Atayal names for places, which was 

constructed by Chengda PhD graduate, Xinhan for his Master’s thesis with much 

local help. It demonstrates the cultural and historical significance of these places to 

Atayal people, thus supporting their claims to profound knowledge of the area. This is 

significant because on maps, many places are shown by their Chinese names, and 

administered by the Forestry Bureau, with local indigenous people’s livelihood 

activities represented implicitly or explicitly as threats to forest conservation efforts. 

This map is part of a collection of efforts by locals, students and researchers to 

demonstrate their long-term, intrinsic ties to the land, even those currently made off-

limits to them by the Forestry Bureau. Needless to say, relations between the Bureau 

and local indigenous people are quite tense. 

During the presentation, Pastor Dali spoke mostly in Atayal, translated to 

Chinese by his daughter, Yabit, and then into English by Professor Kuan. Seeing an 

interesting opportunity for some mischief, my French classmate who is fluent in 

Japanese without warning asked the Pastor a question in Japanese. He understood 

completely and was shocked and amused to be confronted with the language that he 

had been made to learn in school as a child under Japanese administration of the 

island. His feelings were obviously mixed, revealing the ambivalent emotions towards 

the Japanese that are common in older people in Taiwan who felt they were, on one 

hand, ruthless and cruel, but on the other, efficient, fair and preferable masters to the 

subsequent KMT regime. With Pastor Dali seemingly amused and pleased to be able 

to communicate more directly and Professor Kuan tired after much driving and 

translating, the communication switched to Pastor Dali speaking in Japanese, with 

Philippe transmitting his presentation to the rest of us in English.  

For dinner, we were introduced to some local dishes, the most memorable of 

which was a local river fish cooked with an amazing spice called Maqaw, the berry of 

a local tree in the Laurel family often called by its transliteration in Chinese (馬告 

ma3gao4) but sometimes known as mountain pepper (山胡椒 shan1hu2jiao1). Us 

visiting students were all very interested in this spice, as none of us had ever 

experienced it before. It was a small black berry with a powerfully fragrant taste 
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similar to that of lemongrass. I would learn on my next trip to the area that it is 

actually very culturally significant and even the name given to the planned, 

controversial Maqaw National Park nearby.  

After spending the evening around a campfire in a dirt-floor, wooden building, 

learning more about the area and local culture, listening to Atayal songs and learning 

to play the mouth-harp, we returned to Yabit’s house in nearby Xinguang settlement 

(新光部落，referred to as Smangus in Atayal but not to be confused with the 

Smangus settlement across the valley that is the location of my next visit to the area). 

While the house was quite similar to many in other parts of Taiwan, the sleeping areas 

were interesting and became a familiar sight in other Atayal homes in which I was 

fortunate to spend time. The bedrooms did not have beds exactly, but a Japanese-style 

raised sleeping area furnished with large, plush blankets that we would fold out to 

use, sleeping on top of one and under the other. It is a very comfortable system that 

can be set up to accommodate a flexible number of people. 

The following day we toured the organic farms with Pastor Dali and Yabit. 

They described how theirs is a farm in transition to organic and thus they are still 

figuring out what works; mixing local knowledge and outside practices. As I would 

hear repeated by other farmers in the area: changing climactic conditions, typhoon 

damage, the organic certification process and difficulty recruiting able-bodied young 

men for labour were the biggest challenges faced by their nascent organic farming 

movement. 

Overall my feeling upon leaving Cinsbu were that I had looked through a 

window into the diversity of Taiwan’s culture, I became much more interested in 

learning more about Atayal culture after meeting some members face-to-face. I have 

travelled to a few countries in Asia, the Middle East and Central America, but having 

studied Anthropology in undergrad and been informed about the damaging effects of 

cultural tourism, I have mostly avoided tours of minority or marginalized ethnic 

groups unless assured that the experience would be a meeting of equals rather than a 

staged performance. This visit felt very authentic and I was impressed with how the 

people I met were mobilizing to try and make capitalist development work with and 

for their culture and values rather than against them.  

However, the organic farm itself (as I would come to find others in the area) 

did seem to fall short of a sustainable ideal; it involved monoculture crops (mostly 
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lettuce and cabbage) grown through holes in black plastic which covered the rest of 

the soil in order to prevent the growth of weeds. I discuss the issues of this type of 

farming further in section 6.3.4. 

5.2 A Weekend in the Clouds: Smangus Tnunan 司馬庫斯部落     

(March 2013) 

The name Smangus can be confusing as it is named after a founding ancestor named 

Mangus, and is also the name of the mountain and the Atayal name of the village 

across the valley, near Cinsbu, known in Chinese as 新光 (xinguang). Of all the 

villages discussed in this thesis, Smangus is the most famous in Taiwan but not 

directly a part of this research. While there are significant cultural, familial and 

organizational ties between its people and those in the communities involved in the 

Farmers’ Academy as well as a shared vision of a more socially and environmentally 

sound form of development, it does not participate directly.  

 Smangus Tnunan is famous for its model of ecological and cultural tourism 

development. Observing on a trip by some of its members to Israel that the Kibbutz 

was reminiscent of traditional Atayal village political organization, tribal leaders in 

Smangus developed a collective form of decision-making, remuneration and 

ownership. Though not without its own problems, the community has been very 

successful in developing a picturesque village with mostly equally shared wealth.  

 Meeting Lahuy Icyeh was very interesting and rewarding. He is a friend of Dr. 

Kuan (advisor to this Thesis), former student and assistant of Dr. Lin (thesis 

committee member), son of the former chief, Sulung Icyeh, and a key organizer in his 

community. Studying under Dr Lin at Providence University (靜宜大學 

jing4yi2da4xue2) in Taichung (台中市 tai2zhong1shi4), Lahuy originally intended to 

study plant taxonomy, but over time and with Dr. Lin’s influence became more 

interested in community development issues (Haustein (interview with Lin) 2014: 49-

50). In the end, his Thesis title was, Who is Telling What the Knowledge is about? The 

Construction of Smangus Subjectivity and Local Knowledge Practices. He even broke 

with academic convention and presented his final defense in his own village with 

elders sitting on the thesis committee. Also, Lahuy authored a book, Smangus. 

Tnunan Smangus: The Mutual Enjoyment, Preservation and Appreciation of Smangus 
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(2011) for the Sheipa National Park (雪霸國家公園  xue3ba4 guo2jia1 gong1yuan2), 

which was published in Chinese, English and Atayal languages and provides 

valuable, emic insight into Atayal culture and local flora and fauna.  

Speaking to Lahuy, it was easy to see that he is a thoughtful man and a good 

soul. He was happy to answer our questions and seemed excited about our interest in 

Maqaw, the traditional spice. He told us that Maqaw is culturally important for Atayal 

people and used both as a spice and a medicine. They believe that eating it can give 

you energy and make you feel happy. I found it interesting as well that while other 

crop-plants were in plots outside the village, the Maqaw tree seemed to take pride of 

place right next to the main building. Lahuy’s book describes Maqaw as such, 

 I visited this village with a friend, Sasa Haustein, who was researching their 

eco and ethno tourism development and success in maintaining subjectivity in 

representing their culture. We were both very impressed by the natural beauty of the 

place, the ancient trees, the nature-inspired architecture, and the strength of 

community. Smangus seemed to me to be a very impressive example of cultural 

tourism benefiting locals.  

 Ecotourism can take many forms, with some focusing more on the tourists’ 

experience of nature and others more on sustainability. Smangus does a great job of 

showcasing their culture in an empowering way and helping visitors experience the 

natural environment. However, it would seem that sustainability has been sacrificed to 

a larger than necessary degree. Though some crops are grown nearby and there is a 

laudable project to revive traditional crops for local consumption and ritual use, the 

restaurant serves food trucked in from the plains areas and plastic tablecloths are 

disposed after each use. While these shortcomings are important to mention because 

sustainability is a stated goal of the community, it is important not to overly 

romanticize and hold their livelihood to a higher degree of scrutiny than others’. The 

work they are doing is incredibly important and it seems that the more successful they 

are, the more they are reinvesting in positive solutions.  
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5.3  Tensions in Co-management:   Pyanan 南山部落, Quri 石磊部落, Tbahu 

田埔     

(November 2013) 

Pyanan 南山部落 

In November 2013 I had the opportunity to participate in a trip to a few Atayal 

settlements as part of The International Dialogue on Issues of Taiwan’s Indigenous 

Land Use and Natural Resources Management organized by Dr. Lin Yih-Ren, 

Director of the Graduate Institute of Humanities in Medicine at Taipei Medical 

University and member of this thesis’ committee. The trip involved touring villages, 

farms, and conservation areas as well as many lectures and discussions, with the 

overarching theme of co-management (management of natural resources by 

indigenous people in partnership with government bodies).  

Visiting speakers were Dr Filkret Berkes, Distinguished Professor from the 

University of Manitoba and author of the book, Sacred Ecology, and Dr. Kevan Berg 

also from Canada who had previously spent a year living and doing research in 

Smangus Tnunan and was returning to present his final dissertation results to 

members of that group. Representatives of the Forestry Bureau and Council of 

Indigenous Affairs were also present. Dr. Lin was hoping to stimulate dialogue 

between local indigenous people and government representatives on the issue of co-

management with Dr. Berkes as an impartial, distinguished and experienced observer.  

Our first night was spent in Pyanan (南山部落 nan1shan1bu4luo4) which, 

while close to Wulai and Jianshi township as the crow flies, is on the Eastern 

Watershed of the central mountains and under the administration of Yilan County (宜

蘭縣 yi2lan2xian4).  We ate lunch in a rainy field with historical significance as the 

point at which, during their historic migration, the three brothers parted ways and we 

heard local experiences of community-based management of river salmon.   

At one point in the afternoon, Dr Lin tried to instigate an informal 

conversation between some local organizers and representatives from the Forestry 

Bureau, but even in a relaxed conversation it was obvious that these were two groups 
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with incredibly different approaches to understanding the issues at hand and clearly 

opposing views as to where the blame lies for past and current ecological issues in the 

area. The older gentleman from the Forestry Bureau bragged of having spent a year 

living in the forest learning about forestry, but it was in a different area and did not 

seem to elicit much appreciation from the indigenous people who spend all or most of 

their lives there. A younger female representative of the Bureau who had recently 

graduated from the prestigious National Taiwan University in Taipei, candidly 

admitted that this meeting was her first exposure to such problems: indigenous land 

rights issues had not come up in her four years of university training which seemed to 

have focused more on technical aspects of forestry management.  

From my standpoint as an outsider, it seemed that one of the main issues 

between the different groups was their different and, in some ways, opposing “ways 

of knowing”. To the representatives from Taipei, the local people were uneducated 

and did not present local knowledge and perspectives in ways that they could 

appreciate. They looked at the area from on high, having spent many years studying it 

but without necessarily having stepped foot there. The indigenous people, on the other 

hand, know and love and live off this land in a deep, meaningful way and have 

trouble seeing legitimacy in the knowledge and commitment of these outsiders. 

Despite resentments and mistrust, indigenous groups all over Taiwan (and the world, 

for that matter) are, often with the help of academics and NGOs, finding ways to 

communicate their ways of knowing about their land in methods that outside techno-

bureaucrats can understand (Such as the afore-mentioned mapping projects and 

attempts to catalogue traditional ecological knowledge). Since they are making this 

effort, and they have much to contribute to conservation projects in terms of 

knowledge, commitment, and proximity, it only makes sense that government 

representatives also make an effort to understand and appreciate the legitimacy of 

their ways of knowing the land.  

The evening culminated with a sort-of town hall meeting in which experiences 

were shared and open discussion could take place between locals and Forest Bureau 

representatives. In this situation, there were many more locals present, and many 

spoke much more candidly about their grievances with the agency, all of which is 

probably fair and true, but was observably less successful at building bridges.  
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Figure 14 -  The International Dialogue. Schedule 

Date Location Activity 

11/11/2013 

(Monday) 
Pyanan (宜蘭縣大同

鄉南山部落) 

1. Visit Quri Sqabu historic site. 

2. Discussion on National Parks and Community Co-

management 

3. Presentation on community-based management of 

Salmon Conservation. 

11/12/2013 

(Tuesday) 
Quri (新竹縣尖石鄉

石磊部落) 

  

1. Sbalay ritual 

2. Talk on river basin governance and traditional 

territories. 

11/13/2013 

(Wednesday) 

1. Talks on Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) and 

land conservation. 

11/14/2013 

(Thursday) 

1. Morning talks and then return to Taipei. 

11/15/2013 

(Friday) 

Taipei, National 

Chengchi University 

(國立政治大學) 

1. Lecture by Dr. Berkes, ‘Use of Indigenous Knowledge 

for Resource Management and Conservation’ and 

discussion. 

 

That night we slept in the home of a local family, who were incredibly inviting 

and eager to chat the night away. The following day we woke to the splendid views 

that can be expected in Taiwan’s mountains in the morning. Next, we said our 

goodbyes and drove across Taiwan’s central mountain ridge on the North-cross 

highway. This is a beautiful, winding, treacherous road that showcases a diversity of 

ecological zones in different altitudes. At its highest point is the border between 

Yilan, Taoyuan and Hsinchu Counties, this spectacular route also showcased a 

political issue of indigenous people in Taiwan. The county borders are reflective of 

watersheds but mean their areas are criss-crossed by borders and they are always in 

the minority of various counties. We followed highway 7 to Taoyuan County for a 

few kilometers and then followed a smaller road to cross into Hsinchu County and on 

to Quri Settlement. 

 

Quri 石磊部落 (shi2lei4bu4luo4) 

Quri is of central importance to the organic farming movement in the area and the 

Farmers’ Academy. From the moment we arrived, it was clear that this was going to 

be an interesting and informative experience.  

One of the buildings had a huge table in the middle, with a kitchen through a 

door to the right, and many large ceramic pots pushed to the wall at the left. The 

aroma of large, interesting looking dishes being brought from the kitchen mixed with 

the sharp smell of fermentation from the pots. While I had wrongly guessed that the 
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pots must be full of fermenting millet to make wine (as the smell and style of pots 

were similar to alcohol-making efforts I had seen elsewhere in India and Myanmar), 

the real purpose was the composting technique using microbes and enzymes that they 

had learned from Korea. My Turkish friend and classmate was positively giddy at the 

sight of a whole, locally raised chicken that had been cooked with a spicy rub in a 

“pit-barrel cooker” (桶仔雞 tong3zi1ji1).  

 After an amazing lunch, we were given a tour of the local farms and then a 

presentation of the work being done there. Taru Behwy (Pastor Taru, Watan’s father) 

introduced the settlement, pointing out that there are around 60 people living there, 

mostly working in agriculture and bamboo logging. He explained that bamboo 

logging is done every eight years and that they practice crop rotation.  

While they argue that shifting agriculture would be better at preventing 

landslides and soil erosion, they are not allowed to cut down any of the forest because 

it is protected by the Forestry Bureau. These days, each family has its own plot of 

land, whereas traditionally a few separate plots of land were commonly owned, 

worked, shared, and negotiated by the families in a settlement. Now, access to new 

plots is limited by the Forestry Bureau and to existing ones by distance and roads. 

Fewer plots leads to decreased resilience in terms of weather risks and pests, but this 

insecurity in turn pushes farmers to try to increase short-term yields with monocrops 

and conventional, chemical techniques, leading to further risk of erosion and pests. 

Thus, Pastor Taru argued that the restrictions imposed by the government were what 

encouraged bad stewardship. He said that it is not just the Forestry Bureau: in fact, 

jurisdiction over the land is dissected by many different government units, making it 

exceedingly difficult for local people to negotiate with so many stakeholders. Farmers 

in the area go to church every morning for guidance and hope to deal with this 

difficult situation. 

At this point, looking out over superlative views of the Mrkwang river, Dr. 

Berkes asked the Forestry Department representative which areas were under the 

jurisdiction of her department. She pointed to an upper part of the tree-covered hill 

and said, “See that dark-green, healthy forest up there?” The implication being that 

the forest that was free from current human use was the pristine, healthy forest, 

whereas the less green areas were unhealthy due to human (mis)use. This exchange 

demonstrated again the tension between the two ways of knowing and managing a 
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natural environment. The Pastor was talking about ways to make a livelihood in and 

conserve the forest at the same time, while the FB representative saw the forest as its 

own system that needed to be set aside from human economic needs in order to 

preserve its natural essence. In North America, we tend to frame conservation in 

similar terms, that there are some areas that must be “set aside” while we can cause as 

much damage as we like in others. This needs to be acknowledged as one among 

many ways to conceptualize humans’ interaction with the environment. And also 

acknowledge the possibility that a more holistic view of human interaction with 

nature would perhaps be more effective.  

While touring the farms and discussing the natural flora and fauna of the area, 

Dr. Berkes asked whether or not Atayal people had ever hunted bear. The Formosan 

Black Bear (Ursus thibetanus formosanus台灣黑熊 tai2wan1hei1xiong2) is a 

subspecies of the Asiatic black bear endemic to Taiwan, it is the only species of bear 

in Taiwan and critically endangered. Pastor Taru described how hunting and eating 

bears is a taboo in Atayal and most other indigenous cultures in Taiwan. 

Unfortunately, some indigenous people ignore these taboos and hunt them for large 

payouts in the Traditional Chinese Medicine market.  

Later, Pastor Taru, with the gentle pride of someone who has worked hard and 

been able to make a positive difference in their community, explained the cultivation 

of enzymes for natural farming in the area mixing techniques learned from Korea with 

TEK (see section 3.3.5 for more detailed discussion).  

We then went to see the Mrkwang Digital Opportunities Center (馬里光數位

機會中心 ma3li3guang1 shu4wei4 ji1hui4 zhong1xin1)  in宇抬 (yu3tai2) settlement 

not far down the road from Quri for a discussion on river basin management and 

capacity building in the community.  

Pastor Jiang Angsi (江盎斯) took us to the river nearby, explained that the 

river used to have much more water in it, but has changed as a direct consequence of 

the construction of a series of dams in this watershed. The apex of which is the 

Shimen Reservoir (石門水壩 shi2men2shui3ba4) in Northern Taoyuan County (桃園

縣 tao2yuan2xian4). The Shimen reservoir provides water, flood control and 

hydroelectricity and was planned by the Japanese but completed by the KMT 
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government in 1964. Its intended lifespan was to be 71 years before requiring 

sediment removal, but within months a typhoon had filled a third of its capacity with 

sediment, taking 23 years off this lifespan. Thus began the efforts to construct more 

and more dams further up the catchment area to gather sediment. The Forestry Bureau 

and mainstream press in Taiwan seem to blame indigenous people’s development of 

farming, logging, tourism and homes in the catchment area for the increase in 

landslides and therefore sediment, while the indigenous people blame the FB because 

of their logging, their restrictions which encourage poor farming practices and their 

hubris in trying to impose their will on the mountains and rivers. Indigenous people 

are highly critical of these technocratic solutions that sound good on paper but often 

cause more problems than they remedy. 

The dam we were looking at that day was built to collect sediment in order to 

extend the life of the ones downstream. It was supposed to last 10 years with terraces 

and ladders installed to support the spawning of local endemic fish; they called it the 

best dam in Taiwan. But the fish terraces broke within a year, the fish ladder never 

really worked and the dam filled with silt in one year. Pastor Jiang was careful to 

point out that the costs of the dam were many and not just in terms of the billions of 

dollars and enormous quantities of materials and manpower it took to build and 

maintain, but the local environmental and economic impact. The fish stocks 

plummeted and ecotourism revenue from kayaking was curtailed, not to mention the 

eyesore of a broken dam in their backyard; complete with ugly rusted metal rods 

jutting out of the river making it unsafe for children to swim. Now there are plans to 

divert the whole river with some sort of artificial tunnel through the mountain, which 

the local people feel very pessimistic about.  

As we stood just downstream of the broken dam, you could see the top of a 

large rock in its catchment area. Pastor Jiang said that the rock was from that first year 

and was as tall as a five-story building. He said that it was a metaphor for the two 

knowledge systems’ approach to the river and the land, “The Taiwanese see the tip of 

the rock, but I see the whole thing.”  

Dr. Berkes seemed very moved by this discussion and metaphor, arguing that 

indigenous land rights are important for two reasons: firstly, as human rights; and, 

secondly, as sources of deep knowledge and experience that can benefit natural 

resource management: that TEK is both as important as and complimentary to 

scientific knowledge. The challenge is how to make the techno-bureaucrats listen. 
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Again the issue was brought up of the difficulty in communicating traditional 

knowledge to outsiders and this segued neatly to our next stop: the Mrkwang Digital 

Opportunities Center, which was set up with the help of the Ministry of Education in 

order to create a website, internet connection and computer resources and training 

center. Through this center local people can organize on behalf of their community 

and learn how to present their knowledge of the land. 

After an interesting presentation where芭翁芭翁, mother of one of the 

research assistants who was traveling with us, gave a presentation in which she 

showed her work to use GCIS to digitally map the places and routes described in 

songs passed down by their ancestors and recalled by their elders. Thus demonstrating 

another attempt to bridge the gap between traditional knowledge and modern 

scientific ways of knowing.  

We ate another lunch of traditional dishes and some speeches were made, 

towards the end some of the women performed Atayal line-dancing for us and many 

of us took turns singing for everyone. After a few more presentations, we set off for 

the next stop. 

 

Tbahu 田埔 (tian1pu3) 

It was a quick drive to Tbahu, a larger settlement on a hillside with yet another 

beautiful view. We were to spend the next two nights in rooms provided by the 

enormous and stunning church that dominated the settlement’s front and looked out 

over the valley below. I was pleasantly surprised to see Yabit Tali and her Father 

Pastor Tali from Cinsbu were there, as was Lahuy Icyeh from Smangus Tnunan  

among others. After some introductions, small talk and another amazing meal, we 

climbed the stairs to the main room of the church to hear an introduction to the 

Farmers’ Academy by Yabit and Kevan Berg’s presentation of his dissertation 

findings.  

 What was most striking to me was how all the discussions were slow-paced, 

relaxed, egalitarian, and always involved some singing and dancing to keep everyone 

involved, awake and comfortable. The groups seemed very supportive of one another 

and also very supportive of Dr. Berg’s presentation.  
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5.4  Independent Field Work:   Magalan (April 2014) 

When I sat the proposal defense for this Thesis, Dr. Kuan suggested that he organize a 

trip to the area for me to give a presentation to members of the Farmers’ Academy 

and community to introduce myself more officially and outline my topic, the types of 

questions I would be asking and what kind of help I was hoping to get. In April, along 

with Dr. Kuan, his research assistants, and two other international students that I had 

not previously met (Matt from the US, Sabrina from Columbia) went to Magalan (梅

花部落 mei2hua1 bu4luo4) for a tour and for my presentation. In the end the 

presentation was only for Sayun and her parents, Pastor Wu and Lin Guixing (who is 

also a member of the Farmers’ Academy). I was very nervous because the 

presentation was in Chinese, but luckily I had procured the help of a friend to 

translate so all the information was on my slides to overcome my terrible 

pronunciation.  

 We were shown a new ecotourism campsite set up by neighbours and a 

chicken coop that had been constructed up the mountain from the farm, they were 

going to begin employing the same microbial medicine techniques used at Quri to 

raise premium organic chickens sold for meat. The planned price was $1500 NTD 

(about $50 US at the time of writing). The general themes I observed from our talks 

were change, adaptation and uncertainty. Their efforts represent an attempt to 

combine strategies from their traditional arsenal with outside technologies to find 

what works and also coordinate efforts among communities that have been disparate 

and, at-times, in competition. Theirs seems to be a struggle to reconcile their new 

lifestyles with tradition and find creative solutions to new, ever more challenging and 

changeable problems.  

After the tour, the others went back to Taipei while Yixuan (one of Dr. Kuan’s 

research assistants) and I stayed behind. That evening, there was a feast to celebrate 

the birthday of the daughter of the neighbours operating the campsite. It was mostly 

young people between the ages of 15 and 35 at the party. Sayun told me that because 

some of them work in the plains area or are very busy with farming, these young 

friends rarely see one another, thus making it a joyous occasion. We mostly ate 

barbecued meat, sometimes wrapped in leaves, and everyone took turns making sure 
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that I continued to eat and feel welcome. The gentle, positive camaraderie among the 

partygoers was a joy to be a part of.  

 The following day, Yixuan joined her boyfriend (Sayun’s cousin) and his 

family at Meihua’s local church, while I went to Xinzhu City Stadium with the Wu 

family (Sayun, her parents, sister, brother and cousin) for an enormous Easter Sunday 

event. There were thousands of people in the stadium, so us late arrivals sat all the 

way up at the top seats. There were various speakers (one of whom was a visiting 

American Pastor) and performances from local groups, such as Quri’s Jingqu Mamas 

(石磊金曲媽媽) and another group from Meiyuan settlement, as well as Christian 

rock bands. 

 For the rest of the week, I was lucky to spend time with the Wu family, 

helping around the house and on the farm, traveling around to different settlements on 

the back of Sayun’s scooter, playing basketball with the youngsters, and asking 

questions. Later that week, we were picked up by Yabit Tali, and some other family 

members and drove in a convoy of a few vehicles for about an hour to a ecotourism 

lodge near the border with Miaoli county (苗栗縣  Miao2li4 xian4) for a meeting. 

Participants in the meeting were community organizers, social workers, teachers and 

representatives from Zhishan Foundation, it seemed to be a routine meeting in which 

all the community workers who receive funding or are employed by Zhishan give 

powerpoint presentations on their progress over the previous few months. There was 

also discussion, documentary screenings, singing and dancing, as well as workshops 

in dealing with local issues. One of the final activities was a series of role-playing 

skits to prepare them for dealing with issues such as dissuading a community member 

from selling their land, alcohol or domestic abuse issues, poverty and child-neglect. 

These are very serious issues, but seemed to be discussed in terms of positive 

progress, rather than patronizing or stereotyping.  

 While this event was not particularly relevant to this paper’s research, it was 

very interesting for me to take part. The meetings, mealtimes and activities were all 

incredibly egalitarian, without an imposing leader-figure (different from mainstream 

culture in Taiwan, which can be quite hierarchical). Also, despite dealing with 

sometimes very serious issues, the overall feeling was festive, convivial, and hopeful; 

breaks and warm-ups frequently included songs and prayers. The meeting was mostly 
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women, with children and grandchildren running and around or being carried on 

backs in a relaxed, accepting atmosphere. 
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5.5  The Farmers’ Academy Comes to ChengChi University    (June 2014) 

In June 2014, five representatives from Jianshi (Watan, Sayun, Luoxing, visited 

National Chengchi University (國立政治大學 guo2li4zheng4zhi4da4xue2) to give a 

lecture to an Undergraduate class of Prof. Kuan’s about their efforts. They outlined 

the work of the Dream Weaving Group and Farmers’ Academy for a group of Taipei 

Ethnology students. The language of the discussion was Chinese. 

 This event was interesting for this research on the one hand because I was able 

to glean some important data, such as place names, numbers of participants and dates 

from their slides. But beyond that, it was interesting to observe the Jianshi organizers 

interact with a mainstream Taiwan audience and promote their project. They seemed 

very keen to assert themselves as creative, knowledgeable and organized planners of 

their local, community development. They are aware of some discrimination and 

stereotyping of indigenous people in Taiwan. The NCCU students, likely very open-

minded as Ethnology students are apt to be, were pretty interested in the presentation 

and asked some questions. I definitely feel like there were nuances to the interaction 

that were beyond my cultural and linguistic understanding, but it was interesting 

nonetheless. 

 Afterwards, the representatives of the FA, Dr. Kuan, some of his research 

assistants and I went out for lunch to continue the discussion in a more informal 

atmosphere. This conversation was incredibly helpful for this research because it was 

the first time my questions were extended from practicalities and information to 

questions of the significance of this work of their cultural values. Prof. Kuan and his 

assistants helped me immensely with translation. I ended up pointing out values that I 

felt I had observed in their presentations and interactions, such as autonomy, 

environmentalism, inter-generational concern, etc. and asked whether these concepts 

were important and how the work of the FA related to them. I was very pleased that 

they seemed to appreciate being asked about this. I also noticed in this conversation 

how much of a leader Watan is in the group, when I asked questions the other 

representatives would often first look to him to give his thoughts. Showing the other 

value that I have observed, Watan as teaching and egalitarian always pushed for 

everyone to share their thoughts.  
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5.6  Workshop in Cinsbu and Fieldwork in Quri and Paga    (August 2014) 

 

Figure 15 - Workshop Poster 
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In August 2014, I had the opportunity to join a workshop about local industry 

organized by the FA. The workshop consisted of farmers and community members 

from a few different settlements in Jianshi township, some students and academics 

from outside the area, as well as some people from the plains who seemed to be 

sourcing organic produce. Most participants spent the night in Cinsbu before the 

workshop. After the workshop, I went with some fellow Chengda graduate students to 

Quli settlement for the night, and then to Paga the following day. The workshop was 

extremely helpful for this research and I was given much translation help, the 

following two days were also incredibly helpful and although I was given much help, 

my language inability really held me back.  

I took the train to Hsinchu and was picked up by Dr Lin who was driving from 

the South. We arrived in Cinsbu the day before the official workshop and spent the 

evening around a fire, listening to presentations of the trip some local farmers, 

students and academics had taken to Bhutan for the 2014 annual conference of the 

International Society of Ethnobiology (ISE). They were very excited that they had 

found in the ASE an organization that appreciated their work and supported their 

goals. They were confident that the Taiwan delegation had made a very good 

impression at the conference. Some key topics of discussion were seed saving and 

sharing, impacts of government regulations on economic development and what 

institutions indigenous people can make use of to fight for their rights. 

The next day we drove up to the nearby Cinsbu church for the workshop. 

Watan gave the first presentation about the history of farming in the area and the 

significance of the type of agriculture that they do on their culture, then Reverend 

Alung said a prayer and Pastor Tali told some stories about his life that gave more 

understanding of the changes the people in this area of experienced over the past 

hundred years.  

Next Pagung Tomi 芭翁都密 (Member of the FA from Tianpu (Tbahu田埔) 

settlement) talked about how land and education cannot be separated: that the valleys 

and mountains are their lives and using the Tayal language in context is what can 

preserve the spirit of their ancestors. She argued that gaga is a system connecting 

people to their elders, ancestors and the land. She pointed out the value that these 

systems have and her advocacy for young people to learn about their traditions and 

their land in context. 
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The following presentation was Pastor Taru Behwy (Watan’s father) who told 

his life-story and how he started exploring organic farming and then Korean natural 

farming and now the ongoing process of developing local indigenous natural farming 

methods. His main role in the movement now is doing research and experimenting 

with different methods of mixing local TEK with natural farming while his son 

documents and writes about their experience. 

Next Watan gave a presentation about the significance of the farming practices 

they are promoting in terms of cultural confidence, independence from government 

bureaus, wholesalers and fertilizer companies and the health of the land and local 

people. He pointed out that the agricultural skills they are developing and promoting 

must always be localized in context. That they cannot simply transfer knowledge from 

Quli to other places but rather they can support their development of their own local 

methods that take into account culture, landscape, and local species. 

Sayun’s father Pastor Wu (吳治德) showed a video that a news broadcast had 

put together about their farm and charity work. He described the techniques they use 

that combine TEK and Korean natural farming methods. He talked about his 

community’s motivations for making the switch, some difficulties they have faced 

and hopes for the future. He says their short-term goal is to create local opportunities, 

mid-term goals are to build a good system of cooperation in organic farming (to make 

their small farms more competitive with large ones in other areas) as well as capacity 

building, and the long-term goal is sustainability. His most important point in light of 

this research is that the value of organic farming to his community is difficult to 

express in monetary terms, there are many other values. 

 After a delicious lunch of local Atayal traditional foods, Pastor Tali’s 

youngest child and only son, Bayen, gave a presentation on the history of economic 

development in Cinsbu (See section 3.4.5) and the philosophical lessons they have 

gleaned. His overall point was that they have tried modern methods of agriculture and 

development and have realized that they have negative consequences for their land, 

health and social cohesion. They have decided to look back at their own cultural 

wisdom as held by their elders to find their path forward. This has culminated in the 

development of their program of “Cinsbuology,” which has the forest as their 

classroom to teach locals and outsiders about their culture.  
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 Next, Pagung Tomi (芭翁都密) gave a brief history of organic farming in 

Tianpu (tbahu 田埔) settlement. She pointed out that they started to set up a 

cooperative to market agricultural goods in 2013, but it has been a challenge to 

change people’s mindsets. She says that there was a lack of trust and community 

spirit. It was only after some of them started having some success and those who did 

not join suffered from the dishonesty of outsiders that they decided to throw in their 

lot with the community organizers. They hope they can benefit by pooling their 

resources and sharing the risk presented by typhoons.  

 The following presentation was about the FAs progress in techniques for 

marketing organic produce by Sayun (Huiwen 吳蕙雯 ). She outlined the different 

demographics they hope to sell to and how to reach them. She also discussed their 

future plans to develop more value-added products with their produce, such as 

preserves. She is careful to point out that while they make decisions about what to 

grow based on consumer demands, the health of the land is most important. There is, 

however, a tension in this; their traditional crops are best suited to the land but yet 

there is no market for them outside the community. It is possible that with marketing 

and increased tourism to the area these crops may find a market. One such example is 

a local variety of kiwi fruit that grows very well in the area, if they could sell it 

outside their community, it would benefit them and they would not have to compete 

with imports.  

 After all the presentations, there was some discussion and questions and then a 

large, delicious meal. I traveled with some fellow Chengda students to Quli 

Settlement to stay at Watan’s family home.  

 The next day we met a group of high school students from Taipei who were 

visiting the area to learn about their culture and to teach local kids some baseball as a 

volunteer project. Along with them, we watched videos about Quli’s transition to 

organic farming, spent some time helping with farm work (picking worms and grubs 

out of compost) and got a tour of the farm. Later on, while Watan picked his son up 

from school, the rest of us went to a coffee shop and with the help of my classmates, I 

asked Sayun some more in-depth, interview-style questions about the FA and her own 

role in it.  
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 That evening, we stayed in Paga settlement (梅源部落 meiyuanbuluo) with 

Meijun (also an FA member) and her family. They live above the main settlement in a 

house they built themselves. Paga is an interesting settlement because it is made up of 

members of different Qyunams as a result of the movement of people from the back 

mountain area during the Japanese colonial period. We had a fun bbq with the family 

and they told us about the charity work they do in the area, usually referred to as their 

“elders’ service.” Since so many young people leave to find work in urban areas, 

many elders are left without adequate care. The next day we accompanied them on a 

trip to distribute care packages to elders who were in need and some of them told us a 

little bit of the history of their families. It was an emotional experience, some of them 

cried when receiving the packages; it was unexpected and overwhelming. To lighten 

the mood during the visits, we would sing this Christian song (it was stuck in my head 

for weeks afterwards):  

 

我們又在一起 ; 來讚美主.  我們又在一起; 同心合意. 美好事必定要成就 . 美好

事已顯明. 我們又在一起 ; 來讚美主.  (pinyin: wǒmen yòuzài yīqǐ; lái zànměi zhǔ. 

wǒmen yòuzài yīqǐ; tóngxī héyì. měi hǎoshì bìdìng yāo chéngjiù. měi hǎoshì yǐ 

xiǎnmíng. wǒmen yòuzài yīqǐ; lái zànměi zhǔ). The Lyrics roughly and unpoetically 

translated by me: We’re together again; let’s praise the lord. We’re together again; one 

in heart and mind. Good deeds are bound to be fruitful. Good deeds already revealed. 

We’re together again; let’s praise the lord. 

 

Overall this visit was by far the most useful for this research as the event brought 

together activists and farmers from many communities in the area in a relaxed yet 

formal setting to discuss organic farming and their culture. It was also very useful 

because there were academics like Dr. Lin and Dr. Yen present who brought up 

important issues and asked important questions that I had not thought of yet were very 

interesting. Also, having my classmates Yixuan and Yijun’s help to translate was 

invaluable. The time spent in Quli and Paga was incredibly illuminating in terms of 

the day-to-day life and motivation for the work these organizations is doing. 
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6. Analysis and Discussion 

6.1 Development Based on Alternative Economic Values 

Field research has revealed that participants in the FA and other local organizations 

are making economic decisions based on complex local cultural values rather than 

purely material concerns. While there is hope that their livelihoods and economic 

well-being as well as social and political status can be improved through development 

of the organic farming industry, distinct motivations based on local culture are a high 

priority. Returning to Gibson-Graham’s concept of a diverse economy, this research 

supports the existence of transactions, labour, and organizational forms that would be 

categorized in the middle and bottom rows of the table. By documenting and 

revealing these alternative and non-market actions, values and motivations, this 

research shows that the people in the case study are demonstrating the complexity and 

diversity of human economic experiences and meanings, thus supporting arguments 

against the so-called “capital-centric” thinking in economic development. As Arturo 

Escobar (1995) and Scott Simon (2006) point out, principles of rational self-interest 

and individualism and other economic concepts are often taken for granted and 

considered to be objective rules, unaffected by culture or context. This research joins 

that of the afore mentioned scholars in arguing that these concepts are very much tied 

to a particular culture and world-view that does not represent all peoples’ experience 

of the world. In this section I hope to show the values and motivations that drive the 

FA’s work to prove that there are other ways of organizing, other goals of 

development.  

This research divides the non-economic, culturally based values that inform local 

development decisions into the following categories for the purpose of discussion: 

 Land, God, Gaga trinity 

 Rejection of production-conservation dichotomy 

 Non-competitiveness 

 Mutigenerational concerns 

 Autonomy from outsiders and collective decision-making 

 Low-prioritization of profit-making 

 Sense of identity, belonging and cultural confidence 

 Community work.  
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In this section these values have been divided into categories for the purpose of clarity 

and discussion with the understanding that they are intrinsically linked and overlap in 

complex ways.  

6.1.1 Land, God, Gaga 

It is Watan Taru who expresses the core guiding principle of their work in 

terms of the trinity: Land, God, Gaga. By expressing it in these terms, he is showing 

how in their minds land, morality, ethics, culture, family, happiness, ownership 

systems, etc. are all intertwined through their relationships to the land and each other. 

Watan says in a lecture, “Our relations between each other are changed by our 

agricultural practice. Our culture, beliefs and lives are integrated with our 

agricultural production so we are implementing our practice with people, God and 

land in mind; four circles that had been destroyed by modern practices are coming 

together again” (at Quli 11/12/2013). While they connect this trinity to their Atayal 

traditional culture, it is important to note that this idea and their culture is incredibly 

dynamic and these points are emphasized both due to ancient tradition and the words 

of their elders as well as a very modern reaction to global capitalism and the post-

modern academic knowledge of some young people in the tribe. 

There is a strong cultural importance of staying on the land of their ancestors 

rather than letting it fall into the hands of outsiders. Beyond just keeping the land in 

the hands of Atayal people, also using the land in respectful ways and ways that 

would make their ancestors proud. As the tribal head of Meihua tribe, 陳光松(Cheng 

Guangsong) explains: 

Our ancestors always insisted that we tell our descendants that this is good land that 

was found by our ancestors and therefore must be used with proper care. We mustn’t 

lose this our land. But nowadays people are different. Some people sell their land. But 

I think it is a pity. In the Church we try many times to promote the idea that this land 

was bequeathed to us by our ancestors. It should never be sold. Even if you don’t work 

it, it doesn’t matter. In a time of crisis, you can always use it. Actually there are a lot 

of people in the church who emphasize this (Qinghua University Documentary A). 

 

During field research, I also had the opportunity to attend a training retreat for local 

representatives of the Zhishan Foundation. Some of the training was by social 

workers who led the group in some role play activities to help them deal with issues 

that could arise in their communities, such as alcohol or domestic abuse. One of the 

topics to practice was how to talk to a community member to dissuade them from 

selling their land. 
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 At the traditional tribal industry workshop in 2014, some of the elders who 

have been pivotal in this movement discussed the importance of land and how it is 

used in terms of their culture, religion, identity and relationships. Pastor Taru tells of 

his revelation of these connections,  

Every day I didn’t study a lot, was poor, just interested in agriculture, didn’t want to 

stay poor, didn’t want to drink like my father. If I have a problem with Natural 

Farming, I’ll get on my knees and pray. In my dreams God will tell me what species 

to use, I will wake up and quickly write it down. Agriculture is very inconsistent, 

especially with the changing weather. I have learned these skills and want to share 

them with everyone (8/11/2014). 

Partor Taru’s description of his motivations and methods is very important partly 

because it seems that he has gone from being a more marginalized member of the 

community to being a leader in the organic movement in the area due to his diligence 

and commitment to taking care of the land. He is now one of the main (if not the 

main) developer of natural farming techniques in the area.  

Reverend Atung adds,  

I’ve known Taru since we were teenagers. Taru is someone who is good at personal 

reflection. I moved around but he stayed and memorized the teachings of the elders. 

Taru was always kicked out, only given small, poor quality plots of land (not even big 

enough to turn a car around) where it was difficult to get water and badly affected by 

typhoons. But even in this difficult situation, Taru never forgot the teachings of the 

elders, always maintained TEK, even in bad situations. His faith carried him through 

this bad situation. Taru dedicated his time and money to the church. He is always 

sharing, never wastes anything (8/11/2014). 

 

Pastor Taru has passed this passion on to his son who has not only learned his farming 

techniques but has been instrumental in creating the larger movement around organic 

farming in the area. A PhD candidate, Watan is able to frame their endeavor in the 

terms and concepts of the social sciences. He points out the connection between land, 

God and gaga:  

Farmers go to church together early in the morning to pray and seek guidance from 

God and hope. People believe that they also establish a quality of land without belief, 

that they can’t have natural farming in Shilei (Quli) community. They decide 

themselves their agriculture, which has culture in it, Gaga in it… We love the land; 

want to stop any negative activities in it. 

 

Meihua Settlement is in the front-mountain area and much of the population there 

either had become involved in other industry or employed conventional farming 

methods. This area was and is much more modernized, for better or worse. Working 

with back-mountain area people, often with familial connections, they have also been 

making the transition to organics. Sayun’s father, Wuzhide (吳治德), of Meihua Tribe 
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describes his inspiration for making and promoting the transition to organic farming 

in his area:  

Suddenly, one day while sleeping, I had a dream. It was a very clear dream. I saw that 

I had returned to my tribe. But I was traveling on foot on the road near Jianshi. It looked 

as though there had been a landslide. It was very desolate. I wondered why I found 

myself in such a scene [...] I was not supposed to be back in my tribe, but sure enough 

there I was. Since awaking the next day, I have kept this dream in my heart. I wonder 

if it wasn’t God wanting us to return to our tribes. 

So our farm made the ambitious decision […] we decided to dedicate ourselves to 

succeed in this. And, furthermore, to encourage all members of the tribe to engage in 

organic farming and work together […] Afterwards we’ve felt that this has helped the 

tribe a lot. This is because we have n fundamental relationship with the land. That is 

why we have come back to the land. It is not simply just for organic farming. The most 

important thing is that we hope to find ourselves, and bring our children back. I hope 

they can continue to live on this land, continue to have children and the special 

livelihood. After all, these are our roots. (Qinghua University Documentary A) 

Thus to Pastor Wu, using the land in a more respectful way and living in the 

mountains is deeply connected to his belief in God, his identity and his hopes for his 

children’s future on this land. 

Guli Organic Farm Owner Xu Dawei (徐大衛) explains why organic farming 

is important to him,  

From a very young age I stayed here in my tribe. When growing up, I had a lot of 

contact with our elders. The elders would often tell us that we must respect nature. The 

best policy is to put the land to good and proper use. The best spirit is the Atayal spirit. 

Look after the land well. The land and eco-system must be intact, not damaged. They 

said that it has value. I always keep their words in my heart, entirely. Throughout my 

life, I’ve remained committed to the land. And maybe finally it will be possible for the 

young people to return to their tribe. By returning to their tribe, they can contribute 

their creativity to the tribal environment. Create the tribe’s future direction. Continue 

the sustainable development. 

Why do I feel I must pass down my plot of land? I think my main drive is to spur young 

people into action. I don’t think it’s just up to us old people; we need to pass on our 

traditions to the young. If nobody continues it, our work will end. We can get it to a 

certain stage, but if no one takes over, this industry is gone. Through inheriting the 

land, the young people can then understand our system of values. We can give them 

this concept. Thus we can teach them the knowledge and also let them know that we 

can only use this local land, we must put it to good use. That we can contribute to the 

tribe’s industry. They are also able to create a lot of industry in the tribe. They can help 

the tribe create a bigger vision and bigger goals. This is our dream and our goal. 

Thus, the land is of the utmost importance both symbolically and pragmatically in 

connecting his life to those of both his ancestors and future generations.  

Pastor Tali’s son Bayen, of Cinsbu Settlement, elucidates the significant 

relationship between land use and their identity and culture:  

We replanted some traditional trees on that land [that had been degraded by 

conventional farming] and moved to other plots and decided to try organic farming to 

protect the land. We have three hearts: love, faith and patience. And we think that we 

have three treasures. The first treasure is crop diversity to avoid pests. The second is 

our excellent soil; we must protect it by rotating crops, keeping trees for sun protection 

in summer and to reduce erosion. And the third is our mountainous terrain that gives 

us lots of water. We feel if you value your treasure, you must protect it; you must not 
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be greedy or selfish; you must think long-term. If you aren’t greedy, you’ll create a 

win-win situation. People in the plains have some stereotypes of mountain people; that 

we are poor and always victims of landslides, but even in a typhoon there is rain. Our 

philosophy is our approach to the forest, to not take too much, just enough for your 

family. If you take too much, there will be nothing left for future generations. If you 

keep the three treasures in your mind, you will have success (8/11/14). 

 

In this discussion, we can see how the land is important in terms of providing material 

benefits but also intrinsically related to moral philosophy of how one should live and 

interpret natural phenomena. By pointing out that the people in the plains look at what 

they have and consider them to be poor whereas they know they are rich because of 

their land shows profound cultural differences in values. It is revealing that he does 

not consider the value of land in terms of square footage or as a property based on its 

market value but rather on the land’s history, fertility and capacity to contribute to 

local livelihoods and nutrition.  

While the significance of the connection between land, God and culture (or 

gaga) is often said by locals to be a part of their traditional culture, it is important to 

note that they have experienced immense changes in their landscape and cultural 

context over the past few hundred years. For example, it is thought that prior to trade 

with outsiders like the Dutch, hunting provided much more of Atayal’s diet than 

farming. Furthermore, with swidden agriculture, an an historic migration in cultural 

memory, the attachment to the land can be seen as flexible and not necessarily 

connected to a single plot or area. Also, many families were uprooted in Japanese 

times and eventually settled different areas than their immediate ancestors and 

Christianity was adopted relatively recently (Pastor Tali claims that his ancestors were 

some of the first in the area to convert two generations before him). Thus, these 

concepts are part of an ongoing interpretation of their traditional culture, surely 

influenced by current issues and motivations. While the people with whom I spoke do 

not make claims to speak for everyone in their communities, it can be assumed that 

there are alternative interpretations of gaga and how it related to farming and land 

development. 

6.1.1.1 Rejection of Production-Conservation Dichotomy 

That certain (especially ecologically vulnerable) tracts of land must be set aside from 

human influence is a concept that arose out of a particular cultural and historical 

context (Whatsmore, 2002; Raffles, 2004; Jones et al, 2010; Kevan Berg, 2013). The 

creation of conservation areas where human use is either completely forbidden or 
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limited to recreational activities is taken for granted in Western culture as the best 

way to protect biodiversity and keep landscapes “pristine.” The main arguments 

against this concept center around three main points. Firstly, that the dichotomy is 

culturally constructed and not based on a real, natural distinction between human-

inhabited land and “pristine” land. Secondly, that such areas had often already been 

subject to human influence, thus calling into question the concept of pristine and 

making the impact of limiting traditional human use of the area debatable. And, 

thirdly, that it is only destructive modern land-use activities that make it necessary to 

create such dichotomies.  

Pagung Tomi 芭翁都密 discusses the ways in which traditional Atayal land 

use is conceptualized differently from mainstream ways. She shows how, 

traditionally, there has been no distinction between using the land for human needs 

and protecting it, that they were part of the same system:  

Land and education cannot be separate. When I was a child, we did traditional farming. 

I could go to school by selling millet. The valleys and the land are all our life. The 

Tayal language can memorialize the spirit of the ancestors. Gaga is the system between 

people and elders and ancestors and the land. Tayal people have a traditional way to 

see the seasons, weather, cultivation cycles, where to log, how to choose a place for 

cultivation. After cutting trees and burning them, we plant seeds at the time of the 

cherry blossoms. After we cultivate the land, we plant big trees, use small trees for 

fences, use rocks for boundaries and markers. We have some local species, like magao, 

that will grow naturally in the field. After we have these, we will start to separate the 

seeds (like sweet potato, beans) To us, using the land and protecting it are not 

completely separate. We can live off the land and also take good care of it because we 

know and understand it (11/12/2013. 

 

Canadian researcher Kevan Berg’s doctoral dissertation involved living in 

Smangus village and based on the songs and myths of their ancestors, locating 80 

spots on the route of their historic migration. By conducting sediment analysis of 

these spots they were able to scientifically prove recent human habitation (including 

housing foundations, planted trees and other environmental impacts) many of these 

areas are now protected by the Forestry Bureau as conservation areas (thus 

prohibiting Atayal people from growing or collecting crops). Such research begs the 

question: what constitutes a natural, pristine forest? These areas have had human 

activity for ions giving rise to the concept of the “Anthropogenic Forest,” which 

describes a forest that has been altered and created with human influence.  

 Bayen points out that the forest is most important part of Cinsbuology. They 

have clashed with the Forestry Bureau for gathering mushrooms and firewood, 
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activities that have been deemed illegal in order to protect the forest. But to local 

people, they see themselves as keepers of the forest but would still like to be able to 

earn an income as they protect it.  

Thus, on the one hand this demonstrates the motivations the community 

members have for wanting to use their land in ways that minimize negative impacts 

on the environment. On the other hand, it fundamentally calls into question the ways 

in which the government in Taiwan limits indigenous peoples’ use of the land under 

the pretext of protecting the natural, delicate mountain environment. 

   

6.1.2 Non-competitiveness 

In many conversations and presentations, community members vocalized that one of 

the aspects of conventional agricultural practice that most made them uncomfortable 

was competitiveness. They saw the competition between settlements and between 

households within settlements as very damaging to their happiness and culture and 

they blamed the middlemen who bought their produce for pitting them against each 

other. However, the non-competitive principles espoused by members of the FA goes 

even further, encouraging farmers to share farming techniques, traditional ecological 

knowledge as well as hopes, feelings and friendships. The young members of the FA 

are acutely aware that their economic organization has an impact on their culture and 

how they relate to each other. They are deliberately implementing agricultural 

practices in an effort to undo some of the social and environmental damage caused by 

modern practices. They say they are coming together again. 

 

Pastor Taru describes it as such:  

These days each family has their own plot to cultivate but traditionally land was 

commonly owned. When shifting to cultivate different land, they would negotiate and 

come to a consensual agreement. Relationships and the social structure of the 

community are influenced by agricultural practices. Culture and beliefs are integrated 

with agricultural production. With conventional farming, middle-men would play the 

local farmers against each other in order to get the lowest price. This had a destructive 

impact on local relationships between families. The FA and Dreamweaving 

Foundation work to establish a network to share knowledge from farmer to farmer in 

order to rebuild community ties. Sharing is one of the key principles of this 

organization (11/12/2013).  

 

Watan Taru goes on to describe how part of the reason why they want to increase 

local autonomy is that in their past experience, government funding has created 
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competition which worsened relationships between families and communities and 

caused distrust. They hope to reduce the competition between families and 

communities by creating a “network of families:” strengthening family ties and 

sharing information and techniques. They are recruiting young people to act as 

representatives from different communities to build this network. Part of their work is 

to share not just knowledge but their feelings; to instruct and to help, meet, discuss, 

and develop together. The network of communities can help them reduce costs in 

transportation and marketing by collectivizing. I was able to witness some visits of 

members from one community to another, sharing their experiences with different 

farming techniques and was struck by the importance of this action in building local 

trust and, through that, resilience.  

Down the mountain from Quli settlement, a local reverend told us more about this 

issue while explaining the impact a government-built dam has had on the river and 

their traditional fishing grounds. He lamented that people have become more 

individualistic, 

Although because of modern life this kind of collective use is getting rarer, when I 

fish, I take it back to the village to share, this is my value. I regard this fish as a blessing 

from God. If I sell the fish, I would be very rich as I am good at fishing. Tracing back 

to Atayal tradition there is a belief that if you share more, you will get more back 

(11/12/2013).  

Watan adds to his point that inequality between villagers and villages is not conducive 

to strong social ties and therefore resilience against shocks like price fluctuations or 

typhoons. He gives the example of Pyunan, where one group has a lifestyle more like 

Han Chinese in that they own land and have networks for marketing vegetables. In 

that village there is a section of the population that does not own land but works on 

others’ land, this is because people have benefited from commercial agricultural 

production in unequal ways. 

Another benefit of cooperation between villages is that different villages have 

different strengths to offer. For example, some villages in the front mountain area 

have more experience with mainstream culture and technology, so may be better able 

to market produce. On the other hand, some other villages in the back mountain area 

seem to have more of a connection to the local traditional ecological knowledge 

(TEK) that is useful in terms of agricultural techniques as well as building a sense of 

identity, community and purpose.   
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 Another demonstration of the significance of non-competitiveness is the 

charitable work being done by the farmers. As Lin Guixing (林桂香) describes : 

With the farm and the farmers, we have seen that we are producing these healthy 

vegetables but we found that we have clansmen who don’t have access. Even poor 

families. Also, we often chat, discuss issues in the tribe. We figured that since we 

sometimes have an overproduction of vegetables at certain times after we’ve sold what 

we can. We sometimes have some left over. We wondered why not give them to our 

clansmen? We realized we must. They may be our relatives. Such as people living 

alone, the elderly or poor families. So they thought this was great. So we often, without 

a regular schedule, do this. We bring it to their homes (Qinghua University 

Documentary A) 

 

Her husband, Pastor Wu (吳治德) continues:  

Our farm is trying to transform since each field is small, it’s hard to compete with large 

farms, and therefore we are trying to work together; to collectivize. Dr Yen is helping. 

Someday we will all look like this old grandfather, we hope that even when we are 

very old, and we can dedicate ourselves to community work. I want to work until I’m 

very old, never retire (Qinghua University Documentary A) 

 

Also the afore mentioned “elders’ service,” whereby members of the FA visit and 

bring necessities to older community members living alone as well as to poor families 

are examples of the charitable values intrinsic to this work. 

6.1.3 Multigenerational Concerns  

Throughout this research, the community members kept emphasizing that part of their 

devotion to taking care of the land was out of respect for their ancestors and also that 

they felt that learning and using their TEK and growing their traditional crops helped 

them connect to their past which gave them a sense of identity. Furthermore, there 

was always talk of concern about the young generation and generations to come. They 

were adamant about wanting to create local opportunities and learning initiatives so 

that their young could feel confident in their identity and continue to live in the 

mountains. 
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Figure 16 - Multigenerational Concerns 

 

 

Quli organic farm owner Dawei (徐大衛 xu2da4wei4 in documentary video) 

puts this feeling into words thusly: 

Why do I feel I must pass down my plot of land? I think my main drive is to spur young 

people into action. I don’t think it’s just up to us old people, we need to pass on our 

traditions to the young. If nobody continues it, our work will end. We can get it to a 

certain stage, but if no one takes over, this industry is gone. Through inheriting the 

land, the young people can then understand our system of values. We can give them 

this concept. Thus we can teach them the knowledge and also let them know that we 

can only use this local land, we must put it to good use. That we can contribute to the 

tribe’s industry. They are also able to create a lot of industry in the tribe. They can help 

the tribe create a bigger vision and bigger goals. This is our dream and our goal 

(Qinghua Univeristy Documentary 2). 

In other words, he links land use and industry to ensuring that knowledge and values 

are passed down through him and his work from the ancestors and elders to future 

generations. 

The Dreamweaving foundation works hard to spend time with elders in the 

community who are still able to transmit their knowledge. Efforts are being made to 

record songs, stories and botanical information. Watan elaborates, 

We take elders to the mountains to identity plants and put this information on a website 

to share information so young people can learn. So respect for elders is important, 

young people can benefit a lot from this. (11/12/2013): 

 

The reasons for this are many: to record local TEK for posterity, to learn techniques 

that could be useful in economic development and to strengthen and develop a shared 

•Take care of elders' needs
•Record elders' knowledge, 

songs, stories, experiences
•Learn from values of 

ancestors

Elders and 
Ancestors

•Take care of the land
•Pass knowledge and 

values onto next 
generation
•Capacity building

Community 
Workers •Teach values and 

knowledge to the young
•Strengthen sense of 

identity and confidence
•Create local opportunities

Young people and 
Future generations
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sense of identity based on shared ancestors and history. Also through this history and 

identity, they hope to cultivate connections among community members as well as to 

the land. 

Reverend Atung advises that young people, 

Remember the words of our ancestors, we are brothers who should not point fingers 

but should work together. Some elders can sing the history of the Tayal through song. 

They are carriers of history. This generation is thinking of proof; using modern 

technology to confirm [the words of our ancestors]. More and more people are asking 

how you can prove that [the land] belongs to you, so tracing and evidence is important 

to persuade [them]. We can find the traditional lands and different places through songs 

tracing back how names were invented. Singing is important but not recognized by the 

government. We are working with other indigenous peoples to push [the importance 

of this knowledge]. Meanings are very deep, describing the environment, regions, 

names. The names have deep meanings; sometimes about a place or an historic story. 

Each community has its own songs, stories and myths related to hunting, fishing, rules, 

boundaries, ethics (for example ethics in courting a woman). (11/12/2013): 

 

Thus, multigenerational concern is central to the development work being done in the 

area and of great importance to local people. It would seem that this is one of the key 

values that on the one hand give their work meaning and on the other makes it more 

socially sustainable. 

6.1.4 Autonomy from outsiders and Collective Decision-making 

In terms of power and decision-making in the communities, two themes became 

apparent after a very short amount of time spent in the area. Autonomy from 

outsiders, including government officials, middle-men, and to a lesser degree NGO 

workers and academics, in preference for home-grown ideas and rationales based on 

local knowledge, history, culture and with the long-term interests of local people in 

mind is overtly prioritized. Less overt but easily observable is the collective nature of 

decision-making based on a history of egalitarian values but seen as essential to the 

long- term success of these projects. 

While Atayal resistance to external power structures may have manifest in 

different ways in the past, these days it mostly seems to center around a blame-game 

against the government with regards to natural resources management. In terms of 

farming, local people lament that they are forced to adopt environmentally damaging 

practices due to their restriction to small plots and that the government pushes 

fertilizers and pesticides on the one hand and blames them for soil and water 

contamination on the other. As mentioned previously, the government – 
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petrochemical industry creates dependencies that lead to tensions. Watan discusses 

the importance of the work of the FA,  

We are trying to develop an independent agriculture because conventionally you must 

buy from the Bureau of Agriculture. We wanted to find a way out of this system […]. 

Using local TEK and Korean natural farming based on enzymes, my father replenishes 

soil that has been degraded. So rather than depending on outside government or private 

sellers for soil and fertilizer, they are able to be independent. This also helps to build 

local people’s confidence. (August 2013) 

The issues they face are similar in other potential means of economic development: 

they would like to develop tourism but are restricted in building infrastructure, low-

impact activities like gathering wood or mushrooms are outlawed and hunting 

restricted.  

Water is a highly contentious topic, as the area is part of the catchment area 

for the Shimen reservoir, which provides drinking water for more than 3 million 

people. Indigenous people are often blamed for causing sedimentation by triggering 

landslides and of contamination of the water network through overuse of agricultural 

chemicals. On the other hand, Atayal argue (as mentioned above) that they are forced 

into bad agriculture practices. They argue that given the freedom, their land-use 

practices would be best for the land in the long-term (and the waterways and their 

downstream users as well), whereas the outsiders’ perspective is to provide water to 

cities and industrial parks prioritizing short-term goals and harming the land through 

over-engineering. The local people argue that the increasing network of dams is 

ecologically destructive and unsustainable. In these ways (among others), 

management of resources creates great tension between local indigenous people and 

outsiders. 

Although the FA explicitly states that sharing knowledge and creating 

networks is an important part of their work, the egalitarian culture of discussion and 

decision-making is much more striking when observing workshops and meetings. 

They operate more like town-hall discussions with everyone seemingly feeling very 

comfortable speaking their minds and listening thoughtfully to the opinions of others. 

While elders and church pastors are treated with extra respect, the discussions that I 

observed were open to input from anyone in the community and I sometimes noticed 

a hesitation of community members to answer questions on behalf of everyone 

without their input. This is in contrast to the more mainstream social structure in 

Taiwan which has roots in Confucian tradition and can tend to be much more 

hierarchical.  
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Canadian scholar Kevin Berg, who spent much more time in the area thata I 

did, makes similar observations during his time in Smangus settlement,  

During my fieldwork in Smangus, the village chief was clearly the most self- assured 

among participants with respect to sharing of individual knowledge – perhaps 

responding to a presumed responsibility as knowledge bearer – but even he would 

sometimes defer to group meetings regarding certain ecological interpretations and 

categories, saying that “the others might disagree with his answer,” or that “together 

as a group we can give a more accurate response.” Overall, participants as a whole 

were generally uninhibited and untroubled with sharing their knowledge and personal 

observations of the forest, but they seemed equally comfortable with group settings 

where knowledge could be discussed, debated, contested, and negotiated […] (Berg, 

2013, p. 290).  

It is important that Berg points out that disagreeing and providing different input to 

discussions seems to be unproblematic. I observed this as well, people from both 

more influential families and seemingly less influential families seemed to feel 

equally comfortable giving their opinions.  

 At one workshop I observed an interesting situation whereby one farmer 

(leaving names out of this story) presented his community’s progress and techniques, 

describing their methods to deal with various agricultural and marketing issues as 

they have come up. At the end, a member of another community raised their hand to 

speak and told him that he had given incorrect ratios when describing the composting 

recipe. As an outsider, I was unable to interpret the significance of this but it did 

strike me as somewhat unnecessary. On the one hand, it could be an indication of the 

willingness to discuss and dissent as described by Berg. On the other, it could be an 

indication of some mild competition between communities. There was not an 

appropriate way for me to inquire about this but in the end the exchange was 

interesting because it was not one that would typically be observed in mainstream 

Taiwan culture or in my culture either.  

As mentioned above, the FA is actively promoting the creation of a network of 

communities and families working together to protect their land and culture. They 

argue that this is more in line with their traditional way of life and that the 

sustainability of their economic development depends on it. As Watan puts it,  

To plan how to organize, we start with traditional cultural organization: a network of 

families, there is strength in family ties. This network of families can make it so 

information can be shared more widely. We had 5 people from 5 different 

communities. We recruit young people with passion, with stable funding we now have 

10 people. We have a very close relationship in which we share or feelings. We work 

with the community – not instruct. We help, meet, discuss, develop together. 

 

The members of the FA and local organic farmers know that their economic 
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activities and their social organization are inextricably linked and they are deliberately 

and conscientiously incorporating the fundamental values of autonomy from outsiders 

and collective decision-making into their institutions.  

6.1.5 Low prioritization of Profit-making and Emphasis on Community Work 

Throughout my time in Jianshi Township doing research, probably the most obvious 

way in which their organic farming endeavor differed from conventional farming and 

conventional capitalist enterprise was the way in which profit-making was given a 

lower priority than community work and environmental protection. This is related to 

cultural differences that provide locals in the area with a long-term perspective on 

their economic activities as well as their Christian values that emphasize charity. 

Through shared knowledge and development of organics, visiting and helping elders 

or disadvantaged families, education, and distribution of surplus healthy produce, the 

members of the organic farming movement in Jianshi see charity and community 

work as integral to their venture. Even the profit-making aspect is an attempt to 

provide good, sustainable opportunities for the young and/or disadvantaged in their 

community. 

Pastor Wu describes,  

Our short-term goal is to create local opportunities, our medium-term goal is to build 

a good system of community farming and capacity building, and our long-term focus 

is on sustainability… The value of organic farming is hard to express in monetary 

terms, there are many other values. (8/11/2014) 

 

As Pastor Dali’s youngest son agrees: “We don’t want to earn a lot of money, 

just want to provide a living, teach the young how to take care of the environment, 

teach them about our culture” (8/11/2014). And Watan further elucidates,  

The network of communities can help us collectivize; reduce costs in transportation 

and marketing. We do lots of work in specializing in Organic farming; teaching 

farmers how to communicate with consumers directly as well as facilitating marketing, 

brand recognition and certification… We stress the importance of sharing, balancing 

traditional values with modern technology.  We stress that the most important thing is 

opportunity for young people and increasing their relationships within our community 

and increasing their positive influence in the community (11/12/13).  

When asked about the best way to make a living, Sayun says that all she wants is a 

“stable salary, I don’t put too much emphasis on the idealism or on settling for reality, 

but rather something in between and stable. 

Thus, while for the purpose of presenting this research these values have been 

organized into categories, we can see that they are interrelated and part of an overall 

system of guiding principles that is much more complicated that profit seeking. 
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6.1.6 Sense of identity, belonging, cultural confidence 

 The challenges facing indigenous peoples in Taiwan, as in other places in the 

world, are beyond the political and economic to the cultural. Their lower socio-

economic status is as a result of a history of marginalization and attempts by various 

outside governments at cultural assimilation (which can be considered a form of 

ethnic-cleansing). While the political status of indigenous people has been 

ameliorating since Taiwan’s democratization, the wounds of the past are strongly felt 

in terms of cultural confidence.  

At the time of writing, Taiwan’s President-elect, Tsai Yingwen (蔡英文), has 

vowed to apologize to Taiwan’s indigenous people in her capacity as President in 

August 2016. She publicly acknowledged during her campaign that Taiwan’s 

indigenous people are at a disadvantage in terms of economy, health and education as 

a result of historic oppression and inequality (Lu and Wu, 2016/01/26). While I have 

had the opportunity to meet many indigenous people in Taiwan who are proud of their 

identities, there are others who feel ashamed because of the stereotyping of their 

people as lazy, drunken, poor, and less-educated than mainstream people in Taiwan. I 

was told repeatedly that some of the social problem of alcohol abuse and poverty on 

the front-mountain area are seen in Jianshi as a result of assimilation, shame and 

stereotyping. Thus, one of the aims of development projects in the area (including 

tourism and craft-making as well as organic farming) is supporting social 

sustainability. By developing projects that explore and celebrate indigenous Atayal 

culture, Atayal people (especially the younger generations) can feel proud of their 

heritage and can have confidence in themselves through their sense of belonging. As 

reverend Atung puts it, “it’s important for people to find an identity. Find a way to 

stay rooted in the community.” 

Xu Shiwei (徐世偉) from Meihua tribe describes how organic farming is 

important to him not just in terms of a livelihood but his sense of self and self-

confidence:  

From very early on I have worked. Since I have a big family, we all work. Even before 

I graduated high school, I would work. During holidays, I would work with my family. 

After graduating, I came straight back to work. Our landlord donated this land. Look 

at this farm. With this land we can afford to support a good few families’ cost of living. 

Living in the mountains isn’t very expensive. I also believe that this place, this business, 

isn’t just about helping local people –giving them work opportunities- it also gives 

people a sense of belonging and a sense of identity. I’m discovering that I am a useful 

person (Qinghua University Documentary A).  
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Libianshan (李釆珊) is from the plains area of Taiwan. While in university she 

participated in the Mountain Academy and formed ties with member of Quli 

Settlement. Ultimately, she married into the community and is involved in managing 

the settlement’s construction work. She describes their work: 

My father-in-law wanted to do something that the whole tribe would be involved in. 

He didn’t want each family or clan to think only of themselves but rather to take other 

people into account as well. So all together we set up an association to do this building 

work and you can see the tribe working together because of these efforts. They have 

become more united.  

 
In fact, this place [she is speaking in a building built and decorated in the traditional 

style with bamboo, there are boys playing video games on some PC computers] is the 

most important project. This is a multi-functional space, so many people can use it. 

The tribal and association meetings are all held here. It also functions as a young 

children’s day care as well as a youth computer lab. We also hope that it can also 

become one of the sightseeing attractions of our tribe.  

 

The ceiling was built through traditional methods. We included some open spaces so 

that it wasn’t too monotonous. We used this Atayal weaving. We made it wavy so it 

feels a little three-dimensional and with input from the elders. They make 

recommendations and we decide how to get it made. So this is one of our main projects, 

also we built a footpath to the Mrqwang waterfall with the help of the Forestry Bureau. 

 

I think that now young people can say the tribe is good, that they might proud to say 

they’re from the tribe. They sometimes used to be embarrassed to speak up. But now 

they’ve found their voice.  After this case, they have wanted to speak more. When 

there are guests or someone admires the ceiling of this building, or think it’s very 

special or say that this tribe is very nice, etc. You will be proud to have a voice- as 

saying they feel that this is my building. In doing these things, then they will say where 

they come from. So, in fact the self-confidence of their tribe and community feeling 

are deepened, because it increases their sense of belonging. So I think it is very 

gratifying to help make the young people of the tribe know that their tribe actually 

developed very well (Qinghua University Documentary B) 

These sentiments are echoed again and again. There is a strong sense in the 

community that in order for their economic development to be sustainable, it must 

give people (especially the young) a sense of purpose, meaning and identity.   

 When asked what the deeper meaning the work of the FA had to her, Sayun 

says that it is to find their past. Because in the past she would be moving through the 

urban areas and mountains but did not really understand the mountains because they 

had lost that connection. She realized that she felt stuck in between two worlds and 

wanted to find a real, deeper meaning through rediscovering her heritage. When asked 

about her idea of “the good life,” Sayun says that “a life well led is spending time with 

family, sharing goals, supporting each other, doing work that is meaningful to you. It 

may be tiring and hard, but it is worthwhile. Most of all work is part of faith.” She 

said that through this work she hopes to find herself and get a sense of belonging. She 
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wants to learn resilience and tolerance from elders. She wants to emphasize values 

that one must experience oneself, not learn about in books. She wants to affect the 

next generation, help them set their own goals and dreams. 

 

6.2 Interaction with Outside World 

While the main purpose of this research is to explore the local values that are being 

expressed and created through the organic farm movement in Jianshi and the work of 

the FA, it is important to remember that this does not exist in a vacuum. Because of 

the nature of the concept of alternativeness, other studies of Alternative Food 

Networks include in their analysis a look at the degree to which the case interacts with 

or hopes to change mainstream society, economy and politics. As this case is being 

explored as an example of an “alternative” agriculture, it is important to explore what 

they are alternative to, how they see their work as distinct and whether or not they 

hope to alter the wider society. Further, and also following in the footsteps of other 

AFN research (McMahon N. 2005) a look at the degree to which the community 

networks and/or organizes with other AFNs or AESs. 

 6.2.1 Interaction with Mainstream 

In this section, I will discuss the observed interactions and stated intentions of the FA 

members and local farmers with respect to various aspects of mainstream society. 

Some key facets to be discussed are government agencies, outside businesses, 

consumers and academics.  

As previously discussed in this thesis, the relationship between local Atayal 

people in the research area and the various government actors that they come into 

contact with such as the Forestry Bureau, state-run petrochemical companies, dam 

maintenance, Indigenous Council is marked by blame, distrust and misunderstanding. 

While improving these relationships was rarely mentioned to me as a main priority of 

their development work, there was some recognition that it was necessary. Also as 

mentioned above, the process of recording the knowledge of the elders and presenting 

this information in ways that can be understood by outsiders such as maps (both 

physical and digital), databases of local flora and fauna and their uses as well as their 

language and songs is an important part of their work. This process helps to give 

legitimacy to their local knowledge, history and claims to the land.  
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 In terms of dealing with outside businesspeople, almost any discussion with 

local people about their reasons for pursuing this alternative agriculture strategy 

includes the issue of wholesalers or middlemen. They are the subject of much 

negative sentiment for allegedly sparking competition among local households and 

other unscrupulous business practices. Finding ways around such businessmen is a 

priority of the FA and local farmers. However, even if they are able to cut them out, 

the farmers still need to do business with outsiders in order to sell their produce so 

they are keen to on the one hand do direct-sales to consumers and on the other foster 

relationships and supply chains with organizations with more sound business 

practices, such as charities, green-groups and organic shops.  

 In order to accomplish their goal of creating a green economy that is profitable 

enough to create opportunities for young people, the FA and farmers know that they 

must understand consumers from outside their area. They must understand the 

demands, values and means of their potential consumers in order to know what and 

how to market to them. Also, I was impressed by how the farmers seemed to be 

genuinely concerned for the health of outside people, wanting healthy organic 

produce to be available to everyone, not just those who live in the mountains or are 

rich. Wuzhide (吳治德), of Meihua Tribe, explains: 

Many people in the tribe began to engage in organic vegetable farming. And the more 

organics we grow, the price mechanism will make it comparable to the so-called 

traditional markets prices.  

 So we told them that these good things in addition, beyond ourselves, we should make 

it so more people can afford to eat these vegetables. Not only we get to eat them, but 

regular people can access them. So they are looking forward to the day they can 

accomplish this. In recent years we have promoted farming organic vegetables like this 

(Qinghua University Documentary A) 

 

Thus, beyond their community, he is concerned that regular people in the plains, if 

they are not rich, lack access to non-toxic, healthy produce at reasonable prices. He 

thinks that by promoting organic farming, he can also help make the prices more 

competitive, thus more affordable to regular people. 

 As described previously, it was a professor from Qinghua University that first 

noticed Pastor Taru’s farming techniques and mentioned the modern concept of 

“organic agriculture” (modern only as a response to the need for a term to describe it 

in contrast to conventional chemical-based agriculture). This was to start a long 

relationship between academics and organic farmers in the research area. These days 

there are many young people from the area who are pursuing higher education in 
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social sciences, agriculture, social work and legal studies and many students and 

academics from outside (such as myself) who have spent time in the area conducting 

research. Dr. Lin and Dr. Kuan, among other university professors, have fostered 

reciprocal relationships between academic institutions and local people, bringing 

groups of students to spend time in the area. These trips benefit their students in term 

of an informative and mind-opening cultural and ecological experience and the visits 

also promote the perspectives of local people as well as make a financial contribution. 

Dr. Lin has mentioned plans of growing and institutionalizing this relationship. As 

local people hope to develop their tourism industry, encouraging academic-oriented 

visitors is seen as a way of ensuring their subjectivity and beneficial consequences of 

tourism.  

6.2.2 Interaction with other AES 

 Other studies that have looked at AES and AFNs have also described the 

degree to which each case interacts with other AESs. This can give valuable insight 

into how participants view their project and the wider world and the ways in which 

they may hope to make a contribution to improving political, economic or 

environmental issues. There are two main ways in which the participants in the FA 

were observed to interact with other AES and AFNs, one is their involvement with 

some pan-global social and environmental groups and the other is through knowledge 

sharing with other indigenous and/or organic farmers in Taiwan and other countries.  

 The International Society of Ethnobiology (ISE) is one such pan-global social 

and environmental group that shares many of the values of the FA. I was able to 

attend an ISE mini-conference in Taipei in 2014 that included some FA members and 

after which the visiting ISE representatives from multiple countries traveled to Jianshi 

to learn about their efforts and to carry out a video conference with other farmers, 

academics and activists in Peru. Also, in 2015, many representatives from the 

research area and my university traveled to Bhutan to participate in a larger 

conference. These activities contribute symbolically in terms of moral support and 

legitimacy to the work of the FA and also practically in terms of advice, 

collaboration, process and technical know-how.  

 Knowledge sharing with other farmers in Taiwan and other countries is often 

based on commonalities of organic agriculture and ecological values or indigenous 

activism. Watan has said that they feel that their technique, “Indigenous Agriculture” 
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can be (and has been) held up as a model for other communities’ development. He is 

quick to point out the most important lesson of their model is that context is important 

and a holistic approach to development. They see their efforts as intrinsically 

dependent on their history, culture and environment. In terms of knowledge-sharing, 

especially the agricultural skills they are promoting must always be localized in 

context; knowledge cannot simply be transferred. They can only offer lessons and 

support that must then be adapted to suit another culture, landscape, and local species.  

. 

6.3 Discussion 

6.3.1 Implications for Alternative Development 

One of the main inspirations for this research is the concept of Alternative 

Development theories. As discussed above, this is not a monolithic theory but rather a 

plurality of concepts with the overarching commonality being a critical approach to 

mainstream development discourses. This case absolutely contributes to the growing 

body of work theorizing about and documenting cases outside the purview of 

conventional, modernist development theories in that the subjects are using low-tech 

solutions, prioritizing non-monetary culturally-specific aspects of their economic 

development in a highly context-oriented model.  

The principles espoused by the community workers (connections between 

people and each other, people and the land, multigenerational concerns, fostering a 

sense of purpose, belonging and identity) are actually holistic, proven and common-

sensical. It can be argued that these cases are only called “alternative” because 

mainstream development theory has been co-opted by national and private political 

and economic interests. While this type of research and case can be packaged or 

analyzed from various theoretical perspectives (alternative development, 

modernization theory, Alternative Economic Spaces) in the end it is about what works 

well in the real world, in people’s lives. Really this thesis and development 

(modernization) as a theory boils down to well-being and happiness. So if happiness 

and well-being are the actual goals of human economic development, then we need to 

think about what actually improves people’s lives.  

 The Grant Study, a monumental 75 year longitudinal and wide-ranging study 

that followed hundreds of men who graduated from Harvard in the 1930s, found that 
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in terms of happiness and contentment, the quality of people’s connections, 

relationships and meaningfulness were paramount. Income, health, success, marital 

status and IQ had much less of an impact on happiness than connections. In terms of 

work, George Vaillant, directed the study from 1972-2004 puts it, “feeling connected 

to one’s work was far more important than making money or achieving traditional 

success (Gregoire, 2013). These findings support the work of the FA and other 

proponents of alternative development and AES. From this perspective, what the FA 

members are doing is incredibly modern, current and forward-thinking. They are 

putting into practice principles and forms of living only now being proven effective in 

mainstream anthropological and psychological research.  

6.3.2 Implications for Theories of Alterity, AES, and AFN 

The research case supports the ideas of Gibson-Graham that there is a diversity of 

motivations and experiences both within and outside of mainstream capitalism that 

should be brought to light. This case offers an example of a community consciously 

incorporating other values (Land-God-Gaga, non-competitiveness, multigenerational 

concerns, autonomy from outsiders, collective decision-making, low prioritization of 

profit, sense of identity and belonging) into their economic decision-making but still 

interacting with the mainstream capitalist system.  

 Returning to Gibson-Graham’s concept of a Diverse Economy, the types of 

economic transactions taking place in relation to organic farming in the area fall into 

all three categories; of course the sale of produce to the outside world takes place in a 

market situation, but locally there are examples of “alternative market” transactions, 

such as local trading and relationship and meaning oriented sales. For example, I 

would classify the process whereby tourists or visiting academics purchase goods in 

order to support the community in this section. There are also non-market 

transactions, such as gifts, knowledge-sharing and charitable activities.  

 Moving on to the column in the chart on labour organization, again there are 

some economic activities that are based simply on wage labour but, more 

interestingly, many forms that would fall into the categories of “alternative-paid” or 

“unpaid” labour. Some examples observed in the area of alternative-paid would 

include: cooperative labour, self-employed, and even more academic fellowships and 

semi-paid charity positions. Unpaid labour such as housework and family care are 

expected and, as is the case elsewhere, fall largely in the hands of women, but 
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volunteer work, visitation and care of local elderly people, spending time recording 

the TEK and oral history of their culture, working to develop organic farming 

techniques for the express purpose of sharing that knowledge to the benefit of the 

whole community are excellent and promising examples of non-wage oriented labour 

forms.  

Finally, and most importantly, in terms of organizational form, these cases 

offer a hopeful and robust example of an “alternative-capitalist” form of economic 

organization. As has been argued and broken down into a set of values in the previous 

section of this thesis, the economic decision making in the area has deliberately taken 

on a form that mixes capitalist, market forces with local social and environmental 

ethics. This has been a very conscious and deliberate shift to include these principles 

in their decision-making in order for their development efforts to be more sustainable. 

 

Figure 17 - A Diverse Economy (Gibson-Graham 2006) 

 

 

This case can best be described as a sophisticated and mindful attempt to reap 

the rewards of the capitalist free market while systematically putting in place 

mechanisms that mediate the more negative social and ecological effects of this 

system. This is precisely the type of revealing that Gibson-Graham requested social 

scientists to look at.  

Recall that Fuller and Jonas (2003) expanded on Gibson-Graham’s chart to 

argue that cases of alternative or non-capitalist economic organization can further be 
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divided into two categories: alternative-substitute” and “alternative oppositional.” I 

would argue that this case represents a mixture of the two and thereby calls into 

questions such categories. The case is alternative-substitute in that part of the impetus 

for change is simply pragmatic; they are struggling to compete with imports in the 

mainstream, conventional produce market. But it is definitely alternative-oppositional 

in that the participants are actively questioning and organizing against the negative 

aspects of conventional farming.  

 

6.3.3 Policy Implications 

There are many important policy implications of the work of the FA as analyzed in 

this research. Some key principles that can be gleaned from it are the importance of 

context, connections, culture, and meaning.  

 Mainstream economic discourse has put great emphasis on finding patterns to 

human economic behavior that transcend culture and locale, searching for one-size 

fits all models of economic development. This case can be seen as an antidote to such 

thinking. The FA members are clear that their main contribution to a development 

model is that social, cultural, historical, ecological and economic context is 

significant. If another community in Taiwan or elsewhere hoped to learn anything 

from this model that they can apply, the main lesson would be that they must look 

carefully at their own situation, values, strengths and weaknesses. This principle of 

being context-specific applies both to organizational and social concerns as well as 

the more technical and practical concerns of natural agriculture, which also must cater 

to local ecological and market situations. 

While this research and case (as well as many cases of Alterative 

Development) are in non-Western, non-industrialized areas (or marginal areas within 

Western and/or industrialized societies) and the “bads” caused by free market 

economics to society and the environment may often be seen in their most extreme in 

colonized or marginalized populations, that is not to say that they are limited to those 

areas. Depression, drug addiction, violence, detachment and other “diseases of 

modernity” are experienced in varying degrees by all populations affected by 

capitalism all over the world. This community’s conscious attempt to recognize and 

mitigate the social challenges presented by modern capitalist society and employ a 
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contextual, people-oriented, holistic approach to dealing with them is a strategy that 

can and should be learned from.  

6.3.4 Criticisms 

While the purpose of this research is to present alternative values used in economic 

decision-making of people in the research area from their perspective as much as 

possible, of course there is also the opportunity to critically evaluate the projects. 

Jones et al. (2010) argue that meanings and values are less important and that the only 

significant point on which to evaluate AFN cases is on ecological sustainability. 

While it is the position of this paper that values and meanings are worthy of study not 

least because they can give valuable insight into the social sustainability of a project, 

it is still important to look at the environmental impact of a project. However, as this 

is a very complicated task that is beyond my technical ability, I can only point out a 

few observed issues.  

 The agricultural methods promoted by the FA are surely more ecologically 

sustainable than conventional agricultural techniques, as they avoid use of damaging 

chemical fertilizers and pesticides. However, much of the tilled land is still planted 

with monocrops, which are vulnerable to pests, disease, erosion and soil depletion. 

Some farms have perennial fruit trees but many are annual, vegetable crops with short 

root systems that do little to combat erosion of topsoil (with negative consequences 

for soil health and can lead to dangerous and expensive landslides and silt deposits in 

the reservoir system). Furthermore, many of the vegetable plots I observed used black 

tarpaulin as a weed control measure. This technique involves spreading black plastic 

over the whole field with holes only for the desired plants to grow through, weeds are 

starved for air and sunlight. This technique can pass most organic certification 

criteria, but it leaves many questions regarding the ecological footprint of such 

practice and also the potential health of the food grown on this land, the soil, the 

downstream waterways and consumers of the produce.  

 Another issue observed in the community in terms of environmental 

protection is perhaps a lack of mindfulness in purchasing consumer products from 

outside the area. It is as an urban environmentalist that such consumer products stand 

out to me, but are still worth looking at especially if eco-tourism is to be developed in 

the area. I, and other ecologically-minded visitors, can be on the one hand impressed 

by their local commitment to organic agriculture and yet disappointed that the coffee 
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products served are not fair trade, the soaps not biodegradable and the heavy use of 

disposable products, among other things. While not in this paper’s research area, 

Smangus ecotourism community is an impressive place for their buildings, autonomy, 

collective decision-making and cultural promotion, however, most of the food served 

is conventionally farmed and brought in from outside despite their nearby kin’s 

production of organic food. This point was raised by Dr. Lin in at the TEK workshop, 

so perhaps progress will be made. Another unfortunate issue in Smangus is the use of 

plastic disposable table cloths, thrown away after each meal and other disposables.  

This final criticism is quite difficult to express. In all the meetings and 

conversations, it was very frequently pointed out that the government did not help 

them with various projects. For example, when they talk about building the church, 

maintaining a trail, rebuilding after a typhoon, selling their produce, the phrase, “the 

government didn’t help us,” is very frequently repeated. This is interesting and speaks 

to their sense of antipathy towards government institutions that have not earned their 

trust and also to their desire for local autonomy. But some of the things that they point 

out not having help with are rather commonsensically not something one would 

expect government help with. This point is not meant to fault the people speaking this 

way but rather point out a theme that may indicate an issue of over dependence on 

government help through what some may controversially call “learned helplessness.” 

On a more positive note, this mantra seems to be part of a process of local 

empowerment and shedding of any past experience of learned helplessness.  
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7. Summary and Conclusions 

 

Taiwan is often held up as one of the great success stories of the neoliberal economic 

model, and many people have seen enormous increases in standards of living on the 

island in the last 60 years as well as the benefits of democracy. The indigenous 

peoples of Taiwan, however, have been marginalized both directly through 

discriminatory political and economic policies in the past and more indirectly through 

a general demeaning and breaking down of their culture and cultural confidence.  

The purpose of this research was to follow the progress of the Jianshi Farmers’ 

Academy as they work to formulate a sustainable model of grassroots community 

development based on their social and environmental context. The members of the FA 

recognize the challenges faced by their community presented by their social and 

economic marginalization and the trials of the global capitalist system. By focusing 

on their values and strengthening their community ties, they are mediating the worst 

aspects of capitalism while attempting to benefit from the market system by 

presenting a more united front. They know that there are many benefits to be enjoyed 

by profiting from the global economy through technology, education, health and 

travel (among other things) but they are acutely aware of, and working to mediate the 

negative forces.  

While moves toward the development of organic agriculture were being made in a 

few different indigenous areas of Jianshi Township over the last twenty years, the 

Farmers’ Academy is working hard to further promote it as well as bring people 

together for shared community development. They look back at traditional Atayal 

principles for values that prioritize people, community and the environment above 

profit. In this thesis, six main values have been identified: attachment to the land, non-

competitiveness, multigenerational concerns, autonomy from outsiders and collective 

decision-making, low prioritization of profit, and a sense of identity, belonging and 

cultural confidence.  By promoting an economic development model that prioritizes 

these values, the FA is working towards an economy that is socially as well as 

ecologically sustainable.  

It is the position of this paper that the lessons of the FA can make a significant 

contribution to the thinking on Alternative Development as well as Alternative 

Economic Spaces. For Alternative Development, this case supports the idea that 
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development must be context-specific with input from the grassroots level. AES are 

usually studied in the western world but this case is a perfect example of a community 

that has a deep understanding of the global capitalist system and is making deliberate 

strides to engage with it on their own terms in order to reap its benefits but disengage 

from certain aspects of it in order to mediate its negative facets.  

While the two theoretical perspectives that are used to explore this case both 

contain within them the concept of “alternativeness,” it is the position of this paper 

that while the solutions may be “alternative” in that they are different from 

mainstream economic thinking, the challenges that they are faced with are felt all over 

the world including by those who benefit greatly from the global capitalist system. I 

would argue that lessons on how to create a good life for even non-marginalized 

people can be drawn from this case. 
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